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Preface to the
2nd edition
Humankind's economic activities over the past few centuries have driven
the biosphere into overshoot, resulting in a looming cataclysm for life on
earth. To reverse this overshoot condition our species must rapidly reduce
its population, drastically lower the consumption of the rich, and sharply
increase its ecological efficiencies. However, this solution cannot be
implemented by growth-dependent capitalist economies, including
China’s state-directed version. The unavoidable implication is that the
system must now be historically superseded. Because this conclusion
seriously threatens the powerful, it has been placed beyond the boundary
of permissible thought and discourse. Severe penalties, both personal and
professional, await those who stray into the forbidden territory. As a
consequence, current discussions about the crisis are largely meaningless,
and efforts to resolve it are futile. If the world's ecosystems are to be
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salvaged, this taboo must be shattered. In this book I undertake this task
and draw my conclusions about the way forward.
My intended audience consists of independent thinkers who are
profoundly troubled by the ecological crisis. Some, like me, have avoided
institutional attachments to remain intellectually unencumbered. Others
now chafe under institutional constraints, but could break the golden
chains if a coherent plan for overshoot reversal appears. Still others are
hiding in the interstices of capitalist societies, wondering if the fatally
constricted thought that now ensnares the environmentally concerned will
ever be transcended. The common thread among these independents is
that their commitment to humankind and the natural world is stronger
than their ties to the prevailing order.
The book's central message is that the world's rich economies must be
fundamentally transformed, that such transformations will be fiercely
resisted by those in power, and therefore that reversing overshoot is a
revolutionary task. This conclusion will be unpalatable to many, but it
follows inexorably from the reality of our global situation. Anything less,
even the most far-reaching policy reforms by the world’s governments,
will leave the ecocidal logic of capitalism in place and ensure the
biosphere's catastrophic degradation.
I should immediately state that the revolutions I propose are distinct
from the socialist revolutions of the past. The goal is not to redirect the
purported benefits of increased production from capitalists to workers, but
to transform expansionary economies into contractionary economies. This
objective should appeal not just to progressives, but to conservatives as
well. Business, after all, cannot be conducted on a dead planet, and
conservatism has a long tradition of respect for the natural environment.
A related point is that the historical supersession of capitalism does not
imply that all components of the system will be consigned to the dustbin
of history. Some features of capitalism are extremely useful, and others
have a firm basis in human nature. I therefore propose a change process
that is based as much as possible on historical continuity and social
evolution, but that attempts to meet the time constraints imposed by our
ecological predicament.
My specific purpose in writing this book is to present the conceptual
basis for the global contractionary movement. If talented leaders soon
emerge to initiate this movement and to spearhead the required
revolutions, concerned humankind will have at least a chance to salvage
what remains of the biosphere.
The most significant change in the second edition is that conservatism
has been more fully integrated into contractionary thought. In the first
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edition I noted that conservatives could play a decisive role in the
movement, but failed to suggest a mode of economic thought they might
find acceptable. In this edition I acknowledge that a predominantly
conservative society, in moving to contractionism for ecological reasons,
will want to organize its economy in a manner that minimizes state
participation. This acknowledgment has in turn modified my views on
ecological economics. In the first edition I was exclusively critical of this
field, which makes the erroneous claim that a capitalist economy can
achieve its optimal scale while the capitalist class still rules. This criticism
stands, but I now recognize that ecological economics could be the starting
point for the conservative mode of economic thought in a contractionary
future. As with other reform-based initiatives, what is impossible and
deceptive in a pre-revolutionary situation may well be indispensable in a
post-revolutionary situation.
Despite this deeper acceptance of conservatism, I remain progressive
in my political orientation, and any attempt to expunge this worldview
would be futile. What contractionism requires are conservative thinkers
who will take my preliminary ideas and develop a fully conservative
version of contractionary theory. I am optimistic that such thinkers will
soon appear.
The book is organized as follows:
Chapter 1 (Overshoot) clarifies the nature of the ecological crisis by
distinguishing between resource overshoot, which is typified by peak oil,
and impact overshoot, which is best represented by climate change.
Impact overshoot is identified as the clear priority, and the urgency of
reversing it – particularly its climate change component – is emphasized.
The chapter places the crisis in historical context and discusses the roles
played by human nature and capitalism.
Chapter 2 (Economy) presents an economic plan for resolving the
overshoot crisis: the rapid contraction of the world’s rich economies
through a process called organic change. As a central aspect of this
process, a distinction is made between capitalism's economic logic, which
determines the system's outcomes, and its institutions, which help
implement this logic. Whereas the logic is transparently ecocidal and must
be quickly replaced, the institutional features should be selectively
retained. Because contractionism must be embraced across the political
spectrum, the replacement logic differs for a progressive and a
conservative society. The chapter also takes a critical look at the innocent-
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looking word "we", which causes immense confusion in environmental
thought and discussions.
Chapter 3 (Power) examines the political obstacles to implementing
the economic plan. It proposes a model that describes how the capitalist
class exercises social control and thus maintains its power. Particular
emphasis is placed on the "democratic illusion" - the pervasive but false
perception that power is held by government and the populace it
represents rather than by the capitalist class. The chapter’s aim is to
provide contractionary leaders with the conceptual tools required for an
autonomous understanding of capitalist power, thereby permitting the
formation of effective revolutionary movements.
Chapter 4 (Revolution) presents the theoretical basis for overcoming
the political obstacles identified in chapter three.
It defines a
contractionary revolution, identifies the latter’s potential agents, and
proposes a strategic approach intended to shift popular support to the
contractionary cause. The chapter also reviews the lessons to be learned
from the Russian Revolution, and outlines a post-revolutionary scenario
for a specific country (Canada) so that the reader can envisage what
contractionists might do once in power.
Chapter 5 (Criticism) outlines the differences between the
contractionary movement and its main progressive alternatives: green
reformism, ecosocialism, and radical environmentalism. Green reformism
refers to the numerous initiatives that seek to reduce the economy's
ecological impact through policies and reforms, thereby leaving capitalist
logic in place. These approaches, which are widely preferred because they
do not threaten careers and privileges, are serious impediments to the
required economic transformations. Ecosocialism is the environmentally
aware version of socialism, and radical environmentalism is the adoption
of direct action to protect the environment. Both are rejected because of
their inadequate strategies for resolving the ecological crisis.
Chapter 6 (Summary) is a recapitulation of the book's message. It is
also intended as an overview of contractionism for those who have not
read the first five chapters.
Because the book introduces a number of new terms and redefines
several existing ones, a glossary is included as an appendix.
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This book has a companion, The Economics of Needs and Limits, which
describes my progressive proposal for the replacement of capitalist logic.
It is intended for those who have a technical orientation or a background
in economic thought. Both books are available as free downloads (PDF
and ePub formats) at the website below. To purchase hard copies, see the
information on the website.
I would again like to express my gratitude to Cindy and Bill
McCaugherty for their invaluable support while this book was being
written. Their friendship, courage, and editorial suggestions are deeply
appreciated. I also offer my copious thanks to Justin Ritchie for giving me
the youth perspective on ecological decline, and for making numerous
practical suggestions on spreading the contractionary message. Finally, I
want to renew my thanks to the dedicated reviewer who provided
insightful comments on the first edition.

Frank Rotering
October, 2013
Website: contractionism.org
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Chapter 1
Overshoot
The overshoot crisis confronts humankind with deeply perplexing
questions about the way forward. What complicates the picture even
further is that the nature of the crisis itself is under dispute. Some
influential thinkers believe that resource shortages, particularly of fossil
fuels, are the key problem and must be our primary focus. Others insist
that these shortages are secondary, and that concern must be directed
mainly towards environmental impacts such as climate change. In this
chapter I focus on the ecological aspects of this quandary, leaving most of
the economic issues for chapter two. Let me begin by clarifying the idea of
ecological overshoot.
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OVERSHOOT CONCEPTS
Imagine that you are the leader of a small group that has decided to
colonize an uninhabited island. You and your fellow adventurers have the
normal human tendencies to increase your population and consumption,
but you are ethical with respect to your descendants and refuse to imperil
their well-being. You initially find a verdant environment - lots of plants,
bugs, and animals - but no nonrenewable resources such as coal, oil,
metals, and minerals.
As your group learns about the island and begins to develop an
economic infrastructure, population and per-capita consumption both rise.
Because you are an intelligent leader, you understand that these increases
have limits, based on the island's biological productivity. Being decisive
and ethical, you act accordingly. You therefore decree that, at the current
and quite adequate level of consumption, the island's population cannot
exceed a specified number. This restriction will keep overall consumption
within the island's biological limits and ensure that future generations will
continue to enjoy its bounty. The group complies and settles into an
existence that is somewhat restricted, but entirely sustainable.
One day this stability is disturbed by the discovery of coal. A detailed
survey is conducted, and it turns out that the supply of this nonrenewable
resource will last about fifty years. You decide that, even though the coal
supply is finite, it should be used to temporarily enhance the group's wellbeing by expanding its population and increasing its per-capita
consumption. Your intention is that, as the resource becomes scarce,
population and consumption will be gradually scaled back to their
biologically sustainable levels.
However, this apparently reasonable plan hits a snag. After about
twenty years the island's environment has been visibly degraded. Plants
are wilting, animals are dying, and people are getting sick. After some
investigation, excessive coal burning is identified as the cause of these
problems, and you therefore decide to rapidly decrease the use of this
dirty fuel. Once the various problems have abated you phase out the
remaining coal use and return to living within the island's biological
means.
This simple tale can help us understand the full meaning of the term
"overshoot". The word's dictionary definition is to pass beyond a limit, as
when an airplane skids off the end of a runway. In relation to the
environment, its general meaning is to violate natural limits: to skid off the
ecological runway, so to speak. The island story, however, makes it clear
that this violation must be interpreted in two distinct ways. The first
relates to biological resources for humankind, whereas the second relates
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to humankind’s ecological impact on the biosphere. If the ecological crisis
is to be effectively addressed, these two aspects of overshoot must be
clearly distinguished. If we forget that nonrenewables will one day
become prohibitively scarce, we will likely increase our population and
consumption to levels that cannot be sustained through biological
resources alone. The inevitable result, as with all other organisms, will be
a sharp drop in consumption, a population die-off, or both. On the other
hand, if we forget that the biosphere has a limited capacity to absorb our
wastes, ecosystems will be degraded and could eventually collapse. If we
forget both, the second peril will compound the first. Tragically, this is
humankind's ecological predicament today.
To ensure that the dual nature of overshoot is fully recognized, this
book employs two discrete terms. Resource overshoot refers to the first
interpretation above. It is defined as the violation of the resource limit: an
area's capacity to sustain humankind through renewable resources, in the
absence of nonrenewable resources.
Resource overshoot imperils
humankind because increased population and per-capita consumption are
based on resources that are currently available, but will one day be
effectively exhausted. This meaning of the term was the focus of William
Catton's important book Overshoot (1980)1. Impact overshoot refers to the
second interpretation. It is defined as the violation of the impact limit: an
area's capacity to safely absorb the environmental effects of economic
activities. Impact overshoot imperils both humankind and the biosphere
by undermining climate stability and the integrity of ecosystems. When
the word "overshoot" is used by itself, it refers to both resource and impact
overshoot, collectively.
To understand resource and impact overshoot more fully it will be
useful to relate them to a common economic factor. The question is: what
are we doing economically that causes both types of overshoot to occur?
Looking back at the island story we see that the discovery of coal led to an
increase in population and per-capita consumption that went beyond the
island's biological limits. As this combination increased further, the
island's capacity to absorb coal pollution was violated, causing health and
other problems. The common factor in the two cases was therefore the
increase in this combination: population and per-capita consumption.
However, these two elements can be aggregated. Multiplying them
together gives us the island's overall level of consumption - that is, the
total quantity of outputs produced and consumed. Because the time
element is crucial, it can be said that the island's increasing output rate
caused both resource overshoot and impact overshoot, in that order.
Moving from the island story to global reality, this increase, as well as the
decrease required for sustainability, are depicted graphically in figure 1-1.
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Figure 1-1: Overshoot concepts. Resource overshoot occurs when humankind's output
rate exceeds the globe's resource limit. Impact overshoot occurs when the output rate
exceeds its impact limit. Resource sustainability and impact sustainability are achieved
when the output rates fall below these limits. Higher ecological efficiencies will cause
the limits to rise; lower efficiencies will cause them to fall.

Humankind's output rate is shown on the vertical axis. This is the
quantity of outputs produced and consumed by the world's population
over a specified period of time. The horizontal axis represents a
compressed timeline of human history. The output rate increased
gradually for much of humankind's existence, but skyrocketed after 1500.
Resource overshoot occurred first as nonrenewables were used to increase
population and per-capita consumption beyond the resource limit. Impact
overshoot followed when the soaring toxins, pollutants, and habitat
destruction violated the impact limit. The main point to remember is that,
although resource and impact overshoot are two distinct phenomena, they
are both consequences of a single underlying economic process - the
increase in the global output rate.
Let me make these overshoot events more concrete. Although he
doesn't use the term, peak oil theorist Richard Heinberg estimates that the
resource limit was reached around 1900, when the world's population was
1.7 billion. His explanation is this: "Cheap energy will soon be a thing of
the past. How many people will post-industrial agriculture be able to
support? ... A safe estimate would be this: as many people as were supported
before agriculture was industrialized - that is, the population at the beginning
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of the 20th century, or somewhat fewer than 2 billion people." 2 Other
researchers have come to a similar conclusion.
To estimate when the impact limit was reached it is best to look at
humankind's most significant impact threat: the accumulation of CO2 in
the atmosphere. Based on ice cores from the Vostok research station in
Antarctica, the concentration of atmospheric CO2 has varied within the
range of 185 to 300 ppm (parts per million) over the past 400,000 years. In
1950, when American chemist Charles Keeling began direct measurements
of this concentration at the Mauna Loa Astronomical Observatory in
Hawaii, the level had already reached 310 ppm. It has increased rapidly
since then, and recently hit 400 ppm at its seasonal peak. One can
reasonably conclude that CO2 had exceeded its natural variability by 1950,
and that the impact limit was therefore violated at this time.
Today humankind is at the peak of the output rate curve, well into
impact overshoot and deeply into resource overshoot. The turnaround to
a lower output rate has not yet occurred, which means that the dates for
impact and resource sustainability are unknown. The primary task of the
contractionary movement is to achieve this turnaround as quickly as
possible, and then to reach the two sustainable levels before the damage to
our planet becomes irreparable and its usable resources have been entirely
stripped. The combination of this turnaround and the sharp reduction in
the economy's output rate is referred to here as rapid contraction.
What determines the output levels associated with the resource and
impact limits? For the resource limit it is important to understand that the
quantities of nonrenewables in the earth's crust are irrelevant. The limit is
set not by the availability of nonrenewables, but by the capacity of
renewable resources to sustain human life once nonrenewables are
depleted. This limit thus depends entirely on the earth's biological
productivity and our efficiency in using renewable resources. If the earth
were more productive or we were more efficient, the limit would rise. If
the earth were less productive or we were less efficient, the limit would
fall.
For the impact limit the level depends on the capacity of the biosphere
to absorb the environmental effects of our economic activities, and on our
efficiency in avoiding these effects. If the biosphere were less sensitive to
our wastes or we were better at avoiding them, the limit would rise. If the
biosphere were more sensitive or we were worse at avoidance, the limit
would fall. Another factor is the nature of the output mix. A weakness of
the above graph is that it is purely quantitative - that is, it traces the
quantity of outputs, but not their destructive quality with respect to the
natural world. For example, as fossil fuels are increasingly used in the
economy, the flow of greenhouse gases and related pollutants into the
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environment will tend to rise, even if the output rate remains constant. To
the extent that this occurs, the impact limit will decline: as more pollution
is created per unit of output, fewer units can be safely produced and
consumed. Briefly stated, the impact limit rises when efficiency increases
or the output mix becomes cleaner; it declines when efficiency decreases or
the output mix becomes dirtier. Because efficiency usually rises with
industrialization, the two effects act in opposite directions and tend to
cancel each other out.
Another important difference between the two types of overshoot
should be mentioned: whereas resource depletion is to some degree
manageable, environmental impact is largely unmanageable. In the island
story above it was plausible to suggest that the settlers should increase
their population and per-capita consumption temporarily when coal was
discovered, and then ramp these down as coal became scarce. Although it
is impossible to know precisely how much of a nonrenewable resource
exists in the earth's crust, a reasonable estimate can be made. If it appears
that the estimate is erroneous and scarcity looms earlier than expected,
additional efforts can be made to extract the resource, and research can be
intensified to increase efficiencies in their extraction and use. This
flexibility explains why most standard economists are confident that
resource shortages are not an imminent problem. They have a clear
ideological rationale for making such judgments and frequently
exaggerate scandalously, but their posture has a solid basis in physical and
economic reality. However, this is not true for environmental impact.
Here we are dealing with thresholds, which are extremely difficult to pin
down. After decades of research, climatologists still cannot specify the
atmosphere's tipping points as CO2 concentrations increase. Similarly,
scientists are unable to state with any confidence when the Amazonian
ecosystem will collapse as land is cleared and drier conditions become the
norm. The implication is clear: impact overshoot is far more unpredictable
and dangerous than resource overshoot, and we must therefore be far
more precautionary in addressing it.
Although the term "overshoot" is indispensable, it has the potential to
mislead, even if the distinction between resource and impact overshoot is
kept firmly in mind. This is because overshoot is actually a collection of
discrete physical phenomena. Resource overshoot refers to our reliance on
specific nonrenewable resources, such as coal, oil, iron, and potash.
Impact overshoot refers to the environmental damage from specific harms,
such as clearcut logging and excessive greenhouse gases. The collective
term suffices for broad analysis, but it is inadequate for detailed scrutiny.
This is especially true for impact overshoot.
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To make this clear, assume for simplicity that there are only three
environmental harms: global warming due to excessive CO2, habitat
destruction, and ocean pollution. Each of these, if carried far enough, has
the potential to seriously damage the biosphere. Now imagine that the
CO2 limit has been exceeded, but that both habitat destruction and ocean
pollution are still within the acceptable range. In this situation, the planet
is in impact overshoot, even though only one of its components has
violated the biosphere's absorption capacity. A sufficiently high CO2 level
could by itself destroy complex life on earth, thereby rendering habitat
destruction and ocean pollution largely irrelevant. Imagine next that CO2,
habitat destruction, and ocean pollution have all exceeded their limits. An
effective campaign to reduce greenhouse gases now solves the CO2
problem, sending the atmospheric concentration below the (presumably)
safe level of 350 ppm. Does this mean that humankind has escaped impact
overshoot? Obviously not - the other two components still have the
potential to create an ecological calamity.
What these scenarios imply is that the biosphere enters impact
overshoot when the first environmental limit is violated, but does not leave
impact overshoot until the last violation has been resolved. The second
part of this statement is crucial for the issue of climate change. A frequent
error among environmentalists is to equate the most dangerous
component of impact overshoot - excessive greenhouse gases - with
impact overshoot itself. Stated differently, the error is to confuse the
priority task with the underlying problem, as when an excruciating
symptom is mistaken for the disease. The danger of doing so is twofold.
First, focusing on one component could cause the other components to be
grievously downplayed. Second, and more fundamentally, the root cause
of all the components could easily be ignored.

THE PRIORITY OF IMPACT OVERSHOOT
John Michael Greer tells us in The Ecotechnic Future (2009) that fossil fuels
are being depleted so rapidly that concerns about climate change are
overblown. He says that, "The resulting climate changes will thus fall far
short of the doomsday scenarios circulated at the far end of the global
warming activist community."3 Richard Heinberg is more judicious in his
language, but he adopts the same posture. In The Party's Over (2003) he
says that climate change is worrisome, but that peak oil is much more
serious.
Using my terminology, both authors insist that resource
overshoot takes precedence over impact overshoot. Although this
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conclusion is common among environmental thinkers, it cannot withstand
critical scrutiny.4
Consider the issue first from humankind's perspective exclusively.
The worst-case scenario for resource overshoot is that all nonrenewable
resources suddenly disappear from the earth's crust. Without fossil fuels,
metals, and many other resources that support today's industrialized
economies, a sudden economic collapse is unavoidable. The likely result
will be a severe human population die-off, possibly to less than two billion
people, as Heinberg speculates. Obviously, the death of billions of human
beings is an extraordinary tragedy, especially for the vulnerable poor who
would suffer and die in disproportionate numbers.
Nevertheless,
humankind would survive, and the human project would continue.
Although resource overshoot can severely damage humankind, it cannot
result in our extinction. Compare this result with impact overshoot. The
worst-case scenario here is runaway global warming and the massive
climate change that would ensue. Climatologist James Hansen has
concluded that, if all available fossil fuels are burned, "... the Venus
syndrome is a dead certainty" - that is, the earth would be converted from
a habitable oasis into a torrid and unlivable planet. Such a calamity would
result not just in a human die-off, but in the extinction of our species. The
human project, which could be unique in the universe, would come to a
swift and gruesome end. From the human perspective, therefore, it is
undeniable that impact overshoot is far more dangerous than resource
overshoot. Impact overshoot poses an existential threat to humankind,
whereas resource overshoot threatens only a sharp decrease in our
numbers. For those who see the world entirely through human eyes, this
should be sufficient to convince them that impact overshoot has ethical
precedence, and that its reversal constitutes the more urgent practical task.
The human perspective is of course critical, but it is only part of the
story. Among concerned humankind there are many who have a
biocentric worldview. Such people feel, with varying degrees of intensity,
that nature has intrinsic value beyond human interests, and that
maintaining an intact biosphere is an ethical imperative even if
humankind is ignored.
They would note that, although resource
overshoot will cause a sharp decrease in human numbers, other species
will flourish as the planet's dominant species declines. Perhaps the most
dramatic example of this relationship was the Black Death of the mid-14th
century. The appearance of bubonic plague during this period killed
about 25% of the globe's population of 450 million people. This led to the
abandonment of farms and villages throughout Europe, which in turn led
to the re-establishment of many natural ecosystems. The ecological effect
was so marked that the atmospheric concentration of CO2 temporarily
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dropped as trees, shrubs, and grasses proliferated, thereby absorbing
additional greenhouse gases. Those with a biocentric perspective would
additionally point out that a tragedy like the Venus syndrome would do
more that wipe out humankind - it would also obliterate millions of
species and snuff out countless organisms that currently populate our
world.
To summarize, the key feature of resource overshoot is that its
negative effects apply to humankind alone. If we delude ourselves about
the inexhaustibility of fossil fuels, we will be the only species to suffer
when these fuels become prohibitively scarce. The earth's other species except for those we have domesticated or otherwise control - will not only
avoid the die-off and reduced consumption we will experience, they will
benefit from both. Conversely, the key feature of impact overshoot is that
it affects the entire biosphere. The wastes and habitat destruction resulting
from human economies affect fish, wildlife, and forests as well as our own
species. Climate change, which is now accelerating rapidly, could destroy
not just human habitats, but the conditions for complex life as a whole.
Another factor, noted above, is that environmental harms are subject to
thresholds, whereas resource depletion is not. Impact overshoot therefore
has precedence both for reasons of human and biocentric ethics, and
because it is highly unpredictable and must be reversed with far greater
urgency.
Establishing the precedence of impact overshoot is not an academic
exercise – it is necessary for the prioritization of post-revolutionary tasks.
Take another look at the graph in figure 1-1. In decreasing the output rate,
which goods and services should be curtailed first? Cars or computers?
Accounting or advertising? Planes or pianos? Because impact overshoot
has precedence, the choices will be dictated by the relative contributions of
outputs to environmental harms. This will modify the output mix in a
manner that raises the impact limit, as discussed above. The situation is
similar for efficiency improvements: a focus on impact overshoot will
direct our efforts primarily to innovations that reduce environmental
damage, again raising the impact limit. The combination of a rising
impact limit and a dropping output rate will reverse impact overshoot in
the shortest time possible. These prioritization issues are discussed further
in chapter nine ("Reversing Overshoot") of The Economics of Needs and
Limits.

OVERSHOOT AND COLLAPSE
Events in the Arctic during the summer of 2012 strongly indicate that a
dangerous tipping point has been passed with respect to climate change.
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As the Guardian newspaper reported in September of that year, "Sea ice in
the Arctic shrank a dramatic 18% this year on the previous record set in
2007 to a record low of 3.41 million square kilometers, according to the
official US monitoring organisation the National Snow and Ice Data Center
in Boulder, Colorado. … This year's sea ice extent was 700,000 square
kilometers below the previous minimum of 4.17 million set in 2007."
Center director Mark Serreze expressed the scientific shock at this drastic
decline: "We are now in uncharted territory … While we've long known that
as the planet warms up, changes would be seen first and be most
pronounced in the Arctic, few of us were prepared for how rapidly the changes
would actually occur."5 A study published in the journal Science a few
months later underscored this troubling development: it concluded that
the Greenland ice sheet is losing ice five times faster than it did in the
1990s.
Whether or not the climate has exceeded a tipping point, these events
clearly signify that ecological collapse is a real and imminent possibility,
and that contractionism must represent it theoretically. For this reason I
modified the present chapter near the end of 2012, after the book was
substantially complete. I deleted two diagrams that depicted the urgency
of reversing impact overshoot and added a model that depicts the
structure of ecological collapse. The model is not intended to be realistic no-one fully understands the collapse potential - but rather to give us
terms and concepts so that the topic can be rationally addressed.
The model is based on three concepts. The first is the impact limit,
which has been explained. The second is the threshold or tipping point.
This is the level of environmental degradation that causes damage to
suddenly accelerate, possibly causing ecosystem collapse. With respect to
climate change, this point is reached when global warming triggers
positive feedback processes, which cause the warming to accelerate in an
escalating cycle. The standard example is that melting polar ice exposes
water that absorbs rather than reflects the sun’s rays, thereby causing a
further increase in polar temperatures, hence further melting, and so forth.
Climate analyst David Wasdell has proposed an important conceptual
extension: the critical threshold. This is the level of damage where positive
feedbacks have become so intense that effective human intervention is no
longer feasible. In other words, the required changes in humankind's
economic behavior have been postponed too long, resulting in damage
that intensifies no matter what we do. We can imagine a large boulder
that has started to roll down a hill. If sufficient effort is mustered to stop
the boulder before it has gathered too much momentum, it can be halted
and rolled back up. If this effort is postponed even briefly, the boulder
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will be unstoppable: all we can do is watch it thunder down the hill until it
reaches a new equilibrium at the bottom. This is ecological collapse.
Wasdell uses an alternative phrase for the critical threshold: the point
of no return. However, because my proposed model relates environmental
damage to economic activities, I instead use this phrase in reference to the
global output rate that corresponds to the critical threshold. Thus, in the
context of the collapse model, the critical threshold in the environmental
realm corresponds to the point of no return in the economic realm. See
figure 1-2.

Ecological
integrity
NON-TERMINAL
COLLAPSE

Critical
Threshold
#1

Critical
Threshold
#2

TERMINAL
COLLAPSE

Impact
limit #1

PONR
#1

Rapid Contraction
Window #1

Impact
limit #2

PONR Output
rate
#2

Rapid Contraction
Window #2

Figure 1-2: Collapse model. Ecological collapse occurs when a window for rapid
contraction is missed. "Window" refers to output rates between an impact limit and a
point of no return (PONR) for a major environmental effect such as climate change.
Collapse is non-terminal if the biosphere reaches a new equilibrium. It is terminal if a
new equilibrium does not exist, resulting in the biosphere's destruction.
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In this graph the world economy's output rate is on the horizontal axis
as the independent variable (the cause), and the biosphere's ecological
integrity is on the vertical axis as the dependent variable (the effect).
Ecological integrity ranges from the pre-industrial Earth at top to Venuslike conditions at bottom. For concreteness I will continue to use the
example of climate change as the reason for environmental degradation,
although it must be understood that the issue of collapse refers to
overshoot as a whole. The abbreviation PONR will be used for "point of
no return".
The hypothetical collapse sequence begins at top left with an
extremely low output rate and a largely undamaged environment. As
stated above, the limit for climate change was probably reached around
1950. This is impact limit #1, which causes a slight increase in the mean
global temperature and a moderate decline in ecological integrity. Some
decades later - perhaps during the summer of 2012, perhaps earlier - the
threshold for climate change is reached and environmental decline
accelerates. When critical threshold #1 is reached during this postthreshold period, human intervention becomes futile and collapse
becomes inevitable. As noted on the graph, this corresponds to PONR #1
for the global output rate. The output rates between impact limit #1 and
PONR #1 is humankind's first window for rapid contraction: before the
impact limit is reached such contraction is unnecessary, and after the
PONR is reached it is too late. From all indications, humankind's
economic activities place us just before, at, or just after PONR #1.
In the model I assume that the biosphere's collapse after violating
PONR #1 is non-terminal.
That is, even though the global mean
temperature rises by several degrees Celsius, the climate eventually
reaches an equilibrium and the environment stabilizes. If this occurs there
will be numerous extinctions and population reductions, but the Earth will
retain at least some habitats for complex life.
Let us now assume that non-terminal collapse has occurred, but that
its lessons have not been learned. The remaining human population thus
embarks on a new round of expansion. The hypothetical collapse
sequence then continues: impact limit #2 is violated, deepening climate
change and further degrading the damaged biosphere. The second
threshold is passed, thereby accelerating the damage. Critical threshold #2
and PONR #2 are reached, which means that the second window for rapid
contraction has been missed and collapse again looms. This time however,
the biosphere and its inhabitants are not so lucky. There is no second
climate equilibrium and therefore no second period of stability. Positive
feedbacks - disintegrating ice sheets, melting permafrost, burbling
methane hydrates, etc. - overwhelm the climate system, causing the mean
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global temperature to rise dramatically from the present 15°C and possibly
moving Earth towards the 460°C currently found on Venus. The
biosphere is destroyed and complex life on our planet is eradicated. As
shown at bottom right of figure 1-2, this is terminal collapse.
It must be reiterated that the above model is based on a hypothetical
collapse sequence. Global warming could result in multiple equilibria, or
it could result in none. Other environmental impacts are marked by
similar uncertainties. The model's aim is simply to give us a clear mental
picture and a vocabulary for discussing the biosphere's perilous future.
One last point: a non-terminal collapse will in effect shrink the
biosphere, leaving fewer renewable resources for the time when
nonrenewables are depleted and reducing the environment's capacity to
absorb our economic wastes. This means that, in figure 1-1, both the
resource and the impact limits will shift down. Such collapses therefore
increase the output rate reduction required to achieve sustainability.
Stated differently, collapse deepens the need for rapid contraction and
thus complicates the effort to reverse overshoot. The earlier we begin, the
easier our task will be.

HISTORICAL STAGES
With the basic overshoot concepts in place, it is time to step back and
scrutinize humankind's ecological impact over time. The graph in figure
1-3 below is similar to that of figure 1-1, but it has been relabeled to show
my suggested division of history into four periods and two eras. The
terms introduced here are intended to create a common vocabulary for
contractionists, thus allowing them to address the overshoot crisis more
effectively.
Modern humankind has lived on earth for about 100,000 years, and
for much of this time our impact on the environment has been negligible.
Even quite recently - from years 1 to 1500 - our population grew by about
5.6% per century, and our impact increased at roughly the same rate. This
gradual increase in environmental impact, along with the slow rise in
resource depletion that accompanied it, was predominantly based on our
biological attributes, and is therefore called biological expansion.
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Figure 1-3: Historical stages. The long period of gradual biological expansion turned into
hyper-expansion around 1500, with the advent of capitalism. The challenge is to quickly
transform hyper-expansion into rapid contraction, thereby achieving impact and resource
sustainability. The period of sustainable well-being will follow when an acceptable level
of global well-being has also been achieved.

Starting around 1500, when capitalism first made its historical
appearance, human impact on the environment increased sharply.
Between 1500 and 2000 the global population jumped by about 68% per
century. This means that, even if we ignore the increase in average per
capita consumption, humankind’s ecological impact rose by a factor of
more than ten during this period. As a result of this extraordinary surge,
our species violated the earth’s resource limit around 1900 and its impact
limit around 1950. Because this exponential increase in humankind's
collective output rate must be clearly distinguished from the gradual
increase that preceded it, this period is called hyper-expansion. As you can
see from the graph, both resource and impact overshoot occurred during
this frenetic period.
To gain an appreciation for the profound significance of hyperexpansion, imagine that it had never happened. That is, imagine that the
rate of population increase between years 1 and 1500 had continued, and
assume that population accurately reflects environmental impact. Under
these assumptions, when would impact overshoot have occurred? The
answer: around the year 4700, when the world would have reached 2.6
billion people - the population actually associated with impact overshoot
in 1950.6 Although this estimation is crude, we can reasonably conclude
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that hyper-expansion has had three major consequences. The first was to
advance overshoot in time by several millennia. If biological expansion
had continued without interruption, overshoot would have been deferred,
to be addressed by future generations. However, because the sharp
change in ecological trajectory did occur, the onus is on you and me. The
second major consequence was that the limits were not approached
gradually, but were instead violated explosively. This is especially true for
the impact limit: we are not creeping into ecological danger; we are instead
hurtling into the peril zone at blinding speed. The obvious conclusion is
that we have very little time to react if we are to salvage the integrity of the
natural world and to preserve adequate resources for future generations.
The third major consequence of hyper-expansion is a corollary of the first:
because overshoot is occurring now, and because capitalism is currently
the world’s dominant economic system, addressing overshoot means
addressing capitalism. This topic is briefly discussed below, and will be a
major theme for the remainder of the book.
Humankind's crucial task at this historical juncture is to quickly move
beyond the 500-year period of hyper-expansion and to enter the period of
rapid contraction. On the assumption that this occurs, impact sustainability
will be achieved during this period, and resource sustainability will follow
some years or decades later as the output rate declines further. When
overshoot has been fully reversed, work may still be required to achieve
the maximum feasible level of well-being. Once this task is complete,
humankind will enter the period of sustainable well-being. Although its full
achievement will likely prove elusive, sustainable well-being at the global
level is the contractionary movement's ultimate goal.
The two remaining terms in the above graph allow us to discuss this
fundamental shift in humankind's ecological trajectory. The entire span of
human history until today, during which humankind's ecological impact
and resource depletion have generally increased, is called the expansionary
era. This era thus includes the periods of biological expansion and hyperexpansion. Humankind's intended future, during which our ecological
impact and resource depletion will decrease or remain relatively stable, is
called the post-expansionary era. This era thus includes the periods of rapid
contraction and sustainable well-being.
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HUMAN NATURE AND BIOLOGICAL EXPANSION
Humankind's long period of gradual biological expansion came to an
abrupt end around 1500, with the appearance of capitalism. As mentioned
above, humankind's output rate increased by a factor of more than ten
after this watershed moment in history. This sudden surge implies that
humankind's output rate, and thus our environmental destructiveness, has
been driven by two factors: the inherent attributes of our species, or
human nature, and the economic system that now dominates the globe,
capitalism. Note that my separation of these causal factors does not imply
that they are unrelated, but only that they must be analytically
distinguished. The present section examines the role of human nature in
biological expansion; the next section will examine the role of capitalism in
hyper-expansion.
Unlike conservatives, progressives are generally reluctant to accept
the existence and significance of human nature. The latter refers to innate
predispositions, encoded in our genes, which are difficult and sometimes
impossible to modify. It places constraints on social change, and it can be
used by regressive forces to justify the status quo. Nevertheless, human
nature is real and must be fully acknowledged.
Bioethicist Peter Singer discusses this uncomfortable situation is his
short book, A Darwinian Left (1999)7. This is an excellent essay that I
recommend to anyone who is struggling with this vexing issue. Singer
begins by pointing to Karl Marx's disastrous error, in his Theses on
Feuerbach (1845), that, "... the human essence is no abstraction inherent in
each single individual. In its reality it is the ensemble of social relations."
This statement and others like it have led Marxists, and progressives
generally, to conclude that humankind is not bound by biological
restrictions, and that human nature is therefore infinitely malleable.
Singer believes this is dangerously wrong, and urges his readers to
reconsider: "It is time for the left to take seriously the fact we are evolved
animals, and that we bear the evidence of our inheritance, not only in our
anatomy and our DNA, but in our behavior too. In other words it is time
to develop a Darwinian left."
I side decisively with Singer on this issue because the arguments in
favor of human nature are overwhelming. Biologist Edward O. Wilson,
for example, has concluded that human aggression, while it must be
triggered by specific circumstances, is a common factor across all human
cultures.8 According to psychologist Steven Pinker, "Hundreds of traits,
from fear of snakes to logical operators, from romantic love to humorous
insults, from poetry to food taboos, from exchange of goods to mourning
the dead, can be found in every society ever documented." 9
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Anthropologist Ronald Wright tells us in A Short History of Progress that,
"... given certain broad conditions, human societies everywhere will move
towards greater size, complexity, and environmental demands." 10 It
would in fact be incomprehensible if modern humankind, which arose
after millions of years of hominid adjustment to life on this planet, did not
share numerous deep-rooted attributes.
The issue of human nature is complicated by an academic war that has
raged since the 1970s. In 1975, as the divisive Vietnam War was drawing
to a close, Wilson published his seminal book Sociobiology11. Its premise
was that the social behavior of all species, including humankind, has a
biological foundation. This struck left-wing academics as an intellectual
ploy to justify war and oppression, and they passionately attacked the new
discipline. Unfortunately, the leftists severely distorted Wilson's thesis by
accusing him of "reductionism" and "determinism". The latter charge was
particularly odious because sociobiology explicitly aims for a balance
between biology and culture in the human realm. For their part, Wilson
and his colleagues appeared oblivious to the political overtones of their
work, which further enraged their opponents. The depth and animosity of
this controversy can be judged by the fact that, when the 25th anniversary
edition of Sociobiology appeared in 1999, Wilson included a prefatory note
that rehashed the ancient rancor.12
If we can see beyond this fractious dispute, the valid message about
human nature can be discerned: human beings are inclined to certain
patterns of behavior based on their genetic structure, which was
developed during our lengthy evolutionary past. This does not imply that
human behavior is purely instinctive. In comparing humankind to the
instinct-driven mosquito, Wilson states that, "The channels of human
mental development ... are circuitous and variable. Rather than specify a
single trait, human genes prescribe the capacity to develop a certain array
of traits."13 The message is that biology is not destiny, and that human
culture can to some degree bend the evolutionary twig. Wilson sums up
the interaction between biology and culture as follows:
"We believe that cultures can be rationally designed. We can teach
and reward and coerce. But in so doing we must also consider the
price of each culture, measured in the time and energy required for
training and enforcement and in the less tangible currency of human
happiness that must be spent to circumvent our innate
predispositions."14

This judicious approach strikes me as correct, although it is certainly
possible to challenge Wilson regarding the boundary between biology and
culture, and precisely how the two interact.
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If human nature is accepted as a central factor in the life of our species,
the reason for biological expansion is clear. As with every other species,
humankind has sought to fill its ecological niche in order to survive and
flourish. Because our evolutionary journey has given us an ingenious and
general-purpose brain, this niche encompasses the globe as a whole. This
means that, without conscious intervention and the suppression of our
natural tendencies, humankind will slowly but inevitably fill the earth,
crowding out other species and setting the stage for a catastrophic die-off.
Although capitalism radically inflamed this expansionary process, it
cannot be held responsible for the process itself.
The existence of human nature has other implications as well. People
are capable of far-reaching altruism, but for the most part we are strongly
self-interested creatures. Any social configuration or economic system
that does not recognize this fact cannot possibly succeed. This is
undoubtedly a key reason for the socialist collapses of the last century. A
useful summary statement is that capitalism inflames human nature, and
is therefore doomed ecologically, whereas socialism denies human nature,
and is therefore doomed socially and politically.
Human nature also places a limit on the pace of social change. People
are tightly bound to the relationships they have formed, the ideas they
have acquired, the status they have achieved, and the assets they have
accumulated. Because the profound changes needed to resolve the
ecological crisis directly contradict this desire for stability, they will in all
probability be strongly resisted. This is why I urge the contractionary
movement to embrace contractionary conservatism - the principle that
existing social and economic arrangements should be altered only to the
extent required for rapid contraction and sustainable well-being. I will
return to this important idea in future chapters.
Another implication of human nature is that future societies must
sublimate the socially destructive tendencies that many of us harbor. An
excellent example can be found in Ernest Callenbach's instructive novel
Ecotopia (1975)15. A major feature of the sustainable society he envisages is
ritual warfare, where groups of young men battle each other with spears,
and where serious injuries are sometimes incurred. The idea was resisted
by many of the otherwise peaceful Ecotopians, but in the end its
proponents prevailed. Callenbach explains that, "... it was essential to
develop some kind of open civic expression for the physical
competitiveness that seemed to be inherent in man's biological
programming - and otherwise came out in perverse forms, like war."16 I
fully agree, and consider this to be one of the book's most compelling
insights.
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Finally, human nature must be acknowledged in order to avoid the
horrific abuses that have accompanied past efforts to reshape our species.
One of the most painful consequences of the Marxist delusion about
human nature has been the effort to drastically restructure human beings
based on revolutionary ideals. Although its crimes are frequently
overblown by Western commentators for ideological effect, the
Kampuchean (Cambodian) regime of Pol Pot during the 1970s is a
gruesome example. Numerous innocent peasants were slaughtered in a
fanatical effort to fundamentally reshape human behavior. Although Che
Guevara did not have the same genocidal impact, he too was committed to
the post-revolutionary creation of a "New Man" who would forgo material
incentives and live predominantly in a moral universe. Cuba is now, at
last, removing itself from his lingering spell and instituting policies that
affirm the depth of material self-interest.

CAPITALISM AND HYPER-EXPANSION
Biological expansion can be attributed to unmediated human nature, but
hyper-expansion is more complex. This economic upsurge did not occur
until historical conditions were ripe for the advent of capitalism in Europe
around 1500. Human nature was involved in this dynamic process, but in
a subtle and roundabout way.
Capitalism is an economic system based on the separation of society
into two main classes: the owners of productive assets, or capitalists, and
those who sell their labor power to these owners, or workers. Its historical
role has been to rapidly increase the production and consumption of
outputs. A common error among progressive thinkers is to embrace the
conventional definition of capitalism as the private ownership of the
means of production. Tim Jackson makes this blunder in Prosperity
Without Growth17. He accepts the definition offered by standard economist
William Baumol, someone who is paid good money to mystify the
system's true nature. As Marx noted in Capital, capitalism was forcibly
created by dispossessing farmers of their land, depriving artisans of their
workshops, and restricting access to common resources in order to create a
desperate workforce for the burgeoning factories. 18 Capitalism is defined
not by private ownership, but by the concentration of widely dispersed
ownership into the hands of a few.
Capitalism is responsible for hyper-expansion in large part because it
is a growth-dependent system. Economic growth should not be seen as an
addiction, mania, fixation, fetish, or obsession - all terms used by various
commentators - but as one of capitalism's inherent features. This is
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intuitively understood by many conventional thinkers. Author and longtime environmentalist Gus Speth, for example, once noted in an interview
that standard economists consider capitalism to be "an enormously
successful growth machine".19 In The Spirit Level (2009), Richard Wilkinson
and Kate Pickett approvingly quote Murray Bookchin as follows:
"Capitalism can no more be 'persuaded' to limit growth than a human
being can be 'persuaded' to stop breathing".20 Politicians also understand
this growth requirement viscerally. Panic ensues whenever growth stalls,
and billions of dollars are spent to stimulate economic "recovery".
However, demonstrating this dependence analytically is difficult because
the concepts of standard economics deal exclusively with the system’s
surface features - money, markets, inflation, trade, etc. To show that a
capitalist economy must grow or die, it is necessary to go back to Karl
Marx. Despite my strong disagreement with Marx on human nature and
historical issues, I can find no fault with his analysis of capitalism’s
systemic features, and therefore rely on his conceptual framework in cases
such as this.
Marx's economic concepts are based on the labor theory of value. By
"value" Marx meant exchange-value - the capacity of a commodity to be
exchanged for other commodities in the market. Exchange-value must be
distinguished from use-value, which refers to a commodity's utility - its
perceived usefulness to the consumer. The labor theory of value
accurately reflects the historical conditions under which capitalism arose,
and it is the key to understanding the system's operations. Briefly and
incompletely, the theory states that the exchange-value of a commodity is
determined by the socially-necessary labor time required for its
production. What this means is that, under average conditions, a
commodity's price is regulated by the amount of labor embedded in the
commodity itself and in the intermediate outputs required to produce it.
Note, however, that Marx carefully distinguished between exchange-value
and price. Although exchange-value underlies price, the latter is modified
by the market fluctuations of supply and demand. This division is
analytically useful. Whereas exchange-value reflects core social realities
and can be used to explain capitalism's internal workings, market
fluctuations reflect capitalism's dynamic, short-term adjustments and can
be used to explain many of the system's competitive aspects. Despite its
usefulness, this distinction exposes capitalism's social relations to critical
scrutiny, and it has therefore been expunged from mainstream thought.
Standard economists embrace the role of market forces in setting prices,
but they categorically deny the role played by labor in generating
exchange-value.
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Marx used the labor theory of value to explain capitalism's growth
requirement in the third volume of Capital. The reasoning is as follows.
Because workers are the source of value through their labor, they are also
the source of profits. It is therefore in the interest of the capitalist class to
maximize the number of workers.
However, competition and
technological change constantly act in the opposite direction. These
factors increase labor productivity, which means that fewer workers are
required for a given output rate. Capitalism's inherent tendency is thus to
erode the source of profits. One answer to this problem is to increase the
output rate so that the number of workers remains constant despite rising
labor productivity. This systemic impulse manifests itself on the surface as
the necessity for economic growth. Although capitalists have other ways
to keep profits up - longer working hours, intensified labor, etc. - these
alternatives tend to cause social strife. Growth is therefore the strongly
preferred mechanism.21
A frequent error is to seek the root cause of capitalism's growth
compulsion in the system's potential instability. The argument is that
ending growth would cause widespread unemployment and poverty,
which could destabilize and possibly destroy the system. Although this
potential exists, as just noted, the argument completely ignores the
capitalist drive for profits. Workers are unable to find work in a nogrowth economy, and thus become threats to social stability, because their
employment would not provide capitalists with a rate of return they deem
to be acceptable. In a system where labor is allocated according to social
criteria, a shrinking economy would simply mean a reduced workweek
and the equitable sharing of available work. The ultimate cause of
capitalism's growth compulsion is not misbehaving workers, but profitminded capitalists.
In the last section I ascribed biological expansion to human nature,
and in this section I have ascribed hyper-expansion to capitalism. Keeping
these two causes separate is important, but it can lead to the perception
that there is no relationship between human nature and capitalism. The
system, however, was developed by human beings, not by an alien
species. The fact that this development was initiated by a small group
simply means that human nature is not uniform - that not all human
beings have the same levels of energy and avarice. Consider also that
capitalism has survived for 500 years, that it has found fertile soil around
the world, and that socialist countries such as China, Russia, and Vietnam
have all reverted to some variation of the system once their revolutionary
fervor waned. These factors all point to capitalism's deep roots in human
nature. Of course, once capitalism is established, those aspects of human
nature that mesh with the system will tend to become more prominent.
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Among other attributes, capitalism requires a strong sense of
individualism, self-interest, and acquisitiveness. The system cannot create
these attributes, but it can, and does, accentuate them to suit its purposes.
In brief, biological expansion and hyper-expansion are both the results of
humankind's innate propensities. The difference is that these propensities
appear in their natural, pre-capitalist form during biological expansion,
and in their inflamed, capitalist form during hyper-expansion.

CAPITALISM AND RAPID CONTRACTION
Capitalism's inherent growth compulsion means that the system cannot
achieve rapid contraction and must therefore be historically superseded.
However, capitalism has been with us for centuries. It dominates the
globe and permeates the popular mind.
To counter this deep
entrenchment and to make the case for supersession more compelling, the
general argument above must be augmented with specific reasons for the
system's expansionary fervor. This section therefore discusses in more
detail why capitalist economies cannot contract as required to reverse
impact and resource overshoot.
If we confine ourselves to physical factors and ignore the economy's
output mix for simplicity, humankind's environmental imprint has
increased over time for one fundamental reason: our output rate has risen
faster than our ecological efficiency. The overshoot crisis is therefore based
on two core factors: how much our species produces and consumes, and
how effective we are in reducing the environmental consequences of these
activities. However, for many analytical purposes the output rate is an
over-aggregation: it is the result of two separate causes, namely
population and per-capita consumption.
In analyzing impact and
depletion, therefore, three discrete factors are generally recognized:
population, per-capita consumption, and ecological efficiency. This is the
basis of the well-known IPAT formula (Impact is based on Population,
Affluence, and Technology) that has been employed by environmental
analysts since the 1970s. In order to achieve rapid contraction, an
economy must vigorously address all three factors. That is, it must
significantly decrease population and per-capita consumption, and it must
significantly increase ecological efficiencies. Capitalism's performance
with respect to rapid contraction can thus be assessed by seeing how the
system stacks up against these three imperatives.
Can a capitalist economy significantly decrease its population? The
answer is no, for three reasons. First, a decline in the number of workers
tends to erode the source of value and thus to decrease profits, as
explained above. Capitalists thus have a strong incentive to at least keep
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this number stable, and to increase it if possible. Second, capitalists strive
to increase the number of workers in order to intensify labor competition,
thereby depressing wages. Roughly speaking, an economy's outputs are
divided between capitalists and workers based on the relationship
between profits and wages. If wages are reduced through labor
competition, higher profits will flow into capitalist pockets. The third and
perhaps most obvious reason is that a rising population is required to
consume capitalism's ever-expanding output quantities. Unless new
consumers are constantly found, either domestically or in international
markets, outputs will be left unsold and profits will decline. In short,
capitalism is strongly oriented towards an increase rather than a decrease
in population. This is undoubtedly a primary motivation for the high
levels of immigration into the rich capitalist countries, which compensates
for their declining birth rates.
Second question: can a capitalist economy significantly decrease percapita consumption? The answer is again no - as with reduced population,
this would result in unsold outputs and lower profits. Pervasive and
highly aggressive advertising, as well as more subtle methods of social
manipulation, ensure that such a disaster is generally avoided. As an
aside, the fact that capitalists nevertheless attempt to depress wages in
order to increase their portion of the economic bounty points to a massive
contradiction at capitalism's core.
The system compels them to
simultaneously increase consumption as a whole in order to expand the
profit pot, and to decrease the consumption of the majority in order to
increase the capitalist share of this pot. This is one of the key reasons why,
despite centuries of experience and the best brains money can buy,
capitalists still cannot manage their system without causing a crisis every
few years.
Last question: can a capitalist economy significantly increase its
ecological efficiencies? In some cases the answer is yes, but many cases
the answer is a resounding no. The difference between these two
situations must be carefully noted. As always, the capitalist motivation is
profits. A capitalist economy will therefore increase its efficiencies where
such changes are profitable - that is, where energy and materials are
conserved22 without incurring excessive costs or threatening revenues.
Thus, quite aside from enhancing its "green" image, Walmart will reduce
its packaging because this saves money on cardboard and plastic, as well
as on storage and transportation costs. However, it will refuse to get rid of
packaging altogether because this would reduce the attractiveness of its
products and would therefore lower its sales. Similar considerations
apply to other efficiency improvements. It should also be remembered
that we are considering the system's overall efficiency, not that of a single
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corporation. If Walmart reduces its packaging, the suppliers of cardboard
and plastic will see their sales drop, and will attempt to sell these
commodities elsewhere to compensate. Even if Walmart is "green", this by
no means implies that the economy as a whole is "green".
The profit motive also explains why government policies that are
intended to spur efficiency improvements can have only a limited effect.
Carbon taxes, to cite a common example, can decrease capitalism's use of
fossil fuels by increasing their cost. If this cost is minor, it can be passed
on to consumers in higher prices and leave both demand and profits
largely intact. However, raising carbon taxes to a level that would
seriously address global warming is out of the question because this
would increase prices substantially, thereby cutting into demand and
reducing profits. It could be said that carbon taxes and similar measures
are acceptable to capitalists only to the extent that they appear to, but do
not actually, achieve their intended effect.
Another important aspect of the efficiency question is the so-called
Jevons paradox or rebound effect - the claim that, when increased
efficiency lowers costs for consumers, they will simply increase their
purchases, thereby negating any environmental benefits. The typical
example is that cars with higher fuel efficiencies will result in people
driving more, leaving fuel consumption unchanged. To some degree the
relationship between lower costs and higher consumption is well-founded.
Recently I decided to walk further for beer in order to improve my health
and to reach a liquor store where beer is cheaper than my previous source.
However, I now buy more beer, which means that my health probably
won't improve much. But aside from this natural tendency there is a
powerful capitalist mechanism at work: if higher efficiency reduces
consumption, advertising will be intensified in order to restore sales and
profits to their previous levels. Automobile ads, for example, urge us to
take that fuel-efficient car out for long drives in the country. The rebound
effect is thus real, but much of it is engendered by the system itself rather
than by the autonomous actions of spendthrift consumers.
To summarize the above assessment, let me score capitalism with
respect to rapid contraction. On a scale of zero to ten, the system gets two
zeros for its complete inability to rapidly decrease population and percapita consumption. It gets a charitable five for its limited capacity to
increase ecological efficiencies. Thus, at a time of extreme ecological crisis,
we are living with a system that rates about five out of thirty - less than
20% - for its capacity to reverse overshoot. This brings me back to the
statement that opened this section: whatever may be said about
capitalism's past performance, there is no question that it must now be
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abandoned. The inconvenience of this truth, and the difficulty of its
realization, must not deter us.

GLOBAL OVERSHOOT IS UNPRECEDENTED
In discussing the historical stages of humankind's ecological impact (see
figure 1-3), I emphasized the shift from hyper-expansion to rapid
contraction because this is our urgent and immediate task. However, this
focus masks a central historical fact: humankind has for millions of years
expanded its global ecological presence, and it must now, for the first time,
drastically reduce this presence. Briefly stated, global overshoot is
unprecedented in human experience.
The utter uniqueness of our current condition is still inadequately
appreciated. For example, in their introductory text on ecological
economics, Robert Costanza and his co-authors say with reference to the
environmental crisis that, "Homo sapiens is at another turning point in its
... history."23 However, there has never been a turning point anything like
the one we are currently facing. Communities and civilizations have
frequently experienced local overshoot, but humankind as a whole has
never before encountered planetary overshoot. This time, those affected
by ecological decline cannot move to less despoiled areas. This time, if
those affected die out, the human species itself will become extinct.
The unprecedented nature of global overshoot has two crucial
implications. The first is that we must question all our attitudes,
expectations, and achievements because they all arose during the
expansionary era. Sociologist William Ophuls tried to warn us about this
problem more than three decades ago when he said that, "Current political
values and institutions are the products of the age of abnormal abundance
now drawing to a close … ."24 His enlightening book, Ecology and the
Politics of Scarcity (1977), concludes that, "... we need a completely new
political philosophy and set of political institutions. Moreover, it appears
that the ... whole ideology of modernity growing out of the Enlightenment,
especially such central tenets as individualism, may no longer be viable."25
To restate this in more general terms: unless we return to humankind’s
core realities, consider the present state of the environment, and
completely rethink accepted ideas, we will probably be disastrously
wrong. Ancient wisdom is not necessarily wisdom any longer, and many
concepts that now seem brilliant will lose their luster when our present
situation is objectively considered and courageously confronted.
The second implication of overshoot's unprecedented nature follows
from the first: if everything must be rethought, then we need thinkers to
do the rethinking. Among the great tragedies of the current period is that
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this is not happening. Intellectuals who are currently addressing the
ecological crisis invariably adopt a highly restricted perspective that
protects existing economic and political arrangements. They gravely
inform us that environmental decline implies profound change, but
neglect to add that this entails the radical transformation of not only our
economies, but also our concepts and analytical tools. It is difficult to
grasp why those who are best equipped to understand the old and to
develop the new find it impossible to do either. I have speculated on this
repeatedly over the years, but in the end I can do no better than George
Orwell. In his essay, Looking Back on the Spanish War (1943), he expressed
his bafflement at the numerous well-known people who supported
Francisco Franco's fascist regime during the 1930s: "When one thinks of all
the people who support or have supported Fascism, one stands amazed at
their diversity. What a crew!" Rather than concocting an intricate
explanation for their actions, however, Orwell simply noted that, "They
are all people with something to lose ...".26 Based on their behavior, today's
mainstream thinkers are also people with something to lose. Their careers
were formed and their status was achieved during the expansionary era,
and few will risk their privileged positions by honestly examining the
overshoot crisis. This is a harsh judgment, but it appears that Orwell was
right.

WHO ARE "WE"?
The words "humankind" and "humanity", plus the innocent-looking
pronouns that refer to them ("we", "us", and "our") are fraught with
conceptual and strategic peril. The problems arise because very few
aspects of the overshoot crisis pertain uniformly to all human beings. If
these terms are used indiscriminately, three errors will likely creep into
environmental conversations. First, everyone will be blamed for ecological
damage. This is false because the bulk of environmental destruction has
been wreaked by specific individuals, organized as a distinct class, and
working within a particular economic system. These few should not be
shielded by merging them into the crowd; instead they should be
identified and stripped of their power. Second, everyone will be seen as
suffering equally from overshoot. This is false because the poor suffer
disproportionately - at times grotesquely so. It is quite conceivable that
the rich will sequester themselves in "green zones" around the world as
ecological degradation proceeds, and will not suffer significantly from
overshoot until the final stages. The third and most significant falsehood
is that everyone will be seen as part of the solution. This is false because
the rich have a strong interest in maintaining the current system of
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exploitation and hyper-expansion.
Historical experience and
contemporary evidence both indicate that, as with intellectuals, the rich
will not abandon their privileges even if the biosphere is transparently at
risk. I will refer to this all-embracing usage of the above terms as the
"inclusive we".
There are two cases where the inclusive we is appropriate. The first is
in reference to the human species as distinct from non-human species.
Thus it is correct to say that overshoot is "our" responsibility in the sense
that it was caused by the species Homo sapiens, and not by Pan troglodytes
(chimpanzees) or Procyon lotor (raccoons). However, the restricted
meaning of this assertion is that the cause of overshoot must be sought
within humankind, not that all human beings are equally responsible. 27
The other case where the inclusive we causes no problems is in reference
to the most extreme consequences of impact overshoot. If the biosphere is
destroyed by runaway global warming, humankind will become extinct
and "we" will all die. In all other cases, the inclusive we must be used with
extreme care.
A typical example of carelessness in this regard is found in The Post
Carbon Reader, a collection of essays from Post Carbon Institute (PCI). In
the book's foreword, PCI executive director Asher Miller refers to "... the
true cost of our industrial binge ...".28 As is customary in such cases, Miller
doesn't tell us what he means by "our", but it is apparent that he is
referring broadly to humankind. This usage, however, is entirely
inappropriate. Historian E.P. Thompson has shown that industrialism did
not arise in England as a communal project, but was violently imposed on
the working class by the country's manufacturers and their allies in
government. After describing a massacre of workers in Manchester,
Thompson bitterly comments that, "There is no term for this but class
war."29 Once industrialism was brutally established in England, it traveled
the world on the wings of colonialism and slaughter. To refer to this sad
history as "our industrial binge" is not only historically ignorant, it blames
the world's largely innocent majority for the ecological destruction of the
avaricious few.
To this point I have been somewhat loose with the inclusive we. In
the remainder of the book I will carefully adhere to correct usage. I will
use the word "humankind" in the biological sense alone - that is, as a
synonym for Homo sapiens. The pronouns "we", "us", and "our" will be
used exclusively in reference to contractionists - those who oppose
capitalist hyper-expansion and support the contractionary movement.
Adopting this strict usage, I have found, is the single most important step
for clarifying ecological discourse and for avoiding the political blunders
that mar today's environmental movement.
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Chapter 2
Economy
The central message of chapter one was that humankind faces the
unprecedented challenge of reversing overshoot by moving from its long
expansionary past to its post-expansionary future. The task of the
contractionary movement is to shift the global economy from the current
period of hyper-expansion to its next historical stage: rapid contraction.
What must be established now is the nature of this economic
transformation. How can capitalism be historically superseded in time to
prevent ecological collapse while minimizing the attendant pain and
disruption? My answer hinges on a mode of economic thought called the
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logic of sustainable well-being, which is intended to guide an economy after a
contractionary revolution. This logic, in turn, is strongly related to the
concept of contractionary neutrality. The latter concept is introduced here
and will be described more fully in chapter four.
Contractionary neutrality means that contractionism is unbiased with
respect to progressives and conservatives as potential movement
members. Although environmental protection has to date been largely a
progressive project, the despoliation of the natural world is of deep
concern to a substantial number of conservatives. Such people should not
be dismissed as potential contractionists simply because other
conservatives - particularly the libertarians - are ecological denialists.1
Contractionary neutrality is relevant for economic thought because
progressives typically support state regulation of the economy, whereas
conservatives typically reject it. This implies that the logic of sustainable
well-being cannot be a single theory. Instead, there must be a progressive
version based on state participation and a conservative version based on
individual responsibility. In a post-revolutionary situation, each society
must decide which of these - or what combination - it will adopt. As
someone with a progressive worldview, I have developed a detailed
proposal for the progressive version. This is called the Economics of
Needs and Limits, or ENL. ENL rejects capitalist logic in its entirety and
bases economic decisions on an ethical principle and the core facts about
humankind and nature. My suggestion for the conservative version is
called constrained capitalist logic. This retains capitalist logic for most
purposes, but accepts the restrictions imposed by ecological limits. The
term "capitalist logic" is clarified below.
Before proceeding to organic change, let me address some of
capitalism's key attributes.

CAPITALISM'S ECONOMIC ERRORS
To correctly answer the above question about capitalism's historical
supersession, it is necessary to distinguish between the economic and
political realms. Rapid contraction is an economic act with political
obstacles. In this chapter I address the economic act exclusively, leaving
political obstacles for the next two chapters. This means that I will, for the
time being, ignore the motivations and methods of those who initiated
capitalism's development in order to focus on the economic characteristics
of the system itself. With this in mind, the central question becomes: what
were capitalism's economic errors that led to hyper-expansion and the
overshoot crisis? In other words, if we consider the objective, long-term
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interests of humankind, what was wrong with the economic conception
that was introduced to the world with the advent of capitalism around
1500?
The economic essence of capitalism is that it unleashes the forces of
production, resulting in a rapid increase in the output rate. The first thing
to recognize is that there is nothing inherently wrong with such an
increase. If people are starving because the output rate is too low, and if
the environment is not threatened, then anything less than a sharp
increase would be morally offensive. Recall that, in my island story of
chapter one, the output rate rose twice - once to reach a modest level of
well-being before coal was discovered, and again to increase this level
after coal was found. A rising output rate must be judged in relation to
concrete circumstances; it does not, in itself, constitute one of capitalism's
economic mistakes. The actual errors embedded in capitalism's economic
conception were that it equated an increased output rate with human
progress, and it placed no limits on this increase.
An increased output rate is not synonymous with progress for two
reasons. The first relates to the qualitative aspect of production - the
output mix. If the outputs currently being produced cause ill-health and
suffering, then higher production will simply exacerbate the harm. It
would be more rational to modify the output mix than to blindly increase
the output rate. The second reason is output distribution. If the few
consume too much and the many consume too little, then increasing the
output rate will simply entrench the prevailing inequality. In this case it
would be more rational to redistribute the current quantity of outputs than
to produce more.
To clearly perceive the nature of capitalism's no-limits error, assume
that these two factors have not been ignored, but have in fact been
carefully considered. That is, the economy's output mix has been chosen
for maximum well-being, and its outputs are perfectly distributed. Even
under these ideal conditions of production and consumption, increasing
the output rate without limit is a mistake, again for two reasons. First,
human beings are subject to satiation: as more is consumed, the
incremental benefit of consumption declines. Capitalism attempts to skirt
this problem by tying consumption to subjective wants, which can be
expanded indefinitely through advertising and peer pressures. However,
if consumption is tied to an objective criterion such as health, satiation
constitutes a firm limit to consumption. The second reason to limit the
output rate relates to this book's theme: the biosphere is limited, and
unrestricted growth therefore leads inevitably to overshoot and collapse.
Environmentalists frequently state that infinite economic growth is
impossible in a finite world, and in this they are entirely correct: growth is
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rational under certain conditions, but infinite growth is inherently
irrational. The conclusion is that, even if an economy's output mix and
distribution are perfect, an unlimited increase in its output rate is
unnecessary for human reasons and impossible for ecological reasons.
If we step back from these specific errors we can see the overall
blunder in capitalism's economic conception. It was not that it unleashed
the forces of production, but that it did so without rational oversight. The
conception fixates on a single aspect of production, namely the output
rate, while largely ignoring the output mix, distribution, satiation, and
ecological limits. This simplistic, brute force approach can improve wellbeing under certain narrow conditions, but it fails whenever the factors
just cited become significant in economic life. This failure has long been
evident to those who suffer from the lack of attention to output mix,
distribution, and satiation. Now that it threatens ecological collapse, it is
evident to almost everyone. The historical task of the contractionary
movement is to replace this deeply flawed conception with one that
provides the required oversight and can guide humankind to an equitable
and sustainable future.

CAPITALISM'S TWO COMPONENTS:
ECONOMIC LOGIC AND INSTITUTIONS
An economic conception is purely an abstraction - a way to capture a
system's economic essence so that this can be critically examined. What
we find within an actual economy is its economic logic. This refers to the
factors that direct the system's day-to-day operations and thus determine
its various outcomes. In a capitalist system this logic is rooted in the
division of society into two main classes: capitalists and workers. It is
expressed through the market-based interactions of corporate profits and
manipulated consumer desires.
Consider, for example, how a capitalist economy "decides" to
manufacture two million light trucks a year.
Most significantly, this
manufacturing is done in capitalist-owned factories, which means that
truck production is based on capitalist rather than worker criteria. Given
these criteria, the trucks are built according to consumer desires, which to
a large degree have been implanted by relentless advertising and other
forms of commercial manipulation. Truck manufacturing stops at two
million because, under prevailing conditions of capitalist costs and
consumer desires, additional vehicles would be unprofitable. Although no
person or group has made a conscious choice to build two million light
trucks, this decision was made indirectly and dynamically through the
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system's logic. Capitalism's economic logic should thus be seen as its
guiding element - the feature that reflects its economic conception and
social relations, specifies its concrete activities, and impels it along a
particular path of development. It is responsible for the system's growth
dependence, its restricted capacity to increase ecological efficiencies, and
thus for its ecocidal behavior.
An economy, however, cannot exist solely as a logic, just as a person
cannot exist solely as a brain. In order to accomplish concrete tasks,
human beings need appendages. Similarly, an economy needs institutions.
These are the organizational features that help a system implement its
economic logic. They give an economy its distinctive structure and
accomplish its essential tasks. Capitalism's key institutions include
markets, monetary systems, property relations, and the system’s legal
infrastructure.
There is an important historical distinction between these two
components. A new economic logic typically arises due to dissatisfaction
with existing economic arrangements.
It therefore tends to be a
revolutionary element, resulting in a novel economic system. Institutions,
on the other hand, address core economic activities such as exchange and
distribution, and tend to have a more or less continuous historical
existence. Markets, for instance, were present in Babylonian times, in
ancient Greece, during the Roman Empire, through the feudal period, and
they are of course central to capitalism today. These economies all
appropriated the market idea from the past and modified it to suit their
specific purposes.
The division of capitalism into these two components is critical both
for strategic reasons and to avoid the conceptual pitfalls that can snare the
unwary. For example, a common claim among standard economists is
that, because ancient economies employed markets, they can be
considered capitalist economies in a nascent form. This is a handy dodge
for sowing confusion about capitalism and preventing scrutiny of its
systemic nature.
The claim is categorically false: the market is a
historically continuous institution that has been associated with numerous
economic systems, whereas capitalism is defined by a unique logic that
arose in the 16th century. Another example comes from progressive
thinkers who point to money as the source of endless growth. Money,
however, is an institution that can be associated with various economic
logics, only some of which are environmentally destructive. Like all
institutions, money is a secondary economic phenomenon - a means to
implement the prevailing logic. A third conceptual pitfall that should be
mentioned here is anti-capitalism. This refers to the rejection of the system
as a whole, without distinguishing between its logic and institutions.
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Because this is an extremely common and pernicious error, it is discussed
further below.

ORGANIC CHANGE
As noted, the aim of this chapter is to explain how humankind can move
beyond capitalism as quickly and painlessly as possible. Splitting
capitalism into its two major components is an essential step because it
allows us to identify the system's logic as the element that is responsible
for overshoot, and thus as the element that must be strategically targeted.
Another important step is to recognize the principle of contractionary
conservatism, which was introduced in chapter one. To refresh your
memory, this states that existing social and economic arrangements should
be altered only to the extent that this is necessary to achieve contractionary
ends. The perspective driving both these ideas is that humankind's shift to
the post-expansionary era presents our species with a uniquely difficult
challenge, and that all superfluous or unnecessarily disruptive changes
should therefore be avoided. Briefly stated, the aim is to effect change as
quickly as necessary for ecological reasons, but as slowly as possible for
human reasons.
One more conceptual step is required before I can describe my
proposed method of fundamental economic change: to achieve a balanced
perspective regarding capitalism's economic logic. Thus far I have treated
this in a purely negative manner - as the locus of the system's catastrophic
growth dependence. Although this characterization is correct, it is onesided. We must also recognize that some of the claims made by
capitalism's supporters have merit. It is true that the system's logic allows
an economy to be dynamic and innovative. It is also true that such an
economy can be highly decentralized and largely automatic in its
operations. These features offer significant benefits that should not be
lightly dismissed: with appropriate constraints they could serve
humankind well in the post-expansionary world. In order to make the
logic's beneficial features available to future economies without
incorporating its errors, I distinguish between its guiding and functional
roles. In its guiding role the logic directs the economy by dynamically
determining its outcomes, as explained above. In its functional role it
simply coordinates the economic activities required to achieve specified
outcomes. Under normal circumstances, capitalist economies use the logic
for both purposes. However, these roles can be separated, thus permitting
the logic to be used for functional purposes alone. This was convincingly
demonstrated during World War II, when the Allied economies were
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guided by government boards and the capitalist mechanism was confined
to the rapid production of war materiel and other essentials.
With these preliminaries out of the way it is possible to address
organic change itself. In its essence, organic change is the rapid but
evolutionary supersession of capitalism. In other words, it is the process that
generates the profound changes required to convert an expansionary
economy into a contractionary economy. Because this process differs in
the progressive and conservative contexts, I will describe them separately,
starting with the progressive. See figure 2-1.

PROGRESSIVE
CONTRACTIONARY
ECONOMY

CAPITALIST
ECONOMY
Capitalist logic
- guidance

REPLACE

ENL
logic

Capitalist logic
- functional
purposes

DECIDE

Modified market
logic OR socialized
production

Capitalist
institutions

EVOLVE

Evolved
institutions

INTRODUCE

New institutions

Figure 2-1: Progressive organic change. A capitalist economy can be transformed into a
progressive contractionary economy through organic change, which in this context has
four components. The resulting economy will be guided by ENL logic, will use modified
market logic to a socially-determined degree for functional purposes, and will feature
both evolved and new institutions to implement this combination.
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The first and most important component of progressive organic
change is the replacement of capitalist logic with ENL logic for the
purpose of economic guidance. "Replacement" in this context is a
revolutionary concept that will be addressed more fully in chapter four.
Briefly, it refers to the refusal by contractionists to accept the spontaneous
results of market interactions, and to their insistence that ENL logic be
applied instead. Essentially, it says to the capitalist world that we are
changing the rules of the economic game because your rules have
demonstrably resulted in ecological destruction.
The second component of organic change is the selective application
of modified market logic for functional purposes. This term refers to the
modification of capitalist logic through the elimination of consumer
manipulation. Within certain restrictions there is nothing wrong with
producers responding to consumer wants. However, these wants must be
autonomous, arising from the genuine desires of the populace rather than
being implanted by advertising campaigns and other forms of
psychological pressure.
The application of modified market logic is selective because it is
based on social choices: for each major output a society much decide
whether its production will be socialized or be left to private initiative
through modified market logic. A society such as the United States, which
is deeply committed to the logic of capitalism, may choose to use this
economic mechanism pervasively. A society with a stronger social
orientation, such as Norway, may choose to use it sparingly and instead
socialize much of its production. To cite a simple example, one society
may decide that the provision of entertainment and pizzas should be left
to profits and wants, whereas housing and essential food should be
socially provided. Another society may disagree, deciding instead that
entertainment and pizzas should be included under the social umbrella.
The third component is the evolution of capitalist institutions. As
noted above, institutions address core economic activities and typically
have a continuous historical existence. Although we must be aware of the
expansionary direction of many capitalist institutions, we must also avoid
discarding either institutions or institutional features that are potentially
beneficial. These two requirements can be met by vigorously testing
existing institutions for their usefulness in implementing ENL logic. Those
that pass this test should remain, although they could be significantly
altered in the transition. Those that fail should be eliminated. In other
words, current institutions should evolve under pressure from ENL logic,
much as biological organisms evolve under pressure from the natural
environment.
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The last component of organic change is the introduction of new
institutions to address historically unprecedented requirements. When
feudalism arose after the collapse of the Roman Empire, new institutions
were required to formalize the rights and duties of serfs in relation to the
lords who owned the agricultural land. When capitalism replaced
feudalism, the previously unknown joint-stock company was introduced
to permit the shareholder form of corporate ownership.
When
contractionism replaces capitalism, new institutions will be needed to deal
with a historically unique combination: ENL logic for guiding purposes
and modified market logic for functional purposes.
Let me now turn to organic change in the conservative context. This is
depicted in figure 2-2.

CONSERVATIVE
CONTRACTIONARY
ECONOMY

CAPITALIST
ECONOMY
REPLACE
Capitalist logic

Capitalist
institutions

EVOLVE

INTRODUCE

Constrained
capitalist logic
Evolved
institutions
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Figure 2-2: Conservative organic change. A capitalist economy can be transformed into
a conservative contractionary economy through a simplified organic change process.
The resulting economy will use constrained capitalist logic for both economic guidance
and functional purposes, and will implement this logic through evolved and new
institutions. Constrained capitalist logic is similar to ecological economics.

This process is simpler than progressive organic change because
contractionary conservatives, while rejecting the ecologically destructive
aspects of capitalist logic, embrace it for all other purposes. It is thus
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unnecessary for them to adopt a new economic framework such as ENL,
or to develop the institutions required for the framework's
implementation. In addition, conservatives generally reject socialized
production, thus allowing them to avoid many of the production decisions
that progressives are compelled to make.
As can be seen in the above figure, conservative organic change has
only three components. The first is the replacement of capitalist logic with
constrained capitalist logic. This is similar to ecological economics, which
accepts the capitalist paradigm in many respects, but seeks to restrict an
economy's size to its optimal scale by imposing the necessary
environmental limits. Prior to a contractionary revolution this scheme is
delusional because capitalism is a growth-dependent system. This means
that the capitalist class cannot permit environmental regulations that are
sufficiently restrictive to achieve a steady-state or contracting economy.
After a contractionary revolution, however, such regulations will be much
more acceptable and the approach will likely be feasible. Stated
differently, ecological economics is a potentially useful theory, but it tries
to apply a post-revolutionary solution to a pre-revolutionary situation,
thereby committing a serious political and historical error. As noted in the
preface, conservative thinkers are encouraged to step forward in order to
develop a version of constrained capitalist logic that is sophisticated
enough to guide conservative contractionary economies. As a progressive
thinker I cannot realistically undertake this work.
It should be pointed out that the progressive-conservative split is not
intended as a binary choice. In many cases a contractionary society will
want to employ a mix of ENL and constrained capitalist logic. For
example, conservative contractionists may want to selectively employ
ENL, for two reasons. First, rapid contraction is faster with ENL than
without it. This is because ENL considers both human and environmental
limits to production, whereas constrained capitalist logic considers only
environmental limits. Whenever the human limit is lower, an ENL-based
economy will produce less and thus contribute more to overshoot reversal.
Second, economic growth has to date softened the effects of economic
inequity, but these will become brutally apparent as rapid contraction
proceeds. A conservative society may well decide that it must adopt some
ENL principles during this period for ethical reasons and to maintain
social stability.
The second and third components of conservative organic change are
similar to the progressive process, except that the changes are likely to be
far less extensive. Current capitalist institutions will have to be modified
to enforce strict environmental limits, and new institutions will have to be
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introduced if existing institutions cannot be adequately modified for this
purpose.
As the two diagrams show, the contractionary economies that result
from organic change are a mix of historically original and historically
derived elements. The original elements are marked by solid arrows:
ENL, constrained capitalist logic, and the new institutions that are
required for their implementation. These elements reflect the unavoidable
historical discontinuity in moving economies from hyper-expansion to
rapid contraction. The derived elements are marked by dashed arrows:
modified market logic or socialized production, and evolved institutions.
These reflect the attempt to maximize historical continuity based on the
principle of contractionary conservatism.
The diagrams also highlight another critical aspect of a contractionary
economy: its detailed structure is largely indeterminate. Of the elements
that constitute such an economy, only ENL and constrained capitalist logic
are fully known to us. The other elements are products of social decisions
and social evolution, and cannot be rationally anticipated. It is therefore
impossible to state that organic change will result in a localized, socialized,
or free-market economy, or any other economy that has a specific set of
features. To emphasize this point, I use the term structure fallacy in
reference to any proposal to move away from capitalism by moving
towards another known or imagined economic structure. As indicated,
my contrary position is that this transition must be a rapid evolution
towards an unknown and unknowable structural destination.
I should point out, however, that while I disagree with proposals that
specify future economic structures, it may be useful to create such
structures conceptually - particularly in the progressive context. For
example, the developers of participatory economics (also known as
Parecon) have proposed a model for workers’ and consumers’ councils to
democratically coordinate a post-capitalist economy. It may turn out that,
at some point during the transition process, such councils will
substantially meet the economy’s coordination requirements. Should this
occur, the proposed decision-making model can be put to excellent use.
Such imaginative speculation is similar to the work of pure
mathematicians, who develop theoretical structures as predominantly
creative acts, but whose imaginings occasionally make possible
spectacular leaps in the physical sciences.2
The concept of organic change is fundamentally important for two
reasons. First, it opens up strategic possibilities for revolutionary change,
as will be discussed in chapter four. Second, it resolves a conundrum that
has long puzzled environmental thinkers: although capitalism is ecocidal,
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no path to an alternative system appears to exist. Organic change makes it
clear that the problem is incorrectly formulated. The key obstacle is not
capitalism as a whole, but rather its underlying logic, and more
specifically the use of this logic for economic guidance.3 Once it is
understood that the core challenge is to replace the logic for this purpose,
the problem largely evaporates.
To clarify this central point, let me recast the conundrum as a
question: does capitalism have to be abolished for rapid contraction to
proceed? In the historical sense the answer is unequivocally “yes”. In
replacing the system’s guiding logic we are removing economic control
from the capitalist class and repudiating the system’s historical mission;
we are therefore leaving capitalism behind. In the structural sense,
however, the answer is less straightforward. It is entirely possible that
many of capitalism’s institutional arrangements will persist in some form.
It is also likely that capitalist logic itself will survive in various nonguiding roles. Once objectives are rationally set, the motivations of profits
and genuine wants should be considered as one way to implement them.
In Ernest Callenbach’s Ecotopia, the post-capitalist future turned out to be a
colorful hybrid of free markets, socialized provisioning, and - to the
protagonist's great surprise - diehard cigarette smokers. A progressive
contractionary economy will likely have similar features.
The fundamental point is this: the strategic enemy is not capitalism, but
capitalism’s economic logic. What must be attacked and eradicated is the
specific element within the system that produces its undesirable outcomes.
If we attack capitalism as a whole we run the risk of eliminating not only
what is destructive in the system, but also what is necessary for our future.
In other words, although it is true that capitalism will be abolished when
its guiding logic is replaced, this abolition is a consequence of our strategic
aim, not the aim itself. Our posture is not anti-capitalism, but postcapitalism.
To summarize, organic change refers primarily to the rejection of
capitalist logic for the purpose of economic guidance, and to its
replacement with the logic of sustainable well-being: ENL, constrained
capitalist logic, or some combination of the two. In addition, it refers in
the progressive context to the selective application of modified market
logic for functional purposes, and in both contexts to the evolution of
capitalism's institutions and the introduction of new institutions as
required. I believe that this combination, if vigorously pursued by an
effective contractionary movement, can quickly move humankind beyond
capitalism and into the period of rapid contraction, thereby giving our
species a chance to salvage the biosphere and achieve sustainable wellbeing.
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TECHNOLOGICAL NEUTRALITY
The structure fallacy is a major impediment to organic change because it
posits a structural result that cannot be rationally anticipated. Another
significant impediment is the deep-seated notion of productivism (also
called progressivism), which is the idea that increased production is
synonymous with progress. Because this is the essence of capitalism's
economic conception, which many of us have deeply internalized, it is
subtle, pervasive, and extremely difficult to eradicate. For example,
progressive economists frequently state that growth provides few benefits
in the rich countries and must stop, but that it remains beneficial in the
poor countries and must continue. This stance appears balanced and
humane, but it misses a crucial point: increased production beyond
essential requirements is a Western, capitalist impulse and not a universal
human imperative. A poor country, if permitted an autonomous choice,
may well decide that its poverty does not result from an inadequate level
of production, but from the wrong kind of production. It may decide not
to produce at a higher output rate, but to orient its present output rate to
its cultural and social preferences. In other words, it may choose to solve
its poverty qualitatively rather than quantitatively. The productivist
mentality removes this option by applying the single measuring rod of
growth. Development economist Serge Latouche has accurately described
this as "... an ethnocentric and ethnocidal concept of development." 4
An important reason for productivism's tenacious hold on our minds
is that it is the shared mantra of capitalism and socialism. In the
Communist Manifesto Marx and Engels referred to the growth-oriented
model of development as the "wheel of history" 5. Once the working class
takes power from the bourgeoisie this wheel will not only continue to turn,
its rotation will be sharply accelerated: "The proletariat will use its political
supremacy ... to increase the total of productive forces as rapidly as
possible."6 Several decades later, in a preface to Capital, Marx wrote that,
"The country that is more developed industrially only shows, to the less
developed, the image of its own future." 7 Since these words were written,
only a few brave socialists (including the ecosocialists) have dared to
question the productivist model. It is one of history's great tragedies that
capitalism's most incisive critics did not question the system's hyperexpansion, but instead embraced it passionately. This gave the growth
model a universal stamp of approval that has resulted in severe ecological
damage.
Contractionism avoids the trap of productivism by adopting the
principle of technological neutrality. This states that an economy's level of
technological complexity, which is the basis for its productive capacity, is a
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social choice, and is therefore irrelevant for judging economic performance
or progress. Technological neutrality is central to this book's economic
concepts and political strategy. Based on this stance, I make no judgments
about a society's level of technological development, and tendentious
terms such as undeveloped/developed and primitive/advanced are
carefully avoided. When a society's technologies are discussed in what
follows, these are said without prejudice to vary from a low to a high level
of complexity.
Ironically, one of the strongest repudiations of productivism comes
from an enlightened Marxist. Harvard biologist Richard Levins reached
the following conclusions after working extensively with the Cuban
people:
"Progressivist thinking, so powerful in the socialist tradition,
expected that developing countries had to catch up with advanced
countries along the single pathway of modernization. It dismissed
critics of the high-tech pathway of industrial agriculture as 'idealists,'
urban sentimentalists nostalgic for a bucolic rural golden age that
never really existed. But there was another view: that each society
creates its own ways of relating to the rest of nature, its own pattern
of land use, its own appropriate technology, and its own criteria of
efficiency."8

Another reason to adopt technological neutrality is that a lower level
of complexity may well be desirable in unsuspected ways. A profound
critique of humankind’s present state calls into question not just
industrialism or capitalism, but civilization itself - that is, the period of
agriculture and urbanization that began about 10,000 years ago. Jared
Diamond cogently addresses this topic in The Third Chimpanzee (1992),
particularly in the chapter titled “Agriculture’s Mixed Blessings”. 9 Like
many anthropologists today, Diamond rejects the long-held claim that the
pre-civilized life of hunter-gatherers was “nasty, brutish, and short”.10 He
points out that hunter-gatherers who survive in the modern world, even
though they have been pushed off the best land, “generally have leisure
time, sleep a lot, and work no harder than their farming neighbors.”11 A
similar view was expressed by Marshall Sahlins in Stone Age Economics
(1972)12, by Morris Berman in The Reenchantment of the World (1984)13, and
by activist Derrick Jensen in his two-volume book Endgame (2006)14.
Philosopher John Zerzan has added an interesting twist to the anticivilization theme. In his book Running on Emptiness (2002)15 he states that
the symbols and abstractions required to build civilization have destroyed
the richness of direct experience that our ancestors enjoyed. I find
Zerzan’s critique to be one-dimensional - he never explains why
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abstractions and direct experience cannot co-exist - but I believe his point
should be seriously considered.
Whatever we may think about pre-agricultural simplicity, the striking
truth is this: humankind lived as hunter-gatherers for 99% of its time on
this planet without causing major environmental disruption, whereas in
the last 1% of our existence, as civilized farmers, we have plunged the
world into ecological chaos. While a return to a pre-civilized mode of
living will be abhorrent to many and cannot be achieved in time to reverse
overshoot, our species may eventually seek to move in this direction. If so,
the following declaration by Indian economist Narindar Singh might serve
as its guiding slogan: "Survival does not necessitate a return to primitivity
but a civilized accommodation to nature."16
To recap, the contractionary movement sees technological complexity
as a choice that each society must independently make. Remaining
technologically simple or becoming technologically complex, like the
related question of producing little or producing much, is not a decision
about progress, but about people's relationships to their economic
activities, to the natural world, and to their fellow human beings.

AN OVERVIEW OF ENL
The Economics of Needs and Limits, or ENL, is my proposal for the
progressive logic of sustainable well-being. As such, it is intended to
replace capitalist logic for the purpose of economic guidance. The
framework is fully described in my book The Economics of Needs and Limits,
but I assume that few readers will study this rather technical work. For
this reason I provide a detailed synopsis below. Please note that, although
conservatives may wish to apply ENL to some degree, it is intended
primarily for progressives. This is therefore the group I am addressing in
what follows.

Ethical Foundation
The central claim of the present chapter is that capitalism's economic logic
is ecocidal, and that it must therefore be urgently replaced by a logic that
strives for sustainable well-being. For progressives, the first step is to
express this aim as an ethical principle. From this principle we can derive
ENL's economic conception, and from this conception we can develop the
replacement logic.
The correct ethical principle, I believe, is this: all human beings, present
and future, are of high and equal worth. The assertion that all human beings
are of high worth implies that their well-being should be maximized. The
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assertion that they are of equal worth implies that the economy should
strive for economic justice. And the fact that these assertions apply to both
present and future humankind implies that the biosphere should be
protected for the well-being of our descendants. These three implications maximum well-being, economic justice, and environmental sustainability
– are referred to collectively as sustainable well-being17. The achievement of
this end is the economic conception of the contractionary movement. It
replaces the capitalist conception that the output rate should be increased
without limit, establishes the goal of a contractionary economy, and is at
the core of ENL's concepts and analytical methods.
Some readers may object to this principle because it relates to
humankind alone, thereby ignoring non-human species. Let me therefore
provide two reasons for this approach. The first is simplicity: because of
its concern for future generations, the principle is sufficient to protect the
natural world as a whole. As ecotheologian Thomas Berry has noted, "...
any damage done to other species, or to the other ecosystems, or to the
planet itself, eventually affects [humankind] ..."18 According to Occam's
razor we should choose the simplest plausible hypothesis, and a similar
parsimony applies here. The second reason is strategic. As indicated in
chapter one, not everyone who is concerned about overshoot has adopted
a biocentric perspective. This means that the scope of the contractionary
movement would be unnecessarily restricted if the principle were
extended beyond humankind to non-human species.

Preliminary Comments
ENL is an independent analytical framework that permits progressive
contractionists to establish rational economic objectives based on the
stated economic goal. It is independent in the sense that it is rooted in the
core realities of humankind and nature, and therefore has no ties to a
specific economic system such as capitalism. If a similar framework had
been developed earlier in history, it could have guided human economies
for hundreds or even thousands of years. In this respect ENL should be
contrasted to ecological economics, which relies on capitalist markets for
many purposes and could not exist in the system's absence.
A framework such as ENL is indispensable for progressive
contractionists because it gives them a firm conceptual foundation for the
profound economic changes that are now necessary. Numerous thinkers,
such as John Ruskin and E.F. Schumacher, have given us useful insights
and nuggets of wisdom about the rational guidance of our economies.
ENL, however, gives these contributions a formal expression so that the
ideas can be rigorously developed and effectively applied. A good
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example of the need for theoretical formalization comes from Gus Speth.
In his book The Bridge at the Edge of the World (2008), he writes, "... there are
diminishing returns to consumption as one moves from meeting basic
needs to consumer satiation. And there are rising costs - environmental
and social as well as economic. So consumption should proceed until the
rising costs at the margin equal the declining benefits - and then stop."19
As a broad statement, this is commendable and accurate. But what
precisely are the costs Speth refers to? What exactly are the benefits? And
can environmental, social, and economic costs really be combined, as he
implies? The ENL framework defines such terms, answers such questions,
and develops a set of analytical tools to deal with major economic issues.
I should make it clear that ENL is not intended to replace economic
thought as a whole: it is exclusively a guiding framework. ENL allows
analysts to establish rational objectives, but it says nothing about an
economy’s operational details. Another mode of economic thought, called
a functional framework, must be employed for this purpose. This is why, in
the longer term, ENL is intended to be part of a more comprehensive
theory called contractionary economics.
I outline this prospective
development in chapter ten of The Economics of Needs and Limits.

Production Decisions
Once the economy is no longer guided by capitalist logic, we face a
challenging problem: how can we rationally determine which outputs
should be produced, and at what quantities? Rationality in ENL is tied to
sustainable well-being, so the question becomes: which outputs, at what
quantities, will equitably maximize well-being while respecting
environmental constraints? This question has several elements and cannot
be answered immediately, but at its core is the notion of well-being. How
is this term defined?
Well-being in ENL is a combination of two components: a human
being's objective state, as measured by their physical health, and the
satisfaction of their subjective but unmanipulated desires. Well-being
must have an objective side so that analysts can empirically gauge the
economy's performance in meeting shared human requirements. It must
have a subjective side so that people can satisfy their individual
preferences for entertainment, fun, pleasure, and the like. Corresponding
to this definition of well-being, production decisions are made in two
stages. The first and higher-priority stage is to determine which outputs
and quantities will best meet a society's health requirements. The second
stage is to decide which outputs will satisfy their preferences. ENL
supports the first stage through the concepts of value and cost, and
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through an array of analytical tools. It supports the second stage by
providing guidelines for social decisions about the satisfaction of
subjective desires.
ENL employs a considerable number of new terms, including several
that allow unambiguous discussion about production decisions and
related issues. When such terms are defined, here and in the subsections
below, they are printed in bold italics. Two basic terms, which reflect the
two-sided nature of production decisions, are needs and wants. A need is
a consumption desire that increases health when it is satisfied. When you
eat bread, stay warm in a house, or protect your feet with shoes, you are
meeting your needs. This concept is used to address the objective side of
well-being. A want, on the other hand, is any consumption desire that
does not increase health when it is satisfied. When you watch a movie,
take a plane to a vacation spot, or drink beer, you are satisfying your
wants. This concept is used to address the subjective side of well-being. A
fundamental difference between needs and wants is that need satisfaction
is inherently limited by the health capacity of the human body, whereas
want satisfaction is limited only by desires and imagination. Wants, in
other words, are potentially infinite, and an economy that strives for
sustainability must treat them with extreme care. For this reason, ENL
distinguishes between sanctioned wants, which are those that society has
decided to satisfy, and unsanctioned wants, which society has decided to
reject.
These terms can be usefully applied to rapid contraction. One of the
primary reasons for today's unsustainable output rates is that the rich
countries are satisfying wants that should be unsanctioned. Exotic holiday
travel and electronic toys are nice, but they should be prohibited – or at
least tightly restricted - in the shadow of ecological collapse. One of the
top priorities of a progressive contractionary economy will be to apply this
judgment, thereby ceasing the production of many outputs that fail to
increase health while damaging the environment. Although lower
populations and higher efficiencies are also important, in some cases this
single step could suffice to achieve the contraction required.
Another important point is that this conceptual scheme allows us to
formalize ethical judgments relating to production. To illustrate this,
consider an article titled "What is Morally Required?" Written by two
environmental philosophers, it tells us that, "It's wrong to wreck the
world. To take what we need for our comfortable lives and leave a
ransacked and dangerously unstable world for the future is not worthy of
us as moral beings."20 This is surely a praiseworthy sentiment, but it is
only a sentiment. The statement would be immeasurably strengthened if
the authors could relate it to a concrete economic program: distinguish
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sanctioned from unsanctioned wants and quickly cease production of
outputs in the latter category.
For the remainder of this overview I will largely ignore wants in order
to focus on the heart of ENL analysis – meeting humankind's economic
needs in a sustainable and equitable manner. For the sake of simplicity I
will also ignore the distinction between final outputs, which are directly
consumed, and intermediate outputs, which are used in the production of
final outputs. The term "outputs" below refers to final outputs alone.

Value Concepts
There are two types of value in economic thought: exchange-value and
use-value. Exchange-value, which is closely related to price, is necessary
to understand how an economy operates. It is therefore a key component
of a functional framework, such as standard economics and Marx's
explanatory model for capitalism. Because ENL is exclusively a guiding
framework, it does not require this concept and employs use-value alone.
Use-value, or utility, is the usefulness of an object or service to human
beings, where "usefulness" is broadly construed. An apple, a bicycle, and
a pop song all have use-value: the apple because it provides nourishment,
the bicycle because it provides transportation, and the pop song because it
provides entertainment. However, as so often in this book, a critical
distinction must be made. In this case it is between the potential benefits
of an output and the actual benefits achieved in consumption. For
example, the production of a bicycle creates a potential means of
transportation, but if the bicycle is destroyed soon after it leaves the
factory, or if it is left unused in a garage, this potential will not be realized.
To the best of my knowledge, the first thinker to carefully consider this
distinction was John Ruskin. In Munera Pulveris (1862)21 Ruskin used the
term "intrinsic value" to refer to an output's potential usefulness, and
"effectual value" to refer to the usefulness it actually achieves. I consider
this distinction to be of the utmost importance because it allows us to
address the waste, loss, misuse, and maldistribution of outputs - issues
that are crucial for economic guidance. Unfortunately the term "intrinsic
value" is used by standard economists for several purposes, and also by
biocentric thinkers as the inherent worth of non-human nature. I have
therefore replaced it with "potential value". The term "effectual value" is
not widely employed and has therefore been retained.
Potential value, when it is positive, is the maximum capacity of an
output, over the duration of its useful existence, to increase health. Some
outputs with positive potential value are houses, vegetables, and - for
most people - milk. If an output instead has the capacity to decrease
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health, its potential value is negative. Some examples are cigarettes, fatty
foods, and harmful drugs. Based on the assumption that consumers can
always be found to extract an output's full health effects, potential value is
the same at any output quantity. Potential value is used in ENL to judge
the quality of outputs resulting from production.
Effectual value is the actual health effect of an output’s consumption.
Like potential value, it can initially be positive or negative. Unlike
potential value, it tends to decrease at the margin, largely due to satiation,
but also due to waste and other losses. Thus, effectual value that is
initially positive may become negative as consumption proceeds. For
example, drinking orange juice in moderate quantities will increase health
in a normal person. Drinking excessive quantities, however, will cause
decreasing and eventually detrimental health effects. The role of effectual
value in ENL is to judge satiation as well as an economy's output
distribution and output losses.
The phrase "at the margin", as used above, is highly significant and
deserves a brief explanation. In economic thought the margin refers to the
next unit or increment, such as an additional glass of juice. If the first glass
gives me ten units of health and I consume a second glass that provides six
more units, the total health effect is 16 units, but the marginal effect is six
units. Economists often study marginal rather than total effects because
this tells them when an activity should stop. Marginal value tends to
decline, whereas marginal cost tends to rise. When the two are equal, it
would be irrational to continue the activity because cost would exceed
value for the next unit, resulting in a net loss. In standard economics this
principle is used mainly to determine a corporation's profit-maximizing
production level. In ENL it is used to determine an output's healthmaximizing quantity. The method, which is called marginal analysis, is
indispensable and constitutes one of the great contributions of standard
economics to economic analysis.

Cost Concepts
In our daily lives, cost is a trivial concept - it is the amount of money we
must spend to obtain a desired output. In economic theory, however, it is
a subtle problem that was not resolved until the 20th century. What, after
all, does the money you shell out actually represent? Is it the labor-time
required in production? Is it the disutility (pain and suffering) endured by
the workers? Is it something sacrificed by capitalists in their efforts to
produce and sell? Or is it some combination of these and possibly other
factors? The solution that standard thinkers finally came up with is called
"opportunity cost". I begin with this concept because it is much admired,
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highly influential, and deeply deceptive. ENL's cost concepts were
formulated largely to counter the extraordinary falsehood that underlies
this idea.
The core concept is simple: opportunity cost is the sacrifice that
accompanies a choice. If I choose to spend an hour writing this book, I
can't spend that hour watching television. Thus, watching television is the
opportunity cost of my choice to write. Conversely, if I choose to spend an
hour watching television, I can't spend that hour writing. Thus, writing is
the opportunity cost of my choice to watch television. In economics this
idea is applied primarily to production choices. If resources (also called
inputs) such as labor, equipment, and raw materials are used to build a
bridge, these same resources are unavailable for building a dam. If the
dam is the best alternative use of these resources, it constitutes the
opportunity cost of the bridge. A standard economist would therefore say
that the cost of the bridge is the unbuilt dam. Concisely stated,
opportunity cost refers to the forgone benefits of the best available
alternative when a production choice is made.
This train of thought appears to be logical and correct, and it is.
Opportunity cost is a perfectly rational approach to resource allocation.
The problem is that it applies only to allocation, and completely ignores
what follows: production. Workers could be injured or killed in building
the bridge, but because this has nothing to do with allocation, it is not
counted as a cost. Water could be polluted and fish could be wiped out in
the construction process, but again, allocation is not involved and such
damage is therefore deemed irrelevant to cost. Briefly stated, opportunity
cost is deceptive because it is presented as a comprehensive cost concept,
whereas it applies exclusively to the initial phase of the production
sequence: resource allocation.
Although it may seem impossible, standard economics does not
include a cost concept that relates to production. Worker injuries, for
example, are treated as an unfortunate part of the labor process - a factor
that each worker should take into account when considering a dangerous
job at a specified wage. Injuries are thus seen as personal considerations,
not economic sacrifices.
Environmental damage is treated as an
externality - a social cost, to be sure, but not a cost that is inherently part of
capitalist production decisions. The fact that opportunity cost neglects the
harm to people and nature in production is kept extremely well hidden. It
was never mentioned in the numerous economics lectures I attended at
university, and only a single text on my shelves acknowledges this reality.
All the others, either through ignorance or ideological intent, engage in a
conspiracy of silence on this fraudulent aspect of the standard cost
concept.
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ENL retains the useful aspect of opportunity cost, which is the
sacrifice made in allocation. However, because the framework reserves
the word "cost" for the sacrifices made in production, the term itself is
avoided. An allocation sacrifice is instead called forgone health. This is
defined as the health that is forgone, or sacrificed, when resources are
allocated to a particular output instead of its best alternative. Allocation is
rational, or health-maximizing, when forgone health is minimized.
To address the element that is missing from standard economics - the
sacrifices made in production - ENL employs the concept of input cost.
This refers to the effects of production activities on human health. Input
cost is the sum of two components: labor cost and natural cost. Labor cost
is defined as the health effects of labor on workers. It can initially be either
positive or negative, and like all costs it tends to increase at the margin.
Note that a mental flip is required to understand what it means for labor
cost to be positive or negative. Cost refers to something detrimental. A
positive cost is therefore a detrimental effect, whereas a negative cost is a
beneficial effect. For this reason, labor cost is positive when labor
decreases health, and negative when labor increases health. Thus, if a
worker contracts mesothelioma from inhaling asbestos fibers, this is a
positive cost of production. If a worker gains vigor and strength from
healthful outdoor activities, this is a negative cost of production.
Natural cost is defined as the global health effects of the
environmental changes caused by production. Like labor cost, natural cost
can initially be positive or negative, and it tends to increase at the margin.
The same mental flip applies: natural cost is positive when production
degrades the environment so that health is adversely affected; it is
negative when production creates a cleaner or more habitable
environment, resulting in improved health. Thus, if a microwave factory
generates pollution that causes health degradation, this effect will increase
the natural cost, and thus the input cost, of the microwave ovens produced
there.
Two key points must be made about natural cost. The first is that it
measures the effects of production on people, not nature. The natural
world is of course critical for ENL, but it is protected by respecting
environmental constraints, as discussed below. Although it might seem
fruitful to treat natural damage as a cost, this doesn't work. The problem
is a fundamental one in economic thought: damage to people is
incommensurable with damage to nature. What this means is that they are
essentially different and cannot be measured by the same standard.
People, for example, can make autonomous choices, whereas nature
cannot. As well, people can share experiences and awareness with their
fellow human beings, but we cannot do so with nature. The second point
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is that natural cost applies to everyone worldwide. The environmental
effects of production are construed in ENL as a global responsibility: if
automobile production in Germany causes climate change that results in
droughts and starvation in Africa, then these deaths must be counted
among the natural costs of the German automobile industry.
To summarize: labor cost refers to the direct health effects of
production on workers through the labor process, whereas natural cost
refers to the indirect health effects of production on the global population
through environmental damage. The sum of labor cost and natural cost is
input cost, which captures the total health effects of production. To
address the benefits that are sacrificed when resources are allocated to a
specific output, ENL employs the concept of forgone health. This is
similar to opportunity cost in standard economics.

Optimum Output Quantity
Let's return to the island story of chapter one. The progressive settlers
have adopted ENL's value and cost concepts, and decide to use them to
determine the rational amount of bread to produce. How should they
proceed? This problem, it turns out, must be solved in two steps. The first
is to examine value and cost to provisionally determine the rational output
quantity in the absence of environmental constraints. That is, purely
human criteria are applied, and the environment is ignored. The second
step is to take the environment into account and to adjust the preliminary
conclusion accordingly. When the settlers take the first step by using
marginal analysis, they discover that, at a certain point, the next loaf of
bread to come out of their ovens would lose more health in its production
than would be gained from its consumption. Based on the health criterion,
producing this loaf would be irrational, and bread production should
therefore cease at this point.
What the settlers have done is to determine the bread's optimum
quantity. This is the production rate that, under prevailing economic
conditions, achieves the maximum health for the individuals in question.
Establishing this quantity is the starting point for ENL's economic
guidance. The key point is this: unless economic conditions change, there
is no conceivable reason for producing an output at a higher rate. The
optimum quantity thus establishes the economic limit to production, and
explicitly defines what many environmental thinkers have informally
called enoughness or sufficiency.
The bread example makes an implicit assumption: that the effectual
value of the first loaf is higher than its input cost. This is what makes the
first loaf worth producing, and why we have to track the output's
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declining marginal value and rising marginal cost to know when to stop.
In some cases, however, this assumption is false. For example, an
economy's first batch of cigarettes, if consumed as intended, would result
in negative effectual value, which means this value would almost certainly
be lower than its input cost. This tells us that the first batch should not be
produced, and that the optimum quantity for cigarettes is zero. Cigarettes,
and other products with similar characteristics, are known in ENL as
irrational outputs. Knowing which outputs are irrational is obviously
important because it allows us to avoid health-destroying production. Its
broader economic significance, however, is that it helps us establish the
economy's rational output mix. In a contractionary economy, irrational
outputs would be removed from the mix as soon as this is socially feasible.
This would both increase aggregate health and reduce the economy's
ecological impact. Conversely, outputs that are not currently being
produced, but that should be produced based on the stated criteria, would
be quickly added to the output mix. Let me now proceed to the second
step in determining an output's rational quantity: the consideration of
environmental constraints.

An Output's Ecological Limit
In developing ENL's environmental concepts I have found it necessary to
adopt a substantial number of new terms. I apologize for this profusion,
but given the importance of overshoot reversal I believe it is better to
include them in this overview than to employ vague and general
statements that might mislead the reader.
Let me start with some background terms. A natural flow is defined
as any interaction between the economy and nature. Natural flows are
divided into four categories: habitat destruction, the utilization of
renewable resources, the expulsion of wastes, and the utilization of
nonrenewable resources. The first three directly impact the biosphere, and
are therefore called biological flows.
The distinction between biological and nonrenewable flows is highly
significant. Biological flows can damage the environment, for example
through excessive pollution and the over-exploitation of fish stocks,
whereas nonrenewable flows do not have this effect. High rates of oil,
coal, or uranium depletion will rob future generations of these resources,
but they will not directly harm ecosystems. For this reason, biological
flows are used in ENL to set environmental limits, whereas nonrenewable
flows are ignored for this purpose. This distinction, however, does not
affect the concept of ecological efficiency. In ENL this applies to any
natural flow, whether biological or nonrenewable, and measures the
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economy's success in minimizing the flow's utilization in production and
consumption.
ENL's approach to ecological limits is based on environmental
budgets. An environmental budget is the maximum rate of a biological
flow that does not cause ecological degradation. Thus, it refers to the
maximum rates of habitat destruction, utilization of renewables, and
expulsion of wastes that avoid cumulative or destructive effects in the
environment. A fundamental ENL principle is that an economy may not
violate its most restrictive environmental budget. As a simplified illustration,
if the budget for forest clearcutting (habitat destruction) permits an
economy to be large, but the CO2 budget allows only a small economy,
then the economy must remain small. This is consistent with my
statement in chapter one that the biosphere enters impact overshoot when
the first environmental limit is violated.
To apply this idea to individual outputs, two new concepts are
needed. The first is budget share, which is the portion of an economy's
environmental budget that is allotted to a specific output. This allotment
is based on the output's actual or prospective contribution to health,
relative to the other outputs that require the flow. For example, if houses
are among the outputs that cause CO2 emissions, and if they achieve 10%
of the health achieved by these outputs, they will be allotted 10% of an
economy's CO2 budget. This portion thus constitutes the budget share for
houses with respect to CO2 emissions. The second new concept is share
limit, which is the maximum output quantity possible within the
constraints of a budget share, at the current level of ecological efficiency.
If the 10% budget share for CO2 is exhausted after 10,000 houses have
been built annually, then this quantity is the current share limit for houses
in this economy.
A complex output like a house will typically have numerous
biological flows associated with it, and therefore numerous budgets shares
and share limits. To simplify matters, assume there are only three such
flows for houses: CO2 into the atmosphere, paint solvents into waterways,
and habitat destruction due to lumber production. Assume further that
the share limits are 8,000 houses for the paint solvents and 45,000 houses
for the habitat destruction. As noted above, the CO2 limit is 10,000 houses.
We must therefore consider three share limits, or environmental
restrictions. However, because an economy may not violate its most
restrictive environmental budget, no output can be permitted to violate its
most restrictive share limit. This means that the maximum permissible
level of house production, at current ecological efficiencies, is the lowest of
these three numbers: 8,000 houses. This is the output's ecological limit. If
all outputs adhere to this limit, the economy will achieve impact
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sustainability. If all economies show this restraint, impact overshoot will
be reversed for the globe as a whole.

Target Output Quantity
Two output restrictions have been defined: the optimum quantity and the
ecological limit. Producing an output at a rate higher than its optimum
quantity makes no human sense because health would be lost rather than
gained. Producing an output at a rate higher than its ecological limit
makes no environmental sense because this would contribute to
overshoot. Because neither restriction can be violated, the rational rate at
which an output should be produced is the lower of the two. This rate,
which is called the output's target quantity, allows us to squeeze the
greatest amount of health from an output without endangering the
environment. Achieving target quantities for all outputs is a primary
objective for a contractionary economy.
Target output quantities are important in another respect: they
indirectly establish the rational rates for natural flows. Once we know
how much of each output to produce, we can determine how much of the
various biological and nonrenewable flows they require, given current
ecological efficiencies. These totals are called target flow rates. The target
rates for biological flows are sustainable because ecological limits are
based on an economy's environmental budgets, which are respected in
setting target output quantities. Nonrenewables are not subject to
sustainability, but their target flow rates establish the health-maximizing,
and thus rational, rates of resource depletion. This point deserves
elaboration.
People who are concerned about the environment know that
nonrenewable resources such as fossil fuels are being depleted too rapidly.
They understand that our economies are, as William Catton put it,
"stealing ravenously from the future."22 If these people had economic
control they would confidently, and correctly, reduce fossil fuel
consumption. But where should this stop? Should oil, for example, be
reserved for emergency vehicles and other essential services? Should
economies perhaps avoid using oil altogether? Currently, a compelling
resolution to this problem does not appear to exist. An attempt has been
made to establish an "oil depletion protocol,"23 but this is a purely
numerical approach, for a single resource, that does not take well-being
into account. According to the ENL approach, nonrenewables should be
depleted at the rates required to produce target output quantities, for the
target population (discussed below), at the highest achievable ecological
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efficiencies. This method maximizes health over time, and is therefore fair
to both present and future humankind.
An important point is that target quantities for an ENL-based
economy will in some cases be lower that output quantities for an
economy based on constrained capitalist logic. This is because ENL
considers both economic and environmental limits to production, whereas
constrained capitalist logic will presumably consider only environmental
limits. As mentioned previously, whenever the economic limit is lower, an
ENL-based economy will produce less, thereby speeding rapid
contraction. One possibility for conservative contractionists is therefore to
use ENL during the contraction phase, and to shift to constrained capitalist
logic once sustainability has been achieved.

Trade
Would a contractionary economy trade with other economies? The
answer is a provisional yes if trade will sustainably increase the health of
its members. If the contractionary state of Florida can gain health by
trading tomatoes for potatoes, and if the transportation involved does not
break any of its environmental budgets, it should probably proceed. I say
"provisional" and "probably" because trade introduces some vexing issues
that are beyond ENL's scope.
The first of these issues is that capitalist trade relations have driven
certain countries and areas to irrational specialization. Florida, for
example, is by nature a terrible place to grow tomatoes. 24 Although it is
warm, it is also extremely humid; the fruit's wild ancestors, by contrast,
grew in the deserts of Peru and Ecuador. Florida's sandy soils, where the
state's massive tomato crops are raised, lack plant nutrients and must be
artificially pumped up with fertilizers. As well, more than 100 different
herbicides and pesticides must be deployed to protect these alien
monocultures. Florida is a heavy tomato exporter not because of its soil,
but because of its warmth, proximity to East coast markets, and the
centralizing tendency of capitalist production. This is hardly a sound basis
for trade as the capitalist world recedes from view.
The second troublesome issue is that the importer has little or no
control over the exporter's production conditions, with respect to both the
environment and economic justice. Florida may have become sustainable,
but Idaho, where the potatoes would likely come from, could be breaking
numerous environmental budgets in its potato production. Although
Florida could claim that this is not its responsibility, the ecological
degradation will still occur. The situation is similarly with economic
justice: if Britain imports electronic gadgets from China, it could claim that
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the oppressive conditions in Chinese factories are beyond its control. The
people employed there, however, will still suffer.
The last issue that puts a question mark beside trade is the economic
resilience that accompanies self-sufficiency. If Idaho grew its own
tomatoes, it would be unaffected by a spike in Florida tomato prices after a
destructive hurricane, and it could continue to put tomatoes in its salads if
insects wiped out Florida's tomato plantations. This point, however, must
be tempered. Standard economists rightly insist that trade protects
consumers from supply interruptions if local production is for some
reason halted or curtailed. If Idaho and Florida both grow tomatoes and
have a workable trade relationship, each could rely on the other when the
local crop fails.
Briefly stated, ENL supports trade if this is conducive to sustainable
well-being in the local region, but with the proviso that several crucial
issues beyond its scope must be carefully considered before the ships,
trains, and trucks are loaded with cargo.

Economic Justice
Economic justice refers to economic outcomes that are consistent with
ENL's ethical principle that all human beings are of equal worth. Because
the framework is based on this principle, applying its concepts will in
many cases achieve just results automatically. Take output distribution as
an example. If Mary has consumed three apples and Cheryl has
consumed none, who should get the next apple produced? Mary is fully
or partly satiated, so the effectual value of the next apple she consumes
will be low. Cheryl has experienced no satiation, so the effectual value of
the next apple she consumes will be high. An ENL analyst would
conclude, even without considering economic justice, that Cheryl should
receive the next apple because this will achieve more effectual value and
will therefore contribute more to a society's total health.
To formalize this idea, ENL defines maldistribution as any
distribution that fails to maximize aggregate health. This concept is
applied to outputs, labor, and wastes. Output maldistribution occurs
when the distribution of outputs does not maximize a society's aggregate
effectual value. Similarly, labor maldistribution is any distribution of
labor that fails to minimize aggregate labor cost, and waste
maldistribution is any distribution of wastes that fails to minimize
aggregate natural cost. Based on these three concepts, economic justice in
ENL is defined as the absence of output, labor, and waste maldistribution.
A difficult issue for any economic framework is the conflict that can
arise between equality and well-being. Say, for example, that a society
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with zero maldistribution can achieve a maximum average health level of
200 units, but that one with a moderate amount of maldistribution can
achieve 300 units. Should the inequality be permitted in order to achieve
the greater health? ENL's answer to this question is that inequality should
be permitted under three conditions: no-one loses health for the health
gains of others, the specified level of inequality is necessary to achieve the
additional health benefits, and society determines that the perceived lack
of fairness will not result in unacceptable levels of envy, conflict, criminal
behavior, etc. If these conditions are met, the result is deemed to be
equitable and the inequality is deemed to be justified.

Population
Because population is a key factor in both resource and impact overshoot,
it is a central topic for ENL. The framework ignores many of the
conventional reasons for raising a society's population, such as increased
military strength and greater economic influence, and of course rejects the
capitalist reasons - more workers and consumers to spur profits. Instead it
aims for the population level that sustainably maximizes the average level
of health. It is important to note that aggregate health is irrelevant in this
context. Under given economic conditions, a population of two million
has twice the aggregate health of a population of one million. However,
the people themselves are not better off. It would be pointless to increase
an abstract total; what we want to do instead is to maximize the health of a
society’s individual members.
The procedure for establishing a society's target population level is
analogous to that for finding an output's target quantity: an optimum level
and an ecological limit are defined, and the lower of these is chosen. The
optimum population is the level that maximizes a society's average health
based on scale effects. These include opportunities for specialization and
exchange that tend to increase as more people participate. A population's
ecological limit is the maximum level that can be supported by an
economy that respects ENL's ecological constraints. The lower of these
two limits is a society's target population.
An important point is that a society's optimum population varies
directly with its chosen level of technological complexity.
A
technologically simple society will quickly reach its optimum population
because few people are required to develop and operate such an economy.
The scale effects are therefore minimal. Extensive specialization, for
example, is not required when only basic tools and a small variety of
outputs are being produced. A technologically complex society, by
contrast, will reach its optimum level much more slowly because the scale
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factors operate with full force. Sophisticated computers call for highly
specialized knowledge and a broad range of administrative functions,
neither of which is available in a small population. This relationship is
significant because it provides us with a promising option for reversing
overshoot. If a society decides to significantly decrease its technological
complexity, this would provide a compelling rationale for decreasing its
population. Such a step would greatly facilitate rapid contraction and the
attainment of a sustainable future.

Concluding Comments
This overview of ENL will suffice for most members of the contractionary
movement. Those who choose to study The Economics of Needs and Limits
will find that additional topics are covered there. These include various
efficiency measures besides ecological efficiency, an examination of labor
productivity, an overshoot model for guiding rapid contraction, and a
physical health index that quantifies an individual's health level for
measurement purposes.
One point from the chapter on labor productivity deserves mention
here. Based on ENL's principles, I draw a conclusion that differs from
both capitalist and Marxist thinking on the topic. The capitalist view is
that increased labor productivity is always a positive development,
purportedly because it improves the “standard of living”, but in reality
because it increases competitiveness and profits. The Marxist view is that
increased productivity will invariably be a positive factor once the
capitalist mode of production has been superseded and workers have
organized the labor process in accordance with their interests. Both
viewpoints reject the idea that technology per se could be harmful to
humankind.
The ideas presented in The Economics of Needs and Limits nevertheless
indicate that, beyond a certain point, technology applied to labor
productivity will be detrimental to workers, irrespective of the social
relations that govern the labor process. Once increased labor productivity
has been fully exploited to increase aggregate health in production, further
innovations in this area will cause health to decline. At this point the
machine itself becomes the enemy of humankind, and must therefore be
“destroyed”. Thus, a modern form of Luddism could eventually be
justified.
Before leaving this topic, let me emphasize that ENL is a proposal - a
starting point for conceptual development. I look forward to the
contributions of other progressive thinkers so that the framework can be
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substantially improved, allowing it to become a potent weapon in the
struggle to replace capitalism's ecocidal logic.

Key ENL Principles
To give the reader a quick summary of ENL, the framework's key
principles are listed below:
1.

Value is the objective effect of consumption on human beings, and is
measured by physical health.

2.

Cost is the objective effect of production on human beings. Because
cost is the converse of value, it is also measured by physical health.

3.

The optimum quantity for an output is reached when the marginal
cost of its production equals the marginal value from its consumption.

4.

An economy’s environmental budgets are set by the maximum rates of
habitat destruction, waste generation, and renewables utilization that
do not result in environmental degradation.

5.

An output’s share of an environmental budget, called its budget share,
is established by its relative contribution to aggregate health.

6.

An output’s ecological limit is reached when the output has
exhausted its lowest budget share.

7.

An output’s target quantity is the lower of its optimum quantity and
ecological limit.

8.

A population’s optimum level is reached when average health is
maximized due to scale effects.

9.

A population's ecological limit is the maximum population that can
be sustainably supported by the economy.

10. A population’s target level is the lower of its optimum level and its
ecological limit.
11. A natural flow's target rate is the rate required by target output
quantities, for the target population, at the maximum achievable
ecological efficiencies.
12. Subjective desires, which are potentially infinite and thus ecologically
dangerous, are divided into sanctioned wants (those society has
decided to satisfy), and unsanctioned wants (those society has
decided to reject).
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Chapter 3
Power
In chapter one I clarified the nature of the ecological crisis and identified
the reversal of impact overshoot, particularly its climate change
component, as the priority task. In chapter two I proposed the process of
organic change to transform a capitalist economy into a contractionary
economy. In the present chapter I examine the political obstacles to
organic change and the resultant economic transformation. This calls for
an objective analysis of power - the means used by the capitalist class to
exercise social control and thus to perpetuate its destructive logic.
The topic of power presents mental challenges that are quite different
from those encountered in the last chapter. Developing a new economic
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logic such as ENL is difficult conceptually. As I can attest from painful
experience, there are countless ways to go wrong in creating a framework
that coherently addresses allocation, production, distribution, and
consumption. Understanding power is conceptually far simpler, but much
more difficult psychologically. The capitalist class and its allies actively
mystify political reality, making it extremely tricky for even the most
independent thinkers to penetrate the fog. In addition, many of us are
physically and mentally comfortable in the capitalist world, and we
therefore have numerous subtle ties to the prevailing order. The key
challenge in addressing power rationally is to overcome these and other
psychological barriers.
Power is distinct in another way. If errors are made in developing a
new economic logic, these can be corrected as we gain experience in the
political struggle and in a post-revolutionary situation. But if we make
errors in dissecting power, the political struggle cannot succeed, and a
post-revolutionary situation will never arise. Let me restate this important
point. Power must be accurately understood in order to develop a
workable revolutionary strategy. A workable strategy is required to attain
power and implement organic change. Organic change, in turn, is
required to reverse overshoot and salvage the biosphere. This sequence
begins with an accurate assessment of power, and the latter is therefore
sine qua non for the contractionary movement. This implies that the bulk of
our intellectual resources should initially be concentrated on this thorny
topic, and thus on the critical assessment of what follows.

MACHIAVELLI AND BERNAYS
Prior to my development of ENL I surveyed the history of economic
thought, looking for ideas that might serve as a starting point. After much
searching I found John Ruskin's concepts of intrinsic value and effectual
value. These are now, after some modifications and renaming, at the core
of the ENL framework. Similarly, when I began my exploration of power,
I surveyed the history of political thought to find useful ideas in this area.
Given the potential for such ideas to undermine the powerful, it is not
surprising that these proved even more difficult to locate. I also
discovered - or rather confirmed - that "political scientists" teach their
students about Plato, Rousseau, and the electoral process, but uniformly
fail to address the methods used by the powerful to maintain control.
Briefly stated, university instruction avoids real politics. Fortunately, the
landscape is not entirely barren. Two slim volumes - Niccolo Machiavelli's
The Prince (1514)1 and Edward Bernays' Propaganda (1928)2 - are strikingly
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candid about political reality. I therefore begin my discussion of capitalist
power by presenting the key insights from these indispensable books.
Machiavelli (1469-1527) was a diplomat and writer in Renaissance
Italy. He had two passions: to achieve stability for his beloved city-state of
Florence and to regain the national dignity that had been lost through
invasions by Spain and France. He was forced from public life by the
shifting political sands and wrote The Prince in his retirement. Although
the book reflects his experiences in Italy during this turbulent period, it
deals cogently with political issues that have broad and timeless relevance.
The most important attribute of The Prince is that it avoids all
sentiment about power. The topic is presented as historical fact, as a
record of how rulers actually behave: "... since my intention is to say
something that will prove of practical use to the inquirer, I have thought it
proper to represent things as they are in real truth, rather than as they are
imagined."3 The author delivered on this promise, which means that the
term "Machiavellian", in the sense of exceptional cunning and deception, is
misleading. Machiavelli did not discuss actions that are in any way
unusual, but rather those that are prevalent in the political world. His
signal accomplishment was to remove the shroud that normally envelops
the application of power, thereby revealing what his long and sometimes
bitter experience had taught him.
Machiavelli addressed two major themes in The Prince: the nature of
the populace, and how a ruler should behave so as to maintain power and
achieve political stability. Because Machiavelli regarded the populace as
fickle in their support of the ruler, he counseled that force be applied when
this support faltered. In modern language, this refers to the core political
concepts of legitimacy and coercion, which will be discussed further
below. He understood that most people don't arrive at their political
views independently, but "... follow the tracks made by others and proceed
in their affairs by imitation ..."4 He also noted that the populace is easily
deceived, readily swayed, and impressed by appearances and results.
After describing how a member of the powerful Borgia family disposed of
a rival by having his body cut in two and placed in a public square, he
commented, "The brutality of this spectacle kept the people of Romagna
for a long time appeased and stupefied."5
Most progressive thinkers and activists subscribe to a subtle error
about the powerful. Because progressives are generally moral and logical,
they feel that morality and logical thought are absolute principles. For the
powerful, however, these are instrumental principles - to be applied when
their interests are served, but to be discarded as soon as these are
threatened.6 Machiavelli had no doubts on this score: "... princes who
have achieved great things have been those who have given their word
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lightly, who have known how to trick men with their cunning, and who ...
have overcome those abiding by honest principles." 7 This points to a
crucial distinction between our goals and the methods we must use to
attain power and achieve those goals. Any revolutionary movement that
does not understand this distinction, or that vacillates in its application, is
lost.
The following passage is particularly insightful: "The people are more
honest in their intentions than the nobles are, because the latter want to
oppress the people, whereas [the people] want only not to be oppressed." 8
This captures an essential difference between rulers and ruled. We, the
people, are generally naive about power because we don't seek it. Unless
severely provoked, we prefer to be left alone, have our political affairs
managed by others, and escape excessive cruelty by those in charge.
Today's reformists follow this ancient pattern by clinging to visions of a
just and sustainable capitalism, despite overwhelming evidence that the
system's ruling classes are irredeemable and that revolutionary change is
required. Even the stability-minded Machiavelli might agree that, under
today's global circumstances, minimizing oppression is far too modest a
target for the honest populace.
Edward Bernays (1891-1995) was born in Vienna, but his family soon
moved to New York. During the first World War he worked for the
Committee on Public Information, which was tasked with selling the war
effort to the American people. This was so effective that Bernays
subsequently applied his knowledge to "public relations": the shaping of
the popular mind for political and commercial reasons. He was highly
successful in both areas. With the help of the compliant New York Times
and other capitalist media, he convinced Americans that Guatemala was a
hotbed of communist activity. This led to the CIA's overthrow in 1954 of
democratically elected president Jacobo Arbenz, thus making the country
safe for the United Fruit Company.9 On the commercial side, he helped
various US companies sell more pianos, bacon, and breakfast cereal. His
method was ingenious: rather than trumpeting a product's virtues, he
sought to transform the consumer's world so that the product would
appear to be an independent desire. Pianos, for example, were sold by
encouraging people to have music rooms in their homes. With an empty
music room, a homeowner would want a piano. The elaborate seduction
that fabricated this want remained hidden from view. Surprisingly,
Bernays was not a one-dimensional Lucifer. Once he understood that
cigarettes were lethal, he stopped promoting their sale. He encouraged
Procter and Gamble to hire more black workers, and he sought a code of
ethics for his profession. Evidently, a selective morality can co-exist with
profound evil.
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The central message of Propaganda is that the masses are "quite
innocent of original thought"10 and must therefore be manipulated by their
natural superiors, both for their own benefit and to ensure national
progress.
Bernays referred to these superiors as the "invisible
government", which constitutes "the true ruling power of our country" 11.
Although his emphasis was on the population at large, he insisted that
even the highly educated and intelligent are subject to mass persuasion.
He was absolutely right about this. Skillful propaganda is subtle and acts
on the mind before rationality can intercede. It may even be true that
intellectuals are more prone to propaganda than the relatively uneducated.
Many of the people I worked with on construction sites in my youth were
viscerally aware that they were members of a dominated class: "We've got
the time, they've got the money". Intellectuals, largely because of their
privileged social positions, often harbor deep illusions on this score. They
use their intelligence and knowledge not to avert the propaganda
onslaught, but to embroider the myths of democracy and classlessness that
this propaganda has implanted.
Like Machiavelli, Bernays emphasized that, with few exceptions,
power requires the approval of the populace - that is, legitimacy.
However, those in control are keenly aware of this fact, and "... find in
propaganda a tool which is increasingly powerful in gaining that
approval". Legitimacy, in other words, is actively cultivated by the
dominant group. This is the meaning of the phrase "manufacture of
consent"12, which was coined by Bernays' intellectual hero, Walter
Lippmann, in his book Public Opinion (1922). For those in power, the
populace is not an autonomous group that must be respectfully heeded,
but a pliable mass that must be carefully molded. This manipulation,
however, is easily misinterpreted: in many cases it results not from evil
intent, but from the inner logic of power itself. One of the main benefits of
studying Machiavelli and Bernays is that we gain an understanding of
such imperatives, allowing us to start thinking like the powerful so that
we can one day assume power ourselves. I will have more to say on this
central topic in the next chapter, where I discuss revolutionary change.
Bernays primarily targeted not individuals, but groups. As he noted
in Propaganda, "… the group mind does not think in the strict sense of the
word. In place of thoughts it has impulses, habits, and emotions. In
making up its mind, its first impulse is usually to follow the example of a
trusted leader. This is one of the most firmly established principles of
mass psychology."13 For this reason, Bernays aimed his messages at
church officials, school administrators, business moguls, and the like. He
knew that, if he could persuade these social leaders to endorse a product
or support a position, the people who granted them authority would
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automatically follow. His astonishing success strongly suggests that he
was right.
A revealing side note is that standard economics works on precisely
the opposite premise.
The discipline is based on methodological
individualism - the idea that economic motivations are rooted in
individual desires rather than group dynamics. Although Bernays
demonstrated that this assumption is false, the approach persists to this
day. Why would this be so? One can speculate that dealing with
individuals is mathematically more tractable that dealing with groups.
Statisticians, for example, cite mathematical simplicity as their reason for
focusing on the numerical mean instead of the median, even though the
mean frequently distorts a set of numbers. (When Bill Gates enters a bar,
the mean wealth of the patrons skyrockets, but the median hardly budges.)
It is also conceivable that standard economics falsifies social reality in
order to foster bad public policy, thereby undermining the economic role
of government. Much more likely, however, is that the approach has a
deep political rationale. The constant nightmare for any ruling class is that
the populace will awaken from its mystified slumber, that the carefully
nurtured illusions will evaporate. If standard economics candidly
addressed the group motivations that marketers routinely exploit,
capitalism's mass manipulations would be dangerously exposed to young
minds. This cannot be permitted. In this, as in many other matters,
standard economics provides intellectual cover for those in power.
The following statement, from the chapter in Propaganda on political
leadership, is a good summary of Bernays' overall message: "No serious
sociologist any longer believes that the voice of the people expresses any
divine or specially wise and lofty idea. The voice of the people expresses
the mind of the people, and that mind is made up for it by the group of
leaders in whom it believes and by those persons who understand the
manipulation of public opinion."14
The reader may be wondering why I have not tapped the Marxist
tradition for insights about power. There are two reasons for this
avoidance. First, Marxism is concerned with the power of capitalists over
workers in order to support a socialist revolution. Contractionism, on the
other hand, is concerned with capitalist power in order to support a
contractionary revolution. Such a revolution could easily be distorted by
adopting Marxist ideas on this subject. The second reason is that Marxism
severely downplays biological human nature, which makes it a highly
unreliable guide to the underlying realities of power relationships.
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THE PRINCIPLES OF POLITICAL POWER
What is the essence of political power? That is, when one social group
holds power over another, what is the nature of the relationship between
them? The broad answer to this question is clear: the ruled have
surrendered some measure of their autonomy to the rulers. What must be
considered in determining the precise nature of power is what kind of
autonomy has been surrendered, how much, and whether this occurred
voluntarily or under duress. Of these three considerations, the last is the
most important because it points to a longstanding controversy about state
power that is central to the contractionary cause.
As Joseph Tainter pointed out in The Collapse of Complex Societies
(1988)15, there are two main schools of thought regarding the origin of the
state: integration theories and conflict theories.16 An integration theory
posits that the state arose naturally out of society's requirements for
sustenance, self-protection, etc. This was Aristotle's view: "When several
villages are united in a single complete community ... the state comes into
existence, originating in the bare needs of life, and continuing in existence
for the sake of a good life."17 A conflict theory, by contrast, posits that the
state is an instrument of oppression. For example, Lenin said in The State
and Revolution (1917) that, "The state is a product and a manifestation of
the irreconcilability of class antagonisms. The state arises where, when, and
insofar as class antagonisms objectively cannot be reconciled."18 Although I
have immense respect for Lenin as a revolutionary thinker, on this topic he
exposed his Marxist naivety about the broad human requirements that
Aristotle identified. I therefore reject his purely antagonistic stance. On
the other hand, a pure integration theory is untenable because it ignores
the power and domination that have characterized states throughout
history. In my view the correct view of state power, and of power
generally, recognizes both the conflict and the integration aspects of the
ruler-ruled relationship. In a typical capitalist democracy, the populace
has surrendered some of its autonomy voluntarily in order to gain the
advantages of collective life; it has surrendered its remaining autonomy
involuntarily as the result of capitalist dominance.
Based on the dual nature of power, as well as the insights of
Machiavelli, Bernays, and other political thinkers19, I would like to
summarize the principles that rulers have historically followed in order to
maintain their control. Exceptional situations are not considered here - my
limited aim is to identify the core facts about political power. For clarity
and consistency, I confine myself to the terms "rulers" and "ruled" when
discussing the power relationship.
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Principle #1: Power is about the reality of social control.
Power is not maintained by ideals or sentiments, but by soberly appraising
social reality and acting effectively to assert control. The aim is to
perpetuate the ruler-ruled relationship so that the rulers' goals can be
realized. Rulers will implement whatever measures are expedient to this
end, no matter how ruthless these may be.
Principle #2: Power requires legitimacy.
Without the consent of the ruled, power is costly and unstable. Autonomy
that has been surrendered under duress will be recaptured at the earliest
opportunity. Achieving legitimacy is thus a priority when power is first
seized, and fostering it is an on-going requirement for power to be
maintained.
Principle #3: Legitimacy is manufactured.
Rulers consciously mold legitimacy, in part by satisfying the desires of the
ruled, and in part by manipulating them through propaganda, deception,
and fear. Whatever the chosen mechanisms, legitimacy is too important to
be left to the autonomous choices of the ruled.
Principle #4: Coercion is used when legitimacy fails.
To the degree that low-cost legitimacy fails, high-cost coercion is used
instead. Coercion either compels consent or neutralizes the dissenters by
removing them, physically or psychologically, from the political arena.
Principle #5: The ruled are kept fearful and dependent.
Coercion, as well as legitimacy based on propaganda and deception, can
lead to resistance and thus to social instability. This is minimized by
instilling fear into the ruled through factitious threats, thereby shortcircuiting rational thought and making the ruled psychologically
dependent on the rulers for safety and protection.
Principle #6: The talented and dangerous are co-opted.
The talented among the ruled are given positions of prestige and material
reward, thus neutralizing them politically and making them useful to the
rulers. The politically dangerous are either lured through similar
inducements or coaxed into political channels that pose little or no threat
to the status quo.
Principle #7: The ruled are carefully monitored.
Through surveillance of the ruled, including the infiltration of threatening
groups, the rulers obtain essential information to bolster their social
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control. Infiltration is also used to provoke the ruled into adventurist
actions, thereby isolating the disaffected and allowing them to be easily
suppressed.
Principle #8: Divisions among the rulers are minimized.
If the rulers are not a homogeneous group, serious internal struggles can
arise that undermine or destroy the rulers' power. To minimize such
divisions, various methods of consultation and compromise are employed
to resolve disputes before they become unmanageable and selfdestructive.
These principles capture the essence of what I understand about
power, but a cautionary note is required. Machiavelli was a diplomat.
Bernays was a public relations advisor. The other authorities I consulted
were observers and thinkers. To the best of my knowledge, none ever
attended the private meetings where the powerful formulate their strategic
plans and make their far-reaching decisions. The above principles
therefore summarize the conclusions of outsiders to power. It is quite
possible that the list excludes obscure principles and unrevealed methods esoteric knowledge that is beyond the scope of even the most perceptive
external analyst. This is not intended to instill paranoia, but to remind
readers that in this unique arena there could be, in the words of a famous
imperialist warrior, unknown unknowns. 20 Acknowledging this fact will
help us avoid excessive shock when unanticipated political events occur.

A MODEL OF CAPITALIST POWER
The next task is to apply the above principles to capitalist reality. My
approach here is similar to that for ENL: clearly define terms and construct
a formal model so that the required concepts can be readily understood
and constructively criticized. The ENL model includes numerous graphs,
whereas the power model consists of a single diagram. Despite this
difference in complexity, the motivation is the same. The contractionary
movement can advance only if it creates conceptual models that are open
to scrutiny and further intellectual development.
The reason to develop a visual model rather than just enunciating
principles is to help us resist deception and propaganda. Keynes once said
that, "The difficulty lies, not in the new ideas, but in escaping from the old
ones, which ramify ... into every corner of our minds." 21 I encountered this
difficulty repeatedly in developing ENL, but in politics the problem is
much deeper - it entails not just the existence of dated ideas, but also the
constant bombardment of false and skewed ideas from the ruling class and
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its mouthpieces. Being able to conjure up an accurate picture of capitalist
power will hopefully shield us from the more devastating effects of such
assaults. The power model is shown in figure 3-1 below.

SOCIAL CONTROL
REV'N

ATTAIN
POWER

MAINTAIN
POWER
END

LEGITIMACY
- functional
success
- manipulation

DEEP STATE
CAP'T
CLASS

STATE

COERCION
- physical
- non-physical

GOV'T

MEANS

INSTRUMENTS

Figure 3-1: Power model. Power is attained through revolution and maintained
through social control. The latter is achieved through legitimacy and coercion, and
implemented through four political instruments. In descending order of real power,
these are the deep state, the state and capitalist class, and government. To the populace,
government is highly visible, the state and capitalist class are moderately visible, and the
deep state is invisible.

The model begins at top left with the historical attainment of political
power by the capitalist class. This was a revolutionary process that will be
discussed in chapter four. Suffice it to say at this stage that, in the
countries of interest, the capitalist class won a protracted and often violent
struggle against landed interests on the right and workers on the left to
establish itself as society's new ruling class. The enduring problem for this
class is how to maintain this power, over both the forces it has subdued
and any new challengers that may arise. This is the end, or goal, that the
model addresses. For the sake of completeness I will define each term in
the model, including those that are already familiar. As in my overview of
ENL, each term will appear in bold italics when it is introduced.
Power is maintained through social control, which refers to the
shaping of popular thoughts and behavior in accordance with the
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capitalist mode of production and other ruling class requirements.
Workers, for example, must be taught to accept their role as wage laborers
and to relinquish any desire they may harbor for economic independence.
Capitalism can tolerate the escape of individual workers from the wage
relationship, and in fact celebrates such leakage as social mobility. What it
cannot tolerate is the escape of workers as a class, which would destroy
the system and deprive the powerful of their privileges. Social control is
used to strangle any such aspirations in the crib.
A distinction must be made between social control and the
enforcement of social order. In any society it is necessary to punish thieves
and to keep the unscrupulous from selling contaminated food. Such
measures have little to do with political power. I raise this obvious point
because some academics mystify power by conflating the two concepts.
For instance, the front cover of Social Control: An Introduction (2007)22, by
sociologist James Chriss, features a lawn sign that says, "Please keep off
the grass." This is an instructive example because it follows the standard
pattern of mainstream research. Whenever academics tackle an issue that
could expose political reality and thus threaten the prevailing order, they
will find ways to shift the issue's meaning or diminish its significance. In
this case, social order is merged with social control, which effectively takes
power out of the picture. In the case of "state crimes against democracy",
which are discussed below in relation to 9/11, misleading ideas are
presented to lead the investigator away from the events' likely culprits and
true significance. Although such tricks are in most cases transparently
obvious, other academics play along because they play the game
themselves. Such cooperation allows the distortions to be entrenched in
academic discourse and the dangers to be placed beyond the bounds of
acceptable scrutiny. This, plus the screening out of bright but nonconforming students, is the meaning of "gatekeeping" in the halls of higher
learning.
Social control is achieved through legitimacy and coercion.
Legitimacy refers to popular support for the ruling class, and thus to
voluntary compliance with the patterns of thought and behavior the
system requires. Coercion refers to the physical and non-physical
compulsion that is used when popular support is inadequate to ensure
compliance. As noted, legitimacy generally requires fewer resources than
coercion, and is therefore the preferred option. In the model, legitimacy
has been placed above coercion to indicate this ruling-class preference.
Another reason to place legitimacy above coercion is because
legitimacy is the more fundamental social phenomenon. Coercion is
accepted by the populace only if the state components that apply it police, military, prison officials, etc. – are themselves legitimate. Stanley
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Milgram, who conducted a famous experiment on obedience in the 1960s,
concluded that, "A substantial proportion of people do what they are told
to do, irrespective of the content of the act and without limitations of
conscience, so long as they perceive that the command comes from a
legitimate authority."23 It follows that coercion without legitimacy can
occur only under exceptional circumstances, such as the occupation of a
country during war or the brutal and typically short-lived rule of a
dictator. This leads to a critical conclusion that will be explored further in
the next chapter: except for the final spasm, which may include the use of
force, a revolution is largely a battle for legitimacy – that is, an intense and
protracted struggle for hearts and minds. This is as true for contractionists
today as it was for the Bolsheviks in the early 20th century.
A crucial aspect of legitimacy is that it addresses political reality, not
our judgment about this reality. In other words, the concept is entirely
empirical, without normative overtones. If a murderous tyrant has strong
public support and a benign reformer has none, the tyrant's rule would be
legitimate, and the reformer's rule would be illegitimate. This sematic
restriction is useful because it focuses our attention on objective factors the hard truths about the political landscape, which are distinct from our
subjective desires about this terrain.
Legitimacy is rooted in two key factors: functional success and
manipulation. Functional success is my term for the satisfaction of
popular desires, whatever these may be. If people want cheap food,
violent entertainment, and a regimented social structure, and if the system
provides these, then it is successful on these terms. In this respect,
functional success is objective: people are either satisfied or they are not. It
should be noted, however, that the desires themselves are subjective.
Because subjectivity is malleable, the ruling class can to some degree shape
desires to suit the system's purposes. Functional success refers to the
satisfaction of these modified desires.
Manipulation begins where functional success leaves off. If the ruling
class is either unable or unwilling to satisfy all of the populace's modified
desires, then it must attain the required level of legitimacy through
manipulation.
The three primary methods of manipulation are
propaganda, deception, and fear. Propaganda means mass persuasion for
political purposes. This is a narrower definition than the one used by
Bernays, who also applied the term to commercial persuasion - that is, to
advertising. The word itself has an interesting history. It was coined in
1622, when Pope Gregory XV established the Office for the Propagation of
the Faith (Congregatio de propaganda fide) to fight Protestantism. At that
point, at least from the church's perspective, the word had no negative
connotations. This changed with the Russian Revolution in 1917, when
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"propaganda" became associated with subversive falsehoods. Despite this
shift of meaning in the popular domain, the word is still used in the
original sense by intelligence professionals. Mark Crispin Miller points
out in his introduction to Propaganda that, "Such casual professional use of
the forbidden term is commonplace today within the US intelligence
community, notwithstanding the routine pejorative use of 'propaganda' in
the propaganda works deployed by that community."24
Although Bernays' definition differs slightly from the one used here,
there is no disagreement with his core concept: "The mechanism by which
ideas are disseminated on a large scale is propaganda, in the broad sense
of an organized effort to spread a particular belief or doctrine." However,
his ancillary comment must be carefully parsed: "[W]hether ... propaganda
is good or bad depends upon the merit of the cause urged, and the
correctness of the information published."25 Bernays was a true believer in
the capitalist project, so he interpreted "merit" in this context. Because
contractionists do not share this commitment, our distinction between
good and bad propaganda will differ from his. With this caveat in mind,
we can agree with the point he makes. Even by contractionary standards,
a capitalist state can engage in good propaganda: stop smoking, reduce
your meat intake, buckle your seatbelt. The dominant fact, however, is
that capitalist propaganda will seek to mystify and falsify social reality in
order to bolster ruling-class legitimacy.
Briefly stated, the term's
underlying neutrality is acknowledged, but its negative connotation is
unavoidable in the power model because of its strong orientation to
capitalist ends.
Deception refers to falsifications about social and political reality
through means other than propaganda. The purpose of deception is to
condition the popular mind so that it more readily embraces the capitalist
order and becomes more receptive to its propaganda efforts. Deception
ruthlessly exploits the populace's mental characteristics, including its trust
in authority, its fear of enemies, its sympathy for others, its desire for
stability, and its vulnerability to shock and disorientation. A prominent
example of deception is the democratic illusion, which is the false belief that
power resides with the populace rather than with the capitalist class.
Another is 9/11, which is conventionally portrayed as an attack by foreign
terrorists, but which was almost certainly a false-flag operation engineered
by hidden actors within the US and allied countries. Both the democratic
illusion and 9/11 are fundamental to our political perceptions, and will be
discussed further below. Other examples of deception are the use of
provocateurs in progressive demonstrations, the practice of entrapment,
the use of Internet trolls to distort online discussions, and the planting of
intelligence agents in media organizations.
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Fear is the technique of exposing the populace to frightening events
and circumstances, thereby short-circuiting rational thought and
strengthening compliance. This is what the Borgias had in mind when
they dumped their rival's mutilated body in a public square, thereby
leaving the people "appeased and stupefied" - that is, incapable of
processing the event except on a profoundly emotional level. Fear is a
highly effective way to enhance legitimacy. A simple but brutal spectacle,
if properly staged, will have a lasting impact on the public mind. Further,
because fear impairs the critical faculties, the populace will more readily
accept the ruling class's propaganda and more enthusiastically embrace its
deceptions.
The two methods described above – functional success and
manipulation - are generally successful in achieving broad-based popular
support, but some people will inevitably slip through the net. These
exceptions are subjected to coercion, with two potential outcomes in mind.
First, the person can succumb to the pressure and grant the support that
was previously withheld. This is the usual case: dissidents show a flash of
courage, but quickly submit to authority when the painful consequences
for their careers, personal safety, and family security are considered.
Second, the person can persist in their non-compliance despite the
pressure, and must therefore be neutralized as a political actor. This is
relatively rare, but the ruling class can turn such cases to its advantage by
demonizing the individual, thereby providing the populace with an outlet
for its trumped-up fears and a target for its fabricated anger.
As stated, coercion is of two types: physical and non-physical.
Physical coercion means bodily restraint or harm, and thus includes
imprisonment, police brutality, torture, and execution. Non-physical
coercion refers to such measures as depriving someone of status, income,
or professional authority, issuing veiled or explicit threats about bodily
harm, and intimidating the target with threats of jail or other punishment.
Non-physical coercion is frequently used in an attempt to silence
prominent but potentially dangerous individuals. This is what happened
to Andrew Wakefield, a British doctor who questioned the safety of the
MMR (measles, mumps, and rubella) vaccine for sound clinical reasons,
but who was stripped of his medical license because this questioning
conflicted with corporate and state interests.26
Although surveillance is not depicted in the model, it is an important
factor in maintaining power. Surveillance refers to scrutiny of the
populace for the purpose of strengthening social control. It includes
wiretapping, opening mail, monitoring Internet communications, and the
infiltration of threatening groups. The almost universal use of the Internet
for email, messaging, and social media is clearly central to current
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surveillance efforts.27 It is no secret that US intelligence agencies use
sophisticated software to monitor virtually all Internet traffic and to flag
any "suspicious" behavior. The cover story for this scrutiny is protection
against terrorism, but the true aim is tighter control of the US populace.
This tightening is critical for the ruling class because capitalist legitimacy
is slowly but perceptibly eroding due to escalating ecological degradation
and to inequalities that are reaching the bounds of popular tolerance.
Let me now shift the discussion from the means of social control legitimacy and coercion - to the political instruments used by the ruling
class to assert this control. In a capitalist democracy there are four such
instruments: the deep state, the capitalist class, the state, and government.
Because the deep state is unacknowledged and hidden, I will leave it for
last, after some context has been established.
The capitalist class is the ruling class - the historical agent that seized
power and established the social control mechanisms being discussed.
However, it also owns society's productive assets, and through this
ownership plays economic roles that help it maintain power. In other
words, the capitalist class as an economic entity is an instrument in
maintaining its ruling position as a political entity. Its most significant
economic roles are the regulation of production and, through advertising,
much of consumption. These two roles allow it to contribute significantly
to functional success, both by providing the outputs people desire and by
shaping these desires to match the most profitable outputs. When people
say that capitalism delivers the goods despite its flaws, they are referring
to this desire-satisfying role. Production control also gives the capitalist
class a stranglehold over people’s livelihoods. Those who stray from
acceptable behavior will lose their jobs, and those who stray persistently
will be blacklisted, thus making a new job almost impossible to obtain.
The social control instruments have various levels of visibility, which
is one of their most significant attributes. As several commentators have
noted, the exercise of power has much in common with a magic show: the
audience's attention is drawn to the conspicuous but extraneous while the
control trick is surreptitiously performed. 28 If all the instruments were of
equal visibility, such political legerdemain would be impossible. This
point will become clearer as the other instruments are discussed. In figure
3-1, the box that represents the capitalist class is lightly shaded, indicating
that it is moderately visible to the populace. Many of its deliberations are
carried out behind closed doors, but some transparency is provided by
annual reports, press releases, current and former employees, and the like.
The second instrument is the state, which refers to the administrative
structures that regulate a society's functioning in the interests of its ruling
class. The last part of this definition is extremely important: although the
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state carries out many generic tasks, it is oriented decisively towards the
capitalist class and ultimately serves its purposes. The state includes
many of the institutions that are associated with coercion: the legal system,
police, military, surveillance capabilities, etc. Like the capitalist class, the
state is to some degree visible. The structure and personnel of state
institutions are typically known, and there is some accountability through
the reports they issue and the public pronouncements they make. In
addition, "freedom of information" statutes in some countries allow
determined investigators to delve into some of the state's darker recesses.
Nevertheless, as with the capitalist class, much state activity is carried out
in secret and is never publicly divulged.
The third instrument of social control is government. This refers to a
society's elected representatives, who influence policy but lack power.
From the perspective of social control, the main purpose of government is
to placate the populace, first by portraying itself as the locus of political
power, and second by responding to the prevailing mood regarding policy
direction. As indicated in the figure, government differs from the other
three instruments in that it is conspicuously visible. This visibility is a
crucial part of the magic show: it draws attention to an essentially
powerless institution and away from the other instruments of social
control, where power in fact resides.
The main conceptual problem regarding government is distinguishing
it from the state. A remarkable number of analysts either misplace the
dividing line between the two or ignore the distinction altogether. This
lack of precision vitiates political analysis and is a major obstacle to
political understanding. A government is elected, relatively impermanent,
and typically staffed by amateurs in public management. It makes laws
and nominally sets policies. By contrast, the state is unelected, relatively
permanent, and staffed by professionals in public management. It
executes laws and implements policies. In theory, the state is under
government control and serves the populace; in practice, it is highly
independent and predominantly serves the ruling class.
A typical example of this confusion is James Douglass' comment in
JFK and the Unspeakable (2008) that, "[Kennedy's] autopsy ... would be
totally disrupted by government authorities. The military control over the
president's autopsy from start to finish has been described by several of its
participants."29 However, the military is part of the state, not the
government. The difference between the two is significant. As a member
of the government, John F. Kennedy served less than three years as
president and was initially inexperienced in managing public affairs at the
highest levels. As a member of the state, General Lyman Lemnitzer, with
whom Kennedy repeatedly clashed, served in that position for 14 years
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and had high-level experience since 1942, when he joined the staff of
General Eisenhower. To imagine that the deeply entrenched Lemnitzer
would consistently defer to the precariously elected Kennedy is to concoct
a fairy tale. The president's assassination in 1963, which Douglass
convincingly attributes to CIA operatives, was largely the result of
Kennedy's audacity and courage in opposing the state's potentially
omnicidal Cold War initiatives.
The last instrument of social control is the deep state. To understand
the need for this component, consider the weaknesses of the scheme as
described to this point. First, the capitalist class is today more an
economic than a political entity. With its revolutionary struggle long past,
its preoccupation is organizing production and consumption for
maximum profits. As the ruling class, however, it constantly faces
political challenges that must be energetically addressed. A discrete
political structure is required for this purpose. 30 Second, social control
depends heavily on the democratic illusion, which equates democracy
with popular sovereignty. But what happens if this illusion fades and
people realize that their purported power is a sham? Conversely, what
happens if a progressive government takes the illusion to heart and acts on
it, thereby asserting its political independence? If a Kennedy steps out of
line in this manner, who will decree and coordinate his liquidation? A
focused and ruthless social force is required to shore up the myths and to
remove such presumptuous political actors. Third, what happens when
the ruling class is split? The powerful could disagree acrimoniously about
the suitability of a presidential candidate, the wisdom of starting a war for
resources, or the best way to contain internal dissent. A discrete social
force is again required to resolve such dangerous divisions.
In brief, the state and capitalist class suffice for day-to-day control they exercise what could be called standard power. However, a quasiindependent political mechanism is required to guide the system through
its periods of turbulence and uncertainty. It exercises what could be called
supervisory power. Some commentators, like Bernays, have called this
oversight force the "invisible government". However, this is a mistake
because the essential attribute of government is visibility, not invisibility.
The formulation is thus a misleading oxymoron. 31 For this reason my
strong preference is "deep state". This is the term used by Peter Dale Scott,
a longstanding investigator of subterranean politics.
The deep state is entirely invisible to the populace, and very likely to
much of the state and capitalist class as well. The reason is obvious: a
visible deep state, like an economic theory that candidly addresses group
motivations, would expose the myths and mass manipulations that
undergird capitalist power. For those charged with propagating these
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myths, such as university professors and mainstream journalists, the deep
state is thus a taboo subject - one that is unfit for polite discourse and
inaccessible to rational examination. It is therefore not surprising that the
deep state's existence is shrouded in mystery and protected by that most
derisive and illogical of all dismissals: "conspiracy theory".
The power model is intended to help us understand the nature of
capitalist social control, but this is not its true significance. As Marx
famously put it, “The philosophers have only interpreted the world in
various ways; the point, however, is to change it.” The deeper purpose of
the model is to tell us how capitalist power is maintained so that we can
dismantle it. It helps us pose, and to some degree answer, the key
questions presented by the revolutionary struggle: If legitimacy is crucial
to power, how can it be dissolved? If coercion deters the voices of dissent,
how can it be resisted? If the deep state is the hidden guarantor of
capitalist power, how can it be overcome? The answers to these questions
constitute a revolutionary theory, which is the basis for the revolutionary
strategies that contractionary leaders must develop. I will propose the
rudiments of such a theory in the next chapter.

DEMOCRACY AND THE DEMOCRATIC ILLUSION
The power model identifies deception as one of the three methods used by
the capitalist class to establish and deepen its legitimacy. The democratic
illusion is probably the most important of the various deceptions it
employs. As noted, this refers to the false idea that, in a capitalist
democracy, power is held by the government and the populace it
represents rather than by the capitalist class. More succinctly, the illusion
is that democracy is equivalent to popular sovereignty. This falsehood is
grounded in a carefully cultivated bit of historical amnesia: although the
capitalist class subdued its political opponents and assumed political
power in centuries past, this fact has been largely erased from our
collective consciousness. As a result, the populace either ignores the
capitalist class entirely, or perceives it as their natural and permanent
superiors. The illusion is significant because it diverts attention away
from the real holders of power and limits change to what can be achieved
through elections and policies. Maintaining this illusion, particularly
among the system's most energetic opponents, is one of the ruling class's
most effective techniques for limiting serious threats and for deflecting
revolutionary initiatives. Before pursuing this theme it is necessary to
probe the nature of democracy itself.
Concisely stated, democracy is the political freedom of the ruled. It
refers to the various liberties, rights, and privileges that the rulers have
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either granted willingly or been compelled to surrender. Democracy, in
other words, is the freedom of thought and action that the ruled have
acquired within the ruler-ruled relationship. It is the degree of autonomy,
or political breathing space, within the context of social dominance. 32
Democracy has two dimensions – the institutional and the individual.
The institutional dimension refers to the relationships among the ruled,
the government, and the state; the individual dimension refers to personal
freedoms. Both dimensions are evident in the conventional story about
democracy. According to this story there is no ruling group that wields
power, no capitalist class, and no deep state. Individuals have ample
personal freedoms to express their political aims and preferences, and they
use these freedoms to autonomously elect a government.
The
government, in turn, has the capacity to autonomously control the state.
Thus, it is said, individuals indirectly control the state, and through this
society as a whole. From this it follows that democracy is synonymous
with popular sovereignty and thus with power. This fabricated but deeply
implanted story is aptly called the democratic myth. Someone subscribes to
the democratic illusion to the extent that they embrace this fictitious
account.
It is important to understand that the above is intended to characterize
democracy, not to dismiss it. It has long been recognized that democratic
freedoms are critical in the struggle to unseat a ruling class. Lenin, for
example, stated unequivocally that, "Democracy is of enormous
importance to the working class in its struggle against the capitalists for its
emancipation."33 The same is true for a contractionary revolution. A high
degree of institutional democracy will permit us to use the electoral
process, and to modify the state’s operations, to our advantage. Sufficient
individual democracy will give us the freedom to communicate, assemble,
and protest. We must therefore recognize the pressing need to expand
democracy, but we must never forget that democracy is not equivalent to
power - it is a means to the revolutionary end, but it is not the end itself.
The definition of democracy as the degree of popular freedom raises
an interesting question: what does it mean to refer to a society as a
“capitalist democracy”? In particular, if political freedoms erode, at what
point should it be called a "capitalist tyranny” or a "capitalist
dictatorship"? I suggest that the word “democracy” in this context be
reserved for situations where enough political freedom exists to allow
opponents of the ruling group to organize themselves and to communicate
effectively with the populace, thus permitting a shift in legitimacy under
appropriate circumstances and leaving the door open to revolution. My
rationale is that any ruling group must at some point be succeeded by a
different group as historical conditions change. Currently, capitalists must
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be replaced by contractionists in order to preserve the biosphere. In the
future, if contractionists cannot adjust to the achievement of sustainable
well-being, or if we have become regressive in some other way, we will
have to be replaced by a group that is better adjusted to the new
conditions. If revolutions are prevented through severely diminished
freedoms, historical evolution ceases and humankind stagnates, possibly
with catastrophic results. I am not suggesting that ruling groups will
consciously leave the door open to their own supersession, but they must
nevertheless be judged on this basis.
Let me now return to the capitalist class's keen interest in maintaining
the democratic illusion. The reason for this posture is that, in general, the
populace will not allow itself to be passively ruled. Especially since the
French Revolution, the populace has rejected absolute rule and has
insisted on playing a meaningful role in social management. The
challenge for the capitalist class is to reconcile this popular impulse with
its economic logic, which entails a set of highly oppressive social relations.
Its historically evolved solution is to grant democracy to the populace as a
sop: relatively minor concessions in the realms of policy and personal
liberty that preclude major concessions in the realms of power and
privilege. From the ruling-class perspective, therefore, democracy is
entirely a social control strategy. Presenting it as a glorious goal - the
people's political liberation - is a propaganda technique designed to
facilitate this strategy.
As with most concessions, problems can arise. For the capitalist class
there are two dangers in granting democratic freedoms. Both were
mentioned in my discussion of the deep state, but I would like to continue
the treatment here. The first potential problem is that, due to excessive
oppression or a slackening in manipulation efforts, the populace becomes
aware that in reality it lacks sovereignty - that powerful people beyond
their ken in fact control the social mechanism. This would result in a loss
of legitimacy, which in the short term would necessitate costly coercion
and in the long term could threaten capitalist power itself. The second
potential problem is that popular leaders will "take the bourgeoisie at its
word"34 and try to exercise the power that has been attributed to them.
This is disastrous for the capitalist class because it is impervious to logical
argument - the popular leaders, after all, are simply accepting what the
capitalists have formally offered. In most such cases, brutal coercion is the
only way out for the ruling class, which is why leaders who assert their
political independence are frequently exiled, imprisoned, or killed.
Probably the best way for capitalists to avoid these nettlesome
problems is to ensure that their close allies constitute the government. If
the populace can be persuaded to elect capitalist representatives, the latter
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will enthusiastically foster the myth of popular sovereignty and respect
the policy limits of government. Further, the laws and policies adopted by
such governments will boost existing privileges and curtail democratic
freedoms that threaten capitalist power. This is why the electoral role of
"money" - a euphemism for capitalist influence - is a serious issue for the
contractionary movement.
The distinction between democracy and power is particularly evident
in American foreign policy, which rides roughshod over a country's
democratic rights whenever US corporate interests are threatened. The
case of Guatemala's Jacobo Arbenz has already been mentioned. Another
well-known example is the US-engineered coup in Chile in 1973, which
ousted democratically elected Salvador Allende and installed the fascist
Augusto Pinochet. Henry Kissinger, who was Richard Nixon's National
Security Advisor at the time, famously commented that, "The issues are
much too important for the Chilean voters to be left to decide for
themselves... I don't see why we need to stand by and watch a country go
communist because of the irresponsibility of its own people."35 A lesserknown but far more extensive example of the democratic illusion is the
right-wing sabotage of public institutions in post-War Europe. This is
described in detail in Daniele Ganser's book, NATO's Secret Armies
(2005)36.
Ganser, who is a Senior Researcher at the Center for Security Studies
in Switzerland, describes how NATO, the CIA, and British intelligence
services established "stay-behind" networks in every European country
after World War II. These consisted of right-wing individuals who were
supplied with training and equipment, purportedly to defend against a
future invasion by the Soviet Union, but in reality to limit the scope of
democratic freedoms. Ganser summarizes the scheme as follows:
"The real and present danger in the eyes of the secret war strategists
in Washington and London were the … numerically strong
Communist parties in the democracies of Western Europe. Hence the
network, in the total absence of a Soviet invasion, took up arms in
numerous countries and fought a secret war against the political
forces of the left. The secret armies ... were involved in a whole series
of terrorist operations and human rights violations that they wrongly
blamed on the Communists in order to discredit the left at the polls."37

When these machinations were made public in 1990, an outraged
Greek parliamentarian told a meeting of the European Union that, "the
democracy we are supposed to have been enjoying has been, and still is,
nothing but a front."38 This European experience crystallizes the political
reality behind all the fine words about freedom, which is that democracy,
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parliamentary control, national sovereignty, and human rights mean
nothing when capitalist power is in any way threatened. Like morality
and logical thought, these principles are instrumental rather than absolute
for the ruling class, and will be swept aside the minute they become
obstacles to its continued rule. The contractionary movement must
understand this principle with the utmost clarity. Political naivety is a
fatal defect in any revolution. We will fail, and history will judge us
harshly, if we submit to its siren song.
Before leaving the topic of democracy I would like to address two
related issues that tend to cause confusion. The first is the distinction
between its direct and representative versions. Democracy is direct when
the populace itself determines policy measures. It is representative when
the populace elects those who determine policies for them. Although
direct democracy is a cherished ideal for some progressives, it is highly
unrealistic because it ignores the wide range of personal attributes in
current populations. Despite claims to contrary, many people are today
incapable of exercising direct democracy on most issues, and many others
have absolutely no interest in doing so. The founder of the Degrowth
movement, Serge Latouche, has also pointed out that, "Athens’
experiment, with decisions finally taken by less than 400 out of 200,000
inhabitants of classical Attica, doesn’t confirm [the claims of direct
democracy]".39 Such claims, as sociologist Robert Michels has stated, are
"... facile and superficial democratic illusions which … lead the masses
astray."40 Until a possible future stage of human development, direct
democracy should be dismissed as an unachievable goal. For this reason,
"democracy" in this book refers exclusively to representative democracy.
The second issue that spawns confusion is economic democracy,
which many progressives believe is adequate for the transition to
sustainable well-being. This common error is here called the control fallacy.
The notion is false because economic control, while necessary, is
insufficient - a guiding economic logic such as ENL is required as well.
Democratic control of the economy means that economic decisions are
made by the populace, but it does not ensure that these decisions will
result in sustainable well-being. It may well be true that some precapitalist societies had powerful rituals and extensive personal knowledge
that allowed a rational economy to blossom in the absence of an explicit
guiding logic. Capitalism, however, has for the most part obliterated this
past, destroyed these rituals, and eradicated this knowledge. Although
again there are contrary claims, nothing in human nature, or in the
populace as shaped by capitalism, is an inherent source of economic
rationality. In the absence of an explicit set of principles, an economy
steered by the popular will could destroy the biosphere as readily as one
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steered by capitalist logic. Economic democracy, like direct democracy, is
a ruling-class stratagem that distracts us from our real tasks: to clearly
distinguish democracy from power, and then to maximize democracy in
order to attain power for contractionary ends.

THE MANUFACTURE OF REALITY
In describing the power model I said that the ruling class, to the extent that
it cannot achieve legitimacy through functional success, will manipulate
the populace through propaganda, deception, and fear.
Whereas
functional success reflects positively on the ruling class and is
enthusiastically displayed, manipulation is kept under tight wraps. The
hidden nature of manipulation makes it extremely dangerous for our
cause because it is impossible to overcome what cannot be perceived. I
would therefore like to briefly explore the concept of manipulation, and
then to present two case studies that elucidate the methods used.
Walter Lippmann, who was mentioned above as the intellectual hero
of Edward Bernays, proposed a simple propaganda model in Public
Opinion. He claimed that, because people experience very few events
themselves, they respond not to reality but to the "pictures" implanted in
their heads by the media and other instruments of public persuasion. In
his words: "... what is propaganda, if not the effort to alter the picture to
which men respond, to substitute one social pattern for another?" 41 The
fundamental insight here is that the populace is not directly manipulated
to think and behave in certain ways, but instead has its image of reality
shaped so that - based on human nature and past conditioning - it
responds in ways that are both predictable and acceptable to the ruling
class. Thus, what is manufactured is not the desired response, but the
reality that gives rise to the desired response. If I can convince you that
someone killed your child in cold blood, I won't have to put a gun in your
hand; you will very likely seek revenge on your own. Similarly, if the
ruling class can convince the populace that 9/11 was perpetrated by
fanatical Muslims, it won't have to recruit soldiers for wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan; people will sign up spontaneously, and in droves.
The ruling class uses propaganda, deception, and fear to create what
Lippmann called "a counterfeit of reality"42. Although he is most famous
today for his phrase "the manufacture of consent", this does not penetrate
to the core of his thinking, which is more aptly characterized as "the
manufacture of reality". With the desired "reality" in place, the consent
naturally follows. It is this manufacture that permits the ruling class to
extensively manipulate the populace and thus to gain the legitimacy that it
is unable to achieve with functional success alone.
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An important corollary of this principle is that the ruling class will
fiercely defend the artificial reality it has so carefully constructed. People
who question this simulacrum threaten not just a socially-accepted
narrative, but the basis of capitalist power itself. Such people are typically
subjected to excruciating psychological coercion. An excellent example is
provided by Russ Baker, a progressive investigative journalist who has
worked for the New York Times, Washington Post, and other mainstream
organs. In his conclusion to Family of Secrets (2009)43, which digs deeply
into the loathsome Bush dynasty, Baker confesses that his investigation
caused him extreme distress. His comments are insightful and worth
quoting at length:
"Time and time again, there has been a rush to bury inquiries into the
most perplexing events of our time, along with a determination to
subject dissenting views to ridicule. And the media weren't just
enabling these efforts; they were complicit in them - not least by
labeling anyone who dared to subject conventional views to a fresh
and quizzical eye as a conspiracy theorist.
"I'll admit it. Fear of being so labeled has haunted me throughout this
work. It's been an internal censor that I've had to resist again and
again. And also an external one, as friends within the journalistic
establishment reviewed my findings, found them both credible and
highly disturbing, and yet urged me to stay away from them for my
own good.
"I began to realize that I was experiencing the very thing the process
is designed to induce. The boundaries of permissible thought are
staked out and enforced. We accept the conventional narratives
because they are repeated and approved, while conflicting ones are
scorned. Isn't this how authoritarian regimes work? They get inside
your mind so that overt repression becomes less necessary."44

Of particular interest is Baker's statement that, "The boundaries of
permissible thought are staked out and enforced." This paints an accurate and
instructive picture. Social thought can indeed be divided into two
categories: the permissible and the impermissible. The dividing line
between them is not explicitly drawn, but thinkers know its location
through various hints, indications, and veiled threats that anyone with a
modicum of social sensitivity will grasp. Within the permissible category,
thinkers are at liberty to be exploratory and imaginative. Beyond its
limits, all liberty evaporates. Significant impermissible thoughts, if
revealed to the world, are intolerable to the ruling class, and consistent
violators are punished through professional ostracism, personal shunning,
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smear campaigns, job loss, and the like. The logical necessity of venturing
beyond permissible thought is irrelevant. It doesn't matter that an issue
can't be adequately addressed within the allowable constraints: the
dividing line is a political rather than a rational construct. For example,
even if it is scientifically impossible to explain the disintegration of the
World Trade Center towers on 9/11 without considering explosives, this
idea is beyond the permissible boundary and therefore cannot be
proposed without paying a steep political price. The propaganda about
capitalist democracies is that they are intellectually open - that thinkers
can participate as they see fit in the "marketplace of ideas". The truth is
that the thought police are everywhere, that transgressors are quickly
apprehended, and that retribution is severe.
The distinction between the two categories of thought is of profound
importance because the ecological crisis straddles the boundary between
the two. The problem is largely within the permissible realm. Although
intense efforts were exerted to suppress open discussion about
environmental decline, the scientific evidence was too overwhelming and
the resulting social pressure too great. This battle was therefore lost for
the capitalist world's ruling classes, which tells us that even they can't win
them all. In their strategic retreat, however, they tenaciously held the line
at the solution. Consequently, the capitalist media today print terrifying
stories about climate change, environmental toxification, habitat
destruction, and even the possible collapse of the biosphere. However, the
broad solution to this onslaught - the historical supersession of capitalism remains firmly within the realm of impermissible thought. As with the
candid discussion of explosive demolition on 9/11, the open
acknowledgment that behind overshoot there stand an ecocidal system,
class, and logic is fraught with social peril. In anthropological terms, the
ruling classes have succeeded in making the real solution a taboo. Yes,
they use their control of the media to forbid the exploration of postcapitalist solutions, and their control of the universities to prevent
students from being exposed to revolutionary ideas. But beyond this, they
employ the taboo to ensure that such thoughts cause fear and revulsion in
the thinker, that the social strictures are vividly imagined when the mind
moves in these directions - in brief, that self-censorship is strictly enforced
when anything beyond renewable energy and efficiency improvements
enters the brain. As this is being written, Naomi Klein and Bill McKibben
have just initiated their "do the math" tour to pressure universities to
divest from fossil-fuel companies for the sake of their students. The
project is clever, but it will have no significant effect in reversing
overshoot. If these leading activists truly understood what is required to
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salvage the biosphere, they would initiate a "smash the taboo" tour
instead. Now that could make a real difference.
For the case studies about the manufacture of reality I have
deliberately chosen two highly sensitive topics: the official stories about
HIV/AIDS and 9/11. This was done for two reasons. The first is that both
evoke deep emotions that tend to nullify rational thought.
As
contractionists we must learn to recognize the potential for ruling-class
manipulations whenever such feelings are aroused. The second reason is
that we must learn to quickly make independent judgments about all
events of political significance. Unless this is done the standard
interpretations will become entrenched in the popular mind and will be
almost impossible to eradicate. Briefly stated, if we can address these two
inflammatory topics objectively we will likely be prepared for anything
the ruling class can throw at our movement.

Case Study #1: HIV/AIDS
In 1981 several homosexual men were examined by Dr. Michael Gottlieb at
the UCLA Medical Center in Los Angeles. Each presented with a rare
form of pneumonia and appeared to have a compromised immune system.
Gottlieb immediately contacted the Centers for Disease Control (CDC),
which announced the disease cluster in its Morbidity and Mortality Weekly
Report. He noted in his paper on the outbreak that the men were heavy
users of nitrite inhalants ("poppers"), which enhance the gay sexual
experience. He thus referred to the disease as "gay-related immune
deficiency", or GRID. Because poppers were known to damage the
immune system, early speculation was that these drugs, and possibly
other factors in the gay lifestyle, were implicated in the GRID
phenomenon.
The early 1980s were a time of intense gay activism, and gays
expressed their anger at apparently being targeted by these developments.
The pressure they exerted was a key reason why the name GRID was
changed to AIDS - acquired immune deficiency syndrome - and why the
suspected cause of the disease complex was shifted from drugs and
lifestyle to the HIV retrovirus. These changes were indelibly stamped on
the public mind through a press conference in April, 1984. At this widely
publicized event, Margaret Heckler, the Secretary of Health and Human
Services under US President Ronald Reagan, announced that federal
researcher Robert Gallo had isolated HIV as "the probable cause of AIDS".
The announcement was remarkable in two ways. First, Gallo and his
colleagues had not yet published their HIV research, which means that
other scientists had no empirical basis for evaluating their claims. Second,
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and even more ominously, the "AIDS virus" immediately became the only
acceptable explanation for the disease. Federal AIDS funding was soon
directed almost exclusively to HIV-related research, and the drugs/lifestyle
hypothesis, which had not yet been rigorously tested, was relegated to
obscurity.
There is much more to this tale, including a history of startling
medical errors in blaming viruses for various diseases, the medical
establishment's desperate need for new virus-related projects after the
failed war on cancer, the outright fraud that has accompanied AIDS
research over the years, the establishment of state-sponsored science that
undermined independent thought, and the commercial interests that
benefit from the virus fixation. For those interested in these details from
the dissidents’ perspective, I highly recommend Peter Duesberg's
luminous book, Inventing the AIDS Virus (1996)45. For an exhaustive look
at Robert Gallo's machinations, John Crewdson's Science Fictions (2003)46 is
both fascinating and frightening.
The official AIDS story that arose from this strange sequence of events
can be quickly summarized. AIDS is a new and highly infectious disease
caused exclusively by the HIV retrovirus. HIV is spread through bodily
fluids, primarily by engaging in unprotected sex and sharing
contaminated needles. The retrovirus gravely impairs the immune
system, thereby allowing a number of longstanding diseases, such as
Karposi's sarcoma and tuberculosis (the "AIDS-defining diseases"), to
opportunistically attack the body. AIDS is incurable, although antiretroviral drugs can extend a patient's life. Figure 3-2 depicts the central
aspects of this widely accepted account.

HIV-infected
person A

Healthy
person B

HIV
Unsafe sex
Dirty needles

HIV-infected
person B with
impaired
immune system
AIDSdefining
diseases

Figure 3-2: Official AIDS model. An HIV-infected person transmits the retrovirus to a
healthy person, generally through unprotected sex or dirty needles. The healthy
person's immune system is thereby compromised, allowing a variety of diseases to
attack the body.
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The above is an example of what Walter Lippmann called the "picture"
in our heads, to which the populace is meant to respond. The question is
whether this picture is a manufactured reality, intended to deceive and
manipulate, or an accurate reflection of the real world. What the
contractionary movement needs is a general method for answering such
questions. This is particularly important for complex issues such as
HIV/AIDS, which have significant social impact and where qualified
dissidents reject the mainstream view. The correct approach, I believe, is
suggested by our assessment of climate change. Potential contractionists,
who are the intended audience for this book, will presumably agree that
the scientific consensus on climate change is correct, and that the handful
of dissidents, despite their qualifications and persistence, are wrong. Our
position is based on two main factors: fundamental science (including
sound logic), and political context.
With regard to the science, French mathematician and physicist Joseph
Fourier concluded in 1827 that, "The heat of the Sun, arriving in the form
of visible light, has the ability to penetrate transparent solid or liquid
substances [i.e., the atmosphere], but loses this ability almost completely
when it is converted, by its interaction with the terrestrial body, into dark
radiant heat."47 This statement broadly explains the greenhouse effect that
underlies climate change.
In 1861 British physicist John Tyndall
discovered why this "dark radiant heat" (infrared radiation) has trouble
penetrating the atmosphere after being reflected by the earth. In a series of
careful experiments he demonstrated that even extremely low
concentrations of CO2 were sufficient to absorb such radiation, thereby
heating the surrounding air.48 The basic science behind climate change has
thus been known for 150 years, and is both straightforward and
incontrovertible: radiant heat arrives from the sun, is transformed into
infrared heat on reflection by the earth, and is trapped by CO2 and other
greenhouse gases on its way back to space. Given these physical realities
and the steadily rising concentrations of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere, a non-warming climate would be nothing short of a miracle.
The political context of climate change tells us why a vigorous
dissident community exists despite this compelling scientific evidence,
and why these voices should be dismissed. Among the relevant factors
are a neoconservative movement that put ideology ahead of science, a
well-funded propaganda campaign by the fossil-fuel industries, and a
profound concern among capitalist classes everywhere that an effective
attack on climate change could end with the dismantling of their ecocidal
system and its attendant privileges. Given these powerful interests and
the painful evidence that some scientists can be readily bought, it would
again be miraculous if an effective opposition had not appeared. 49
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To summarize, we agree with the mainstream position on climate
change because it is rooted in fundamental science and sound logic. We
reject the dissident position because it ignores this objective reality and
instead parrots the self-serving views of the capitalist class. The fact that
our perspective is shared by virtually all climate scientists is suggestive but not
conclusive. If Tyndall had failed to detect a warming effect from CO2, and
if no-one had found a warming effect subsequently, we too should be
climate change skeptics, despite the impassioned claims by thousands of
climatologists. In a world of pervasive propaganda and deception, it is not
widespread expert support that matters on crucial issues, but science,
logic, and political context.
This is the essence of intellectual
independence, which contractionists must carefully nurture and
tenaciously protect. Let me now apply these criteria to HIV/AIDS, starting
with the science.
Although HIV gets much of the attention when AIDS is discussed, it is
actually a peripheral topic. The essence of the HIV/AIDS controversy is
not that a specific retrovirus was identified as the cause, but that the
disease was characterized as infectious rather than noninfectious. 50 In the
above diagram it is the transmission of HIV from the infected to the
healthy person that is critical, not the identity of the virus itself. If AIDS
researchers were to announce tomorrow that the culprit is not HIV but a
previously unidentified virus, the AIDS story would remain essentially
unchanged. Research would shift from one microbe to another, but we
would still be talking about clean needles, safe sex, and the possibility of a
resurgent AIDS epidemic. If instead they were to announce that AIDS is
noninfectious, the story would be massively transformed. Research would
have to be radically altered to focus on drug consumption and conditions
of life, and the possibility of a new epidemic would be erased. For this
reason, the fundamental science to be examined here is the infectious
nature of AIDS, not its purported HIV cause. This approach is also
simpler for non-scientists. It is easy to get lost in the details surrounding
Koch's postulates, retrovirus latency periods, and HIV co-factors. By
contrast, the logic surrounding infection is straightforward and accessible
to all.
A disease is infectious51 when it can spread from person to person
through a disease agent such as a bacterium or virus. During a typical
epidemic the rate of new cases rises exponentially for a few months,
stabilizes as the population builds immunity, and then declines rapidly.
The first reason to doubt the infectious nature of AIDS is that, by contrast
to this classical pattern, AIDS in the US increased steadily from 1981 to
1993 before starting its decline. Duesberg comments that, "Instead of
resembling an infectious disease, the time course of the AIDS epidemic
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resembles the slow progressing epidemics of lung cancer and emphysema
in industrialized nations, building up over the years in step with tobacco
consumption. ... AIDS does not meet the classical epidemiological criteria
of an infectious disease."52
An infectious disease does not discriminate between men and women
because microbes have no way to distinguish between the sexes. This
gender equality applies to flu, polio, syphilis, hepatitis, tuberculosis,
pneumonia, herpes, and other diseases. The second reason to doubt
infectious AIDS is that it does discriminate - dramatically. In the US and
Europe, men were initially ten times more likely to contract AIDS than
women. When this enormous disparity proved to be embarrassing for the
HIV story, the AIDS-defining diseases were expanded to include cervical
cancer, thereby increasing the number of female victims and equalizing
the numbers to some extent.53 Not only does AIDS victimize far more men
than women, it consistently victimizes certain categories of men:
homosexuals, heroin addicts, and hemophiliacs. This specific targeting
strongly indicates that AIDS is rooted in behavior, living conditions, or
both, and that it is not an infectious disease that indiscriminately strikes
the overall population.
The third reason to reject infectious AIDS is that the disease is not
transmitted between people even when it has every opportunity to do so.
Hundreds of thousands of AIDS patients have been treated by doctors and
nurses, but rarely if ever has this resulted in AIDS transmission to the
health care workers. Further, a paper published in 1997 by researcher
Nancy Padian showed that there was no transmission of HIV between
those known to be infected and their uninfected sexual partners. 54 Even a
CDC director, James Curran, has admitted that "HIV is a difficult infection
to transmit."55
Perhaps the simplest and most obvious reason to dismiss AIDS as an
infectious disease is that it remains unsolved. Microbe hunting has been a
core strength of medical science since the days of Louis Pasteur in the 19th
century, and all major infectious diseases prior to AIDS have succumbed
to its progress. When the US and Europe experienced a polio epidemic
after World War II, the responsible virus was quickly tracked down, a
vaccine was rapidly developed, and the disease was largely eradicated by
the early 1960s. As Duesberg points out, "Only noninfectious diseases like
cancer, emphysema, multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer's, and osteoporosis have
not yielded to medical control."56 The failure of medical science to cure
AIDS is a strong indication that the disease belongs in the noninfectious
rather than the infectious category.
Moving from science to political context, a key factor was the gay
community's vociferous opposition to an AIDS cause that might
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undermine the gay liberation movement. It should be remembered that
AIDS arose only twelve years after the history-making Stonewall riots,
when gays reacted violently to police raids at a gay bar in New York's
Greenwich Village. A retroviral cause of AIDS was acceptable to gays,
progressives, and many politicians, whereas a lifestyle cause was
anathema to all. Beyond this are the factors mentioned above: the
commercial interests involved in selling poppers, AIDS drugs, etc., and the
need for a virus-related project to keep virologists busy and the CDC wellfunded. Likely the most important political factor, however, was that
AIDS presented an opportunity to instill fear in the populace. In 1981 the
neoconservative movement was growing rapidly and the capitalist class
had decided to claw back the working-class gains that had been achieved
since World War II. A deepening sense of dread and uncertainty would
make the populace more receptive to both the imperialist ambitions of the
neoconservatives and the vicious economic measures of the capitalists.
Duesberg notes that, "In an era with no serious infectious disease in the
industrial world, the otherwise healthy population has regained its fear of
contagion. The dangerous public hysteria formerly witnessed with
scurvy, pellagra, SMON, and other noninfectious diseases now repeats
itself, but on a larger scale."57
To summarize, AIDS appears to be a noninfectious disease that targets
specific segments of the population based on their conditions of life:
primarily drugs in the rich countries and malnutrition in the poor
countries. If this is accurate, then the official story is a manufactured
reality, despite its almost universal acceptance and the heartfelt celebrity
campaigns to control the spread of HIV. The social roots of this deception
are varied, but a central factor is likely popular fear, which allows for a
tightening of social control and the smoother implementation of rulingclass initiatives.
The lack of certainty in the preceding paragraph is intentional. The
science behind climate change is straightforward, allowing us to conclude
with a high level of confidence that the official story is correct. The science
behind HIV/AIDS is considerably more complex, currently permitting us
to state with only a moderate level of confidence that the official story is
false. Deeper investigation by scientifically qualified members of the
contractionary movement will be required to either raise or lower this
confidence level, thereby making it clear what our strategic response
should be. Despite this uncertainty, the HIV/AIDS phenomenon can
provisionally teach us several additional lessons. The most important of
these are outlined below.
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 Propaganda is a potent force, and when it is combined with narrowlydirected state funding, it is extremely difficult to overcome.
Remember that the HIV cause of AIDS was politically imposed and
not scientifically determined. If it eventually turns out that the HIV
story is correct, this will be nothing more than extraordinary luck:
objective science somehow coinciding with opportunistic politics. The
medical establishment will never escape the fact that in 1984 it
embraced an explanation that lacked a firm scientific foundation, and
that it succumbed scandalously to the will of the powerful and the
copious flow of dollars that ensued.
 Progressives largely ignored the weakness of the official HIV/AIDS
story because of their commendable solidarity with the gay cause.
This reveals what could be called progressive bias: a lack of scientific,
social, or political objectivity resulting from progressive values and
sentiments. This bias is most notably evident in the rejection of
human nature because it could restrict desired social change. It can
also be seen in the widespread acceptance of the democratic illusion
and in the refusal to acknowledge critical differences among people,
between the sexes, etc. Progressive contractionists must work hard to
overcome this bias and to see the world objectively, whether or not the
reality encountered accords with their wishes and values.
 It may seem impossible that thousands of researchers and doctors
could believe a story about HIV/AIDS that was politically motivated
and that contains numerous empirical and logical absurdities. Some
insight into this situation was provided by John Lauritsen, an
outstanding AIDS researcher who has done extensive work on the
drug AZT, which was at one time given to AIDS patients in high
doses despite its extreme toxicity. In 1990 Lauritsen attended a
conference on this drug and was shocked at the callousness of the
AZT partisans. In his book Poison by Prescription (1990)58 he tried to
explain what he had witnessed by dividing medical professionals into
three groups: the few perpetrators of evil, the handful of conformists
who enthusiastically follow these perpetrators, and the majority who
are "... good people doing their best to make fair and rational decisions
based on the information available to them".59 The main conclusion I
draw from Lauritsen's observations is that the perpetrators and their
followers are in close proximity to power, and through this contact
essentially dictate what the majority knows and understands. This
implies that most medical professionals are not irrational followers of
a bogus story, but rational believers in a narrative that has been
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foisted on them and on which their medical treatments, as well as
their status and income, depend. The broader lesson here is that we
tend to greatly overestimate the depth of professional sophistication.
In the main, professionals are clever followers, not original thinkers or
courageous intellectual explorers. The dissemination of a false
account is therefore not a matter of broad conspiracy among equals,
but of the guileless many submitting to the power-connected few.

 The last lesson to be drawn from the HIV/AIDS experience is what I
call the principle of distrust. This is the idea that the capitalist class and
its representatives - particularly the capitalist media - cannot be relied
on for the truth on any matter of social significance. Earlier I stated
that morality and logical thought are instrumental for the capitalist
class, and will be ignored as soon as they become obstacles to its
power and privileges. The HIV/AIDS saga indicates that this class
will destroy the integrity of science and manipulate our compassion
for the sick in order to serve its interests. Given this profoundly selfserving posture, it would be irrational for us to automatically believe
its pronouncements on any topic more serious than sports scores and
possibly the weather. Our position must be that, until proven otherwise,
all ruling-class statements are propaganda.
A last comment on the HIV/AIDS phenomenon is that it should not be
seen in isolation. Instead, it appears to be part of a broader strategy to
shift responsibility for the degrading environment from the ruling class to
the populace. This blame-the-victim stratagem, which might be called the
capitalist disease model, is achieved through the conflation of two distinct
concepts: cause and susceptibility. A graphic example will illustrate how
the trick is done. Imagine ten people of different heights trapped in a
room where the water is slowly rising. Their feet are fastened to the floor.
After a few hours, when the water is turned off, the two shortest people
have drowned, and one tall person whose head is still above water has
succumbed to a heart attack brought on by the overwhelming stress. Now
ask yourself: what were the causes of the three deaths? One answer is that
two people were uncommonly short and a third had an uncommonly frail
heart - after all, 70% of the group survived. Another answer is that a
homicidal maniac turned on the tap and flooded the room.
In this artificial example it is easy to see that the first answer is false:
the three people who died were more susceptible to the rising water, but
the cause of their deaths was clearly the act of turning on the tap. With a
disease like cancer the same trick is used, but is more difficult to spot.
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Some people have genes that make them highly vulnerable to certain
carcinogens. As more of these are dumped into the environment, their
deaths are typically attributed not to the rising burden of chemicals and
radioactivity they encounter, but to their unusual genetic make-up. It will
be pointed out that only a small fraction of the population carries these
genes, that most people have no apparent problems with the environment,
and that the deaths are therefore caused by the physical characteristics of
the unfortunate few. This interpretation is underscored by fund-raising
campaigns and research that focus on these genetic idiosyncrasies while
largely ignoring the environmental context. The trick can be used
repeatedly. As the most vulnerable get sick and die, the baseline for a
"normal" environment shifts towards increased toxicity and those in the
next band of genetic vulnerability develop cancer. Again, however, it is
their fault, for the same reason as before.60
Simply stated, the capitalist disease model seeks to replace cause with
susceptibility and external conditions with internal defects. It transfers the
cause of disease from out there to in here: from the environment to the
human body. Simultaneously, it shifts responsibility for disease from
those who largely control "out there" - the capitalist class - to those who
largely control "in here" - you and me. Thus, AIDS in Africa is caused not
by the malnutrition and squalor that result from inequitable economic
relations, but by a retrovirus that can be controlled through safe sex. This
legerdemain transforms their destruction into our responsibility and their
systemic violence into our personal failure. It's a brilliant ploy, it works
like a charm, and it must be resisted with all our strength.61

Case Study #2: THE EVENTS OF 9/11
The official 9/11 story is well-known: 19 Muslims hijacked four commercial
jets and flew three of them into the Pentagon and the twin towers of the
World Trade Center (WTC1 and WTC2). The fourth plane, which was
about to be seized by passengers, crashed in rural Pennsylvania. Because
the twin towers were heavily damaged by the planes and fires, they
collapsed within hours of being struck. Later in the day a 47-storey
building known as WTC7, which was hit by debris and also experienced
some fires, collapsed as well. The question must again be asked: does this
"picture" correspond to objective reality, or is it a manufactured reality
created for purposes of social control?
The principle of distrust tells us that the Bush administration's
statements about the events, the accounts provided by the capitalist media,
and the official reports on the disaster should all be dismissed as
propaganda. We must instead test the story independently, using the
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approach that was applied to climate change and HIV/AIDS: find a central
feature that can be evaluated by fundamental science and see if the story
holds up. Because the destruction of the twin towers occurred in plain
sight and was well-documented by videos and first-hand reports, it is a
suitable topic for investigation. The destruction of WTC1 - the north
tower, with the antenna, which was the first to be hit and the second to
collapse - has been scrutinized with particular care and will serve as my
specific subject.
The first thing to point out is that the initial explanation for the
destruction, the so-called "pancake collapse", has been rejected by all
serious researchers, including the official investigative body, NIST
(National Institute of Standards and Technology). Anyone who has seen a
photo of the building during its construction will understand why. Its
core consisted of numerous steel columns that would have been left
untouched by the downward cascade of concrete floors. The fact that the
core disintegrated along with the floors made the pancake explanation
untenable, although it apparently remains the dominant image in the
public mind.62
NIST's official explanation for the destruction of WTC1 is vague and
does not go beyond collapse initiation, after which the building's total
collapse was deemed to be inevitable. Insofar as a coherent account can be
extracted from its final report, it is this: the top stories of the tower were
effectively dislodged by the plane impacts and fire, fell as a rigid block for
about one storey onto the intact building below, and crushed the latter all
the way to the ground. The immediate problem with this account is that
the video evidence shows the top stories being pulverized into dust during
the descent, which means that no rigid block existed to provide the
crushing force. However, people differ in their interpretations of visual
evidence, so let's assume that NIST's premise is correct. In that case there
would have been a pronounced deceleration of the rigid block as it
smashed into the undamaged part of the building. Such deceleration,
however, is entirely absent. Careful measurements of the building's roof
during its descent show that its downward acceleration was smooth and
continuous.63
This is fundamentally incompatible with NIST's
explanation, which must therefore be false.
A second argument demonstrates that the official explanation must be
false even if it is assumed that the rigid block existed and the deceleration
occurred. This is slightly more technical, but scientifically compelling.
The building came down, and the rigid block thus descended, at roughly
65% of free-fall acceleration. This implies that the intact part of the
building provided resistance to only 35% of the block's weight. However,
the building was designed to resist 300% to 500% of the weight above it at
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any point. The official explanation thus assumes that the building was
about ten times weaker than it actually was - or, conversely, that the force
of gravity is ten times stronger than it actually is. The only way to
circumvent this line of thought is to presume that the block fell from a
spectacular height. This is of course not what happened, but even then the
block's downward motion would have been quickly arrested by the
tower's redundant strength.64 The inescapable conclusion from these two
arguments is that WTC1 was demolished by explosives - an obvious
hypothesis that NIST, in a spectacular departure from scientific principles,
failed to consider.
It should be noted that the second argument applies to WTC2 as well.
The fact that the south tower was struck at a lower floor, and thus had
more crushing weight above the point of impact, is immaterial. The
building's core columns were not of uniform size, but were tapered - that
is, they were massive at the bottom and decreased in size as they
ascended. WTC2 had more weight above the impact point, but also more
strength to support this weight. The buildings were designed to resist
300% to 500% of the weight above them not only near the top, but at any
point. As for WTC7, NIST finally admitted, under severe pressure from
independent investigators, that the building came down at precisely freefall acceleration for the first 2.5 seconds of its descent. This implies that all
of the building's columns were simultaneously severed, which sharply
contradicts NIST's fire-based explanation and points to explosive
demolition. The fact that NIST again ignored this clearly indicated
hypothesis confirms that it is not a scientific body, but rather a political
tool of the powerful.
The overwhelming evidence that the three WTC buildings were
destroyed by controlled demolitions suffices for us to reject the official
9/11 story and to characterize it as a manufactured reality. As with climate
change, the science here is clear and incontrovertible, so this judgment can
be made with a high degree of confidence. In the terms used by the power
model, 9/11 was a deception supported by propaganda, intended to
induce fear in the populace in order to make the latter more susceptible to
social control. I will explore some of the political aspects of 9/11 below,
but first I would like to briefly consider the events from the psychological
perspective.
The main psychological significance of 9/11 is that it was a classic
example of the "big lie". This should be seen not as a flippant cliche, but as
a fecund concept that is at the heart of many deception and propaganda
efforts. Adolf Hitler explained the concept as follows in Mein Kampf (My
Struggle - 1926):
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"In this they proceeded on the sound principle that the magnitude of
a lie always contains a certain factor of credibility, since the great
masses of the people in the very bottom of their hearts tend to be
corrupted rather than consciously and purposely evil, and that,
therefore, in view of the primitive simplicity of their minds, they
more easily fall victim to a big lie than to a little one, since they
themselves lie in little things, but would be ashamed of lies that were
too big. Such a falsehood will never enter their heads, and they will
not be able to believe in the possibility of such monstrous effrontery
and infamous misrepresentation in others …".65

This again points to the moral chasm that separates the trusting
populace from its calculating rulers. The "big lie" concept tells us that, in
order to understand crucial events like 9/11, we must shift our attention
away from the populace and adopt the mental posture of the powerful.
More succinctly, we must learn to think like a ruling class. This is difficult
to do, but indispensable for a revolutionary movement: just as the blind
cannot lead the blind, the credulous cannot guide the credulous. In this
case we should recognize that the lies about 9/11 are well within the
capacity of the US ruling class - that killing 3,000 innocent people is a
trivial decision for those consumed by power and privilege. Evil is indeed
banal.
The other important psychological aspect of 9/11 is the relationship
between what we believe and what we perceive through our senses. To
understand this issue, I encourage the reader to view a YouTube video
titled "North Tower Exploding" by physics instructor David Chandler. At
3:20 he says, "The NIST investigators have claimed that the top section of
the building, above the plane-impact point, came down like a pile driver,
crushing the undamaged lower section of the building all the way to the
ground. The top section of the building is, however, noticeably absent.
There is nothing above the ring of explosions except for a fountain of
debris. Can you see a pile driver?" I have shown this segment of the video
to people who accept the official 9/11 story. They see a pile driver but no
explosions. When I watch it, I see what Chandler sees: explosions but no
pile driver. The point is that our raw perceptions are closely tied to our
existing interpretation of reality, and that we cannot rely exclusively on
visual or other sense evidence to determine the nature of shocking events
like 9/11. To be credible, such evidence must always be supported by
scientific measurements and careful reasoning.
Let me now turn to the political aspects of 9/11. The conventional
explanation for the events - that Muslims attacked the US because "they
hate our freedoms" - is obviously nonsense, but firmly establishing a
political rationale for the actual plotters is difficult. The motives of the
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powerful are closely guarded, and forensic evidence cannot help us
determine what they might be. Nevertheless, informed speculation can
provide a tentative political account, which can be adjusted as more facts
about the events are revealed.
One of the few people to have proposed a coherent explanation of 9/11
is Webster Tarpley, in his book 9/11 Synthetic Terror: Made in USA (2005)66.
Tarpley is weak on environmental issues and has a conventional economic
perspective, but in the political arena he has impressive insight and
deserves our attention. His view about major terrorist acts in general is
that they are not "blowback" for an oppressive foreign policy, but warfare
by the ruling class against those who threaten its interests internally. Such
warfare is typically disguised by a "false flag" - the attribution of
responsibility for an internal act to an external enemy. According to this
view, terrorism is standard operating procedure for a ruling class because
it greatly assists in the manufacture of legitimacy. The power model
introduced earlier incorporates this perspective.
Regarding 9/11 specifically, Tarpley believes that the perpetrators
were "financiers, top-level bureaucrats, flag-rank military officers, top
intelligence officials, and technical specialists." 67 These are members or
close associates of the US deep state, which was also responsible for the
political assassinations of the 1960s, the Gulf of Tonkin incident that
ignited the Vietnam War, and the Iran-Contra affair, which funded
counter-revolution in Nicaragua. George W. Bush, Dick Cheney, and
other members of the Bush administration were in all likelihood not
directly involved, although Cheney may have been an intermediary
between the government and the deep state while the events were taking
place. The purpose of 9/11, according to Tarpley, was to compel the Bush
administration to implement the neoconservative plan to fight wars of
aggression in the Middle East and to shock the populace into supporting
these wars. The purposes of the wars, in turn, were to strengthen "AngloAmerican world domination"68 and to "consolidate US-UK control over oil,
strategic metals, and other critical raw materials."69
Tarpley believes that radicalized Muslims likely did play a role in
9/11, but that this role is widely misunderstood. The "hijackers" did not
plan the operation, and they were not the central figures in carrying it out.
Instead they were used as patsies - a term that derives from the Italian
word pazzi, meaning "fool". Although the patsies may well have wanted
to commit the attacks, they were technically and organizationally
incapable of doing so. Instead they were manipulated into taking flying
lessons and drawing attention to themselves in bars so that they could
plausibly be blamed for the attacks afterwards. The FBI's main job was to
keep the patsies out of jail so they could play their parts in the elaborate
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deception. Many FBI agents were furious that they were forbidden from
actively pursuing the apparent plotters. However, these directives
reflected the agency's deeper role in protecting the patsies, which was
unknown to agents in the field.
Once the populace had been "appeased and stupefied" by the 9/11
tragedy, the capitalist media began its propaganda drumbeat about
Muslim terrorists and the failure of US intelligence agencies to "connect
the dots". When doubts were raised about the official story, the media
joined the chorus that condemned the various "conspiracy theories" which
were beginning to form. As numerous commentators have pointed out,
the official story is also a conspiracy theory, so this criticism is absurd.
When the 9/11 Commission Report was published in 2004, the media praised
it effusively as accurate, comprehensive, and independent - none of which
is true. When scientific papers demolished the standard interpretation of
9/11, the media simply ignored their publication. To this day, the New
York Times has not reported that nano-thermite residues – which virtually
confirm controlled demolition - have been found in all samples of WTC
dust tested by scientists.
A fascinating and instructive aspect of the media response to 9/11 is
that the initial journalistic candor was quickly replaced by the falsified
official story. On the day itself, CBS's Dan Rather and ABC's Peter
Jennings openly speculated that the towers had been brought down by
controlled demolitions, and several journalists stated on camera that they
had heard explosions. Within 48 hours, these accounts had vanished, and
any reference to them had become taboo. According to Tarpley, this is the
normal pattern when politically significant events occur. In the first day or
so, before the ruling-class perspective is fully known, journalists are often
frank and insightful about such occurrences. Once the ruling-class view
has been disseminated, this openness is replaced by an implacable
commitment to the official line.
I find Tarpley's explanation of the politics behind 9/11 to be logical
and realistic, and therefore believe it should be our working hypothesis
until we know more. Unfortunately, the type of hard-nosed analysis he
provides is rare. I would like to examine several less incisive responses to
9/11 because they reveal a great deal about the political landscape in which
contractionists must work. The first is that of Architects & Engineers for
9/11 Truth (AE911 for brevity), which is today the most active participant
in the 9/11 Truth movement. According to the group's website, it seeks to
educate people about the scientific evidence for controlled demolitions,
gain mainstream media coverage for this evidence, and procure "a truly
independent 9/11 investigation with subpoena power". AE911 appears to
be driven by two motives: professional outrage that a transparently
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unscientific story about the WTC towers now dominates the public mind,
and compassion for the victims' families, who deserve the truth about the
deaths of their loved ones. The group pointedly avoids the politics of 9/11,
stating that it "focuses solely on the forensic evidence".
The stance adopted by AE911 is undoubtedly useful for expanding
our empirical knowledge about 9/11, but this benefit is overwhelmed by
the political ignorance it fosters. First, the group's appeal to the capitalist
media is inherently self-limiting. A liberal TV station or progressive radio
station may occasionally give some exposure to the group's views, but this
publicity will never be permitted to go beyond the fringes and to
materially affect the popular mind. AE911 propagates the myth that the
"mainstream media" are potentially independent, and need only to be
awoken from their tragic slumber. They are in fact fully awake and
vigorously supporting the class that nourishes them. Second, the idea that
an official re-investigation of the events will be conducted and expose the
truth is delusional. If the perpetrators had the power to conduct one of the
most effective false-flag operations in history and to cover it up
afterwards, they surely have the power to prevent an independent
investigation now. Even if such an investigation were somehow to occur,
it would almost certainly fail to undermine the plotters' propaganda
victory. Recall that the JFK murder was officially re-investigated in the
1970s, and that the House Select Committee on Assassinations, which
possessed the subpoena power that AE911 now seeks, concluded that his
death was due to a "probable conspiracy". Despite this, the capitalist
media still insist, and much of the public still believes, that lone nut Lee
Harvey Oswald poked a gun out of a sixth-floor window and shot the
president. There is no reason to believe that a new 9/11 investigation
would have a longer or deeper political impact. In brief, both AE911 and
the 9/11 Truth movement as a whole have become victims of their own
success. They have thoroughly exposed the fraudulent science at the root
of the deception, and can now do little more than plead that this fraud be
socially recognized.
Another revealing response to 9/11 is the academic concept of "state
crimes against democracy" (SCADs). This idea was introduced by political
theorist Lance deHaven-Smith in 2006 and explored in the peer-reviewed
American Behavioral Scientist (ABS) in 2010. SCADs are defined as, "...
concerted actions or inactions by government insiders intended to
manipulate democratic processes and undermine popular sovereignty. ...
They are high crimes that attack democracy itself." 70 This definition is a
masterpiece of mystification. Note first that the SCAD term refers to
"state" crimes, whereas the definition refers to "government insiders".
State and government are thus conflated, which I have identified as a
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critical error in political analysis. Even if deHaven-Smith disagrees with
my definitions of these bodies, they play discrete political roles and must
be conceptually distinguished. The second error is to embrace popular
sovereignty - that is, the democratic illusion. This is the concept's most
fundamental distortion of political reality. Once the pretense is accepted
that a capitalist democracy is ultimately ruled by the populace rather than
the capitalist class, no meaningful political thought or action is possible.
Third, the term "crime" denotes an act that contravenes capitalist legality.
Defining SCADs as crimes allows deHaven-Smith to characterize them as
an extreme form of political corruption, which can be addressed through
"statutory and constitutional reforms".71 However, acts such as 9/11 are
not simply violations of laws, they are attempts to bolster or redirect the
political order under which these laws operate. They are about power, not
misbehavior. The word "crime" thus serves to reduce the scope and
significance of such ruling-class actions - in effect, to trivialize them. Last,
while state and government are mentioned, the deep state is ignored.
Although deHaven-Smith mentions "enduring networks of strategically
placed insiders"72 in his ABS paper, he doesn't formalize this idea or use it
in the bulk of his analysis. A key component of a capitalist democracy is
thereby pushed to the sidelines and largely removed from view.
The last response to 9/11 I would like to consider is that of the "left
gatekeepers" - the progressive leaders who embrace the official story and
vociferously oppose the skeptics.73 At first glance this embrace is truly
bizarre: people such as Noam Chomsky, Naomi Klein, Amy Goodman,
and George Monbiot, who would not have trusted the Bush
administration for the time of day on September 10, 2001, immediately
gave full credence to this same administration a day later on a matter of
world-historical significance. Further, they have maintained this belief
well after the shock has worn off and the impossibility of the official
account has been firmly established. The explanation for this apparent
anomaly is that the ruling class has over the years maneuvered these
leaders into playing a well-defined social role: to give adequate expression
to progressive dissent, but to prevent the exploration of real politics and
the exposure of capitalist power. I suspect that the left gatekeepers
viscerally understood that 9/11, if interpreted as an act of ruling-class
terror, would dangerously expose this power, and acted appropriately
according to their assigned political duties. This is similar to the role being
played by the SCAD proponents - they give expression to the growing
academic doubts about 9/11, but divert the resulting scrutiny into channels
that are non-threatening to the prevailing order. Succinctly stated, today's
progressive leadership is a carefully cultivated tool of the powerful that is
intended to close the gates to revolutionary thought and action.
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Chapter 4
Revolution
Chapter two showed how organic change can achieve rapid contraction,
thereby addressing humankind’s most urgent threat: ecological overshoot.
The last chapter described how the capitalist class uses social control to
block the required economic transformation for the sake of its
expansionary interests. The present chapter discusses how this political
obstacle can be overcome: how contractionists can achieve power and
initiate the changes that will move humankind into the post-expansionary
era and salvage what remains of the biosphere.
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THE NATURE OF A CONTRACTIONARY
REVOLUTION
The main feature shared by all revolutions is that they fundamentally alter
a society's historical direction by replacing one ruling group with another.
If the ruling group remains in place then we are dealing with reforms, no
matter how significant the social changes may be. Fidel Castro's
triumphant entry into Havana in 1959 signaled that he and his fellow
fighters had ousted the corrupt group that formerly ruled Cuba. This was
a revolution. When the government of Raoul Castro in 2012 extended the
realm of private enterprise and permitted the sale of houses and cars,
Cuban society was significantly modified. However, the Communist
Party of Cuba remained in power, and the country's historical direction
was not fundamentally altered. These changes were thus reforms.
A revolution is not a putsch or coup, which are sudden actions,
generally involving the military, that are conducted without significant
participation by the populace. The ouster in 1992 of Venezuelan president
Hugo Chavez by business groups and a section of the military was a coup.
The populace did not know about or participate in this action, although it
was crucial in returning Chavez to his presidential post a few days later.
By contrast, the overthrow in 1917 of the Russian Czar and the subsequent
seizure of power by the Bolsheviks is properly called a revolution. Many
of the country's workers and peasants, plus millions of soldiers suffering
gruesomely in World War I, were inspired by the Bolshevik program and
enthusiastically threw their support behind the party.
The Bolshevik victory in October, 1917 highlights two other common
features of revolutions. First, because they are extraordinary events that
occur under unusual conditions, the customary rules of political process
do not apply. Although the Bolsheviks participated in the Provisional
Government after the Czar's abdication, they had not formally achieved
majority support across the country when they asserted their claim to
power. Their judgment was that the popular will had moved beyond its
parliamentary expression in the fast-moving flow of events, and that a
declaration of Bolshevik rule would be widely supported. In this they
proved to be correct. The second common feature of revolutions is that,
once legitimacy has shifted decisively to the insurgents, the seizure of
power can frequently be accomplished with minimal violence. Leon
Trotsky, who participated in these tumultuous events, noted that, "During
this decisive night all the most important points in [Petrograd] passed into
our hands almost without resistance, without fighting, without victims." 1
This underscores a central fact: although force may be required at certain
points, the essence of a revolution is a massive shift in popular consciousness that
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destroys support for the ruling group and silences the weapons of its defenders. If
the correct moment is chosen, the seizure of power simply formalizes in
the political sphere what has already occurred in the popular sphere.
Ultimately, power lies in the soul of the populace.
A contractionary revolution shares these core features with past
revolutions: it fundamentally alters a society's historical direction, it
replaces one ruling group with another, and it accomplishes these changes
predominantly through a shift in legitimacy from the ruling group to the
contractionists. Beyond these generic features, a contractionary revolution
shares a central feature with past socialist revolutions: its core opposition
is the capitalist class. Because of this highly significant overlap, we should
carefully study socialist revolutions and absorb the valid lessons they
offer. The works of Lenin, Trotsky, Mao, and others offer extraordinary
insights into the criteria for participating in parliamentary processes, the
political nature of intellectuals and the populace, the vacillations and
betrayals that will likely occur as the struggle sharpens, and much else.
Although we must be careful to ignore what is irrelevant and to reject
what is erroneous, we would be foolish to disregard the political
knowledge these leaders have so painfully accumulated. This is my
reason for including the key lessons from the Russian Revolution in a later
section.
Based on the above, it is tempting to say that a socialist revolution is a
class struggle against capitalists for expansionary ends, whereas a
contractionary revolution is a class struggle against capitalists for
contractionary ends. This formulation, however, has the potential to
mislead. In the socialist case, the capitalist class had allies, but its base of
support was relatively narrow. Most obviously, it excluded the majority
of the workers themselves. In the contractionary case, the capitalist class
not only has allies, its base of support is relatively wide: economic growth
is currently the aim of virtually all labor groups, political parties, and
political organizations. Thus, contractionists will initially be opposed not
only by the capitalist class and its close friends, but also by the numerous
elements that currently support economic expansion. We must therefore
make an important distinction: our revolutionary aim is to replace the
capitalist class as society’s ruling group, but our revolutionary struggle will
be against expansionists in general.
Perhaps the most important attribute that a contractionary revolution
shares with socialist revolutions is the need for three key elements: ideas,
leaders, and events. Ideas refer to a revolution's theoretical foundation - the
concepts that allow participants to grasp the historical context of their
struggle as well as its social, economic, and political nature. Without these
concepts, revolutionaries will be disoriented and thus ineffective in
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opposing the current rulers, who have a keen understanding of history
and politics. Leaders are those who have firmly grasped the ideas and can
transform them into effective strategies, and who command the respect of
their followers.
Talented leaders are indispensable because the
coordination of a revolutionary movement is extremely challenging and
the penalties for serious errors are grave.
The need for strong
revolutionary leadership is discussed further below. Events are sudden
changes in circumstances that alter the political terrain and provide
opportunities to advance the revolutionary cause. Examples include the
passage of a law that tightens social control, a spike in popular awareness,
a strike that captures the popular imagination, the appearance of a
whistleblower like Edward Snowden, a split within the ruling class, and
dramatic new evidence of ecological decline.
It is important to understand that these requirements must be met in
the order specified. In particular, the ideas must come first. Effective
leaders cannot appear until the intellectual spadework has been done and
a conceptual framework is in place. Lenin, for example, was brilliant in
applying Marx's concepts to Russian conditions, but he could not have led
the revolution without the prior existence of those concepts. Further, it is
only when capable leaders have stepped forward that it becomes possible
to systematically apply the ideas and to respond effectively to events.

POLITICAL ALIGNMENTS
For a contractionary revolution to succeed we must understand how the
key political forces in a capitalist society are aligned prior to a
contractionary movement, and how this alignment will likely change once
the movement becomes a significant social presence. As with the power
model, we need a clear mental picture to minimize confusion during the
turbulent struggle. This will guide leaders in their attempts to recruit
contractionists and to shift popular support from the expansionary to the
contractionary cause. It will also clarify our terminology, thereby
sharpening our strategic thought and discussions. The term "populace",
for example, has been used numerous times in this book, but has never
been defined. To begin, figure 4-1 is a simplified depiction of the political
alignment in a capitalist society before the advent of a contractionary
movement.
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Figure 4-1: Political alignment prior to a contractionary
movement. Society's ruling group is the capitalist class and its
close allies. The rest of society constitutes the populace, which
is divided into the politically active and the politically inactive.

In this pre-revolutionary situation the capitalist class and its close
allies in the state and deep state constitute a society's ruling group. The
populace is defined as all those who are not members of this group, and
who are therefore subject to its social control. Using the terminology of
chapter three, the rulers are the capitalist class, and the ruled are the
populace.2
The populace is divided into two categories: the politically active and
the politically inactive. Those in the first category take a strong interest in
capitalist society and participate actively in its political affairs. These are
the people who run for office, who publicly support the policies and
actions they favor, and who publicly oppose the policies and actions they
reject. Those in the second category have little or no interest in social
affairs. Some are entirely passive, but many will sporadically indicate
their political positions through votes, poll responses, and conversations
with their peers. Note that the division between the politically active and
inactive is not based on intelligence, education, cultural level, or the like: it
is purely a matter of political engagement. Some highly sophisticated
people will be in the "inactive" category because they find capitalist
politics to be tedious and time-consuming. Conversely, many less
sophisticated people will be politically active because they place a high
value on community and social participation.
Once a contractionary movement takes root in a society, the alignment
of political forces changes dramatically because there is now an open
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battle for social dominance. As this battle intensifies, the politically active
will likely become directly involved in the revolutionary struggle as either
contractionists or expansionists, thus removing them from the category of
the populace. The politically inactive, on the other hand, will likely avoid
direct involvement, and will now constitute the populace by themselves.
How members of the two categories make their choices is central for
contractionary leaders and will be discussed below. At this point, let me
simply depict this dynamic, bifurcated situation. See figure 4-2 below.

Contractionary
Theory

Expansionary
Theory

Leaders

Leaders

CONTRACTIONISTS

Contractionary
Revolution

EXPANSIONISTS

POPULACE
POPULACE

Figure 4-2: Political alignment during a contractionary revolution. As indicated by
the solid arrows, the main participating forces are contractionists and expansionists,
including their respective leaders. Much of the populace initially supports
expansionism, and is therefore represented by the larger area. The central task for
contractionary leaders is to transfer this majority support to contractionism. This shift
in political legitimacy is indispensable for revolutionary success.

The diagram shows the key contending forces in a contractionary
revolution: contractionists and expansionists. The first group comprises
contractionary leaders and those who are dedicated to the struggle on the
contractionary side. The second comprises expansionary leaders and
those who are dedicated to the struggle on the expansionary side. The
capitalist class is no longer visible here because, as noted previously, the
contractionary struggle is not just with this class, but with expansionists as
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a whole. In the revolutionary ferment the capitalists themselves will likely
play a variety of roles: some will become expansionary leaders, some will
avoid leadership but be politically engaged, while others will remain on
the sidelines and thus be politically disengaged. The diagram also depicts
the divided populace. Initially, virtually all members will support the
expansionary side, reflecting the pre-revolutionary legitimacy of the
capitalist class. The most crucial task for contractionary leaders will be to
shift this legitimacy to the contractionary cause.
Before proceeding to these critical choices, let me say a few words
about the two sets of leaders and their theoretical underpinnings.
Contractionary theory refers to the present book, its companion The
Economics of Needs and Limits, and the contributions of other thinkers who
will presumably correct, deepen, and extend these ideas in the future.
Contractionary leaders are those who have mastered this theory, are able
to apply it accurately to their concrete conditions, and are fully committed
to the contractionary cause.
Given the unprecedented nature of
contractionary revolutions, it is impossible to specify where these leaders
will come from, but they will likely be deeply frustrated by the limitations
of existing environmental thought and have only fragile ties to the
prevailing order. Current environmental leaders have reached their
positions in part by embracing the political illusions, and should in most
cases be disqualified from contractionary leadership despite their
commitment and experience. A road-to-Damascus conversion is always
possible for such people, but this is unlikely and should be subject to deep
suspicion should it be claimed.
Expansionary theory refers to the conceptual foundation of a capitalist
society. Its most prominent component is standard economics, which
explicates the surface features of a capitalist economy while suppressing
investigations into its systemic nature. The discipline also provides
theoretical justifications for class divisions, economic injustice,
environmental degradation, and excessive resource depletion. Other
components of expansionary theory include the academic fields of political
science and sociology. As with standard economics, these maintain
scholarly focus on superficial social phenomena, thereby ensuring that
objective examinations of power and social control are avoided. Another
aspect of expansionary theory is the accumulated experience of the
capitalist class in detecting and defusing political threats. Especially since
the Russian Revolution almost a century ago, the world's capitalists have
learned much about the neutralization of their ideological opponents, and
have undoubtedly formalized this knowledge so that it can be
systematically applied around the world.
Regarding expansionary
leaders, these will likely include members of the state, deep state, and
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capitalist class, as well as anti-revolutionary intellectuals, pro-capitalist
progressives, and members of conservative "think tanks".
Figure 4-2 reveals that a contractionary revolution will be fought on
four distinct fronts. These are theory, leadership, the participation of the
politically active, and the support of the populace. If we are to triumph
and preserve what remains of the biosphere, we must develop better
theory, recruit superior leaders, persuade the active to embrace
contractionism, and demonstrate to the populace that we deserve their
steadfast support. Our disadvantage is obviously that we are challenging
entrenched power. One of our advantages is that, like the ecological crisis
itself, this challenge is historically novel and thus presents the world's
capitalist classes with political threats they have never before encountered.
The task before us is to create effective movements before the
expansionists can reorient their thinking and adjust their repressive
strategies. Another advantage we have is that the biosphere's degradation
is becoming glaringly obvious to numerous members of the populace.
Although these events are ecologically tragic, they must be politically
exploited to sway the popular mind.
What must be explored next is how the politically active will likely
choose sides for revolutionary participation, and how the populace will
likely choose sides for revolutionary support. I begin with the politically
active and their participation.

CHOOSING SIDES: THE POLITICALLY ACTIVE
A socialist revolution poses no theoretical problems regarding the forces
that stand in direct opposition to the capitalist class. As enshrined in
Marxist literature, the revolutionary agents are those who lack the means
of production and thus have a material interest in revolutionary change:
the workers in the cities and the peasants on the land. For a contractionary
revolution the situation is quite different. Here the point of contention is
not which group obtains the lion's share of a growing output rate, but how
society as a whole can shift from an expansionary to a contractionary
trajectory. Based on the traditional interpretation of material interests,
there is no social group that benefits from such a shift. The question must
therefore be asked: who are the potential contractionists?
To answer this question it is necessary to see the political landscape
with fresh eyes and to analyze it with an open mind. The overshoot crisis
is unprecedented, and it creates unprecedented political circumstances.
For example, it is a mistake to presume that environmentalists will be the
only, earliest, or strongest supporters of a contractionary revolution
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because of our shared ecological concerns.
Environmentalism, as
practiced by organizations like Greenpeace and individuals like Bill
McKibben, is deeply committed to the prevailing order and will likely
reject a revolutionary posture no matter how dire the crisis becomes.
Some business leaders, on the other hand, could eventually realize that
their enterprises cannot survive under severe ecological constraints, and
may seek business opportunities in a post-capitalist world. The key point
to remember is that, because current political commitments are based on
conditions that are rapidly disappearing, they are unlikely to last. As
more people have their "Oh, shit!" moment with respect to environmental
decline, perceptions will shift and interests will be re-evaluated.
Contractionary revolutions, I suspect, will be driven not by social forces
that are now visible, but by those that will coalesce as the true calamity of
biosphere destruction is brought home to hearts, minds, and wallets. This
lack of bias regarding membership in the contractionary movement is
important enough to deserve a formal term: contractionary neutrality.
Adherence to this principle ensures that we are not blinded by the political
affiliations of the past, and that we welcome into the fold all those who are
genuinely committed to contractionary revolution and the drive for
sustainable well-being.
Some basic political observations will allow us to gain insight into
these potential forces. In what follows I divide the politically active into
progressives and conservatives. Progressives are those who base their
politics predominantly on values such as fairness, compassion, and social
solidarity. Conservatives are those who base their politics predominantly
on personal interests. I assume that the progressive-conservative split is
rooted in the diversity of human nature, and that it will therefore be a
more or less constant factor as events unfold.
Prior to the ecological crisis, progressives generally expressed their
worldview through left-wing politics, which is aligned with the working
class. Conservatives, on the other hand, generally expressed their
perspective through right-wing politics, which is aligned with the
capitalist class. Since the crisis entered the public consciousness several
decades ago, a minor shift has taken place. Many progressives have
adopted green reformism, an approach that supports environmental
protection while remaining within the capitalist ambit. Green reformism,
which includes standard environmentalism and ecological economics, is a
highly significant development that will be discussed at length in the next
chapter. In addition to this shift, a few conservatives have rejected the
anti-ecological stance of their peers and have adopted what might be
called conservative environmentalism.
The results of these minor
realignments, plus the major shifts I see coming, are depicted in figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-3: Choices for the politically active. The ecological crisis has caused
progressives to choose green reformism in addition to left-wing politics. The crisis has
also caused conservatives to choose conservative environmentalism in addition to rightwing politics. As the crisis deepens, some people could abandon each of these four
categories for contractionism. In addition, some supporters of right-wing politics could
choose fascism to coercively maintain their power and privileges.

In the center of the diagram are the four main categories mentioned
above. As ecological decline accelerates I expect that some people in each
category will abandon their current posture and adopt contractionism.
Below I explore these in turn. The two conservative categories are
considered in greater detail because I presume that most readers are less
familiar with conservatism than progressivism, and also because
conservatism is the current locus of power, which means that its future is
tightly intertwined with the future of contractionism.
From my observations, green reformism has attracted two types of
people: those who believe that reforms are the correct response to
overshoot, and those who understand that revolutionary change is
necessary, but who choose reforms because no credible revolutionary
movement currently exists. Those of the first type will probably cling to
their reform orientation for a considerable period because their
progressive values and commitment to incremental change prevent them
from seriously considering the revolutionary option. However, some will
eventually pull away as the repeated failures of government-led, policyoriented measures become too obvious to ignore. Those of the second
type, who have been consciously or subconsciously waiting for a
revolutionary alternative to appear, will quickly switch to contractionism
once it is perceived as theoretically credible and politically promising.
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Left-wing politics has to date served the populace in large part by
encouraging economic growth. The intention has been to create jobs and
raise wages, leading to a distribution of benefits that is considered fair in a
capitalist society. This strategy assumes that ecological conditions will
remain essentially unchanged in the decades to come, thus allowing its
proponents to ignore the well-being of future generations so long as the
well-being of the present generation is adequately addressed. Obviously,
this assumption is false. Left-liberals like Paul Krugman, Robert Reich,
and Dean Baker, who are at the forefront of the growth strategy in the
United States, can make their expansionary claims only by citing efficiency
miracles that are always just around the corner while downplaying the
environmental disasters that are actually occurring. Their stance appears
to be the result of historical momentum, not rational deliberation on
humankind's current circumstances.
The left also supports a conception of "well-being" that is both
unsustainable and undesirable: a high and growing level of consumption
based on a work-week that is in many cases far too demanding for wellrounded human development. As the devastating effects of overshoot
become more apparent, many on the left will understand that a skewed
and short-term concern for the populace must be distinguished from longterm rationality on its behalf. These leftists will realize with rising alarm
that a new interpretation of the populace's interests is required - one that
specifies adequate consumption, life-affirming work3, and a relatively
intact biosphere for future humankind. When they recognize that
contractionary principles are fully consistent with these aims, such leftists
may well embrace our movement in large numbers as the only realistic
alternative to the narrow, growth-obsessed politics of the past.
Conservative environmentalism may seem like a strange category,
and calls for historical clarification. It must be remembered that
conservatism initially meant support not for capitalism, but for the
aristocracy and landowners in opposition to capitalism. It was only after the
capitalist class had fully asserted its power in the 19th century that
conservatives shifted their allegiance to the new rulers. As a consequence
of this history, some of today's conservatives retain the values and
worldview of the original adherents. This is significant because the
original conservatives identified strongly with the land, and therefore with
its care and preservation. Edmund Burke, the conservative patriarch, said
in Reflections on the Revolution in France (1790)4 that, "I do not like to see any
thing destroyed; any void produced in society; any ruin on the face of the
land."5 Elsewhere he observed: "Never, no, never, did Nature say one
thing, and Wisdom say another."6 Burke also revered the continuity from
past to present to future. One of his most famous statements is that,
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"Society is ... a partnership. ... As the ends of such a partnership cannot be
obtained in many generations, it becomes a partnership not only between
those who are living, but between those who are living, those who are
dead, and those who are yet to be born"7
The revival of these ancient sentiments was brought home to
Canadians in March, 2012 when the Conservative government of Prime
Minister Stephen Harper was challenged by two of the party's former
ministers. The Harper government, which is radically pro-capitalist, was
attempting to disembowel the country's Fisheries Act by removing all
references to habitat destruction, thereby facilitating the construction of a
pipeline from Alberta's tar sands to the coast of British Columbia. One of
the former ministers commented acerbically that, "People who want to
eliminate the appropriate safeguards ... aren't conservative at all ... They're
ideological right-wingers with very, very limited understanding,
intelligence, and wisdom."8 Similar statements are popping up in the
United States. In the same month, Republican meteorologist Paul Taylor
wrote in a blog post that, despite his party's pervasive denialism, "Climate
change is real." He went on to say: "It’s ironic. The root of the word
conservative is 'conserve.' A staunch Republican, Teddy Roosevelt, set
aside vast swaths of America for our National Parks System, the envy of
the world. Another Republican, Richard Nixon, launched the EPA
(Environmental Protection Agency). Now some in my party believe the
EPA and all those silly 'global warming alarmists' are going to get in the
way of drilling and mining our way to prosperity. Well, we have good
reason to be alarmed."9
These and similar developments lead me to believe that the original
version of conservatism will increasingly assert itself as ecological
conditions deteriorate. Some present-day adherents may eventually find
that their disgust at the destruction of "the land" exceeds their
commitment to small government and low taxes, prompting them to jump
ship and join the contractionary cause. Although their numbers will
probably be small in the early stages, the possibility of such desertions is
real and should be seriously considered as our movement takes root and
begins to blossom. To facilitate discussion, I suggest we call this original
version traditional conservatism and distinguish it from libertarian
conservatism, which is based on an intense commitment to capitalist logic
and the rejection of Burke's principles.10
The last of the four categories is right-wing politics.
Some
conservatives in this group may one day embrace our cause because, while
contractionism rejects pure capitalist logic for economic guidance, it
accepts constrained capitalist logic this purpose. It thus recognizes that
profits and private production could play important roles in a post-
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revolutionary society dominated by traditional conservatives. As
mentioned above, some business leaders may one day perceive that their
ventures are doomed because of capitalism's ecological excesses, and that
conservative contractionism is the only way to retain control of their
enterprises. In such cases, our movement will be the only rational choice.
Another possibility that must be kept in mind is that conservatives
will abandon right-wing politics not for contractionism, but for fascism the retention of the capitalist order through brutal coercion and pervasive
surveillance. Such a response is natural for a ruling class in decline, and
should neither shock nor surprise us. Ronald Wright, in A Short History of
Progress (2004)11, accurately captured this repressive choice by Mayan
rulers around 800 A.D., when their city was threatened by collapse due to
environmental degradation:
"As the crisis gathered, the response of the rulers was not to seek a
new course ... No, they dug in their heels and carried on doing what
they had always done, only more so. Their solution was higher
pyramids, more power to the kings, harder work for the masses, more
foreign wars. In modern terms, the Maya elite became extremists, or
ultra-conservatives, squeezing the last drops of profit from nature
and humanity."12

One of the ways that contractionists can minimize this threat is to
emphasize that a contractionary economy has room for the energy and
innovation of today's capitalists. Although their role will change and
likely be diminished, in most cases it will not be eliminated. Although it is
unlikely that this will placate the hardliners, it could significantly
undercut their base of support.
To summarize: future contractionists will likely to be progressives who
have become disillusioned by green reformism and left-wing politics, and nonfascist conservatives who have abandoned right-wing politics to assert the
principles of original conservatism.

CHOOSING SIDES: THE POLITICALLY INACTIVE
In this book I have repeatedly stated that a contractionary revolution will
be achieved primarily through a decisive shift in popular support from
expansionists to contractionists. As just discussed, the politically active
members of the populace will express this support by choosing where to
direct their participation. The question at this point is how the populace
can be persuaded to transfer their allegiance to the contractionary cause.
Because the populace significantly outnumbers the contractionists, we are
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talking here about modifying the sentiments and perceptions of the
pronounced social majority.
To answer the above question we must understand how the capitalist
class exercises social control - that is, how it molds people's thoughts and
emotions. This issue was initially addressed by the power model of
chapter three, so let me quickly review its essential features. The end of
maintaining power is achieved through two means: legitimacy and
coercion. Legitimacy refers to popular support for the capitalist class and
thus to voluntary compliance with behavioral norms. Coercion refers to
enforced compliance through psychological pressures or physical
compulsion. Legitimacy is achieved through functional success, which
refers to the satisfaction of popular desires, and through the various
methods of popular manipulation: propaganda, deception, and fear.
Legitimacy is the preferred means of social control because it is less costly
than coercion, but the latter is routinely employed when legitimacy fails.
The instruments of social control are the organizational constructs that
implement these means: the deep state, the capitalist class itself, the state,
and government. My focus in this section will be on the means rather than
the instruments of social control.
The power model describes the relationship between the capitalist
class and the populace in a non-revolutionary situation. What must be
considered now is the revolutionary context: how contractionary leaders
can act as a third social force to transform this relationship. Here I must
digress to answer a question that was deferred earlier: why is leadership
required at all? That is, why can't revolutionary change be driven by the
populace itself? A common answer is that the populace lacks the
analytical capacity to comprehend its political situation and thus to
formulate effective strategies for its liberation.
Although this is
undoubtedly true for many people, it is false for the populace as a whole.
Academics, other intellectuals, and bright people generally all have ample
mental capacity for such analysis. The real problem is that the populace,
including its most intelligent members, is politically dominated and thus
under the influence of capitalist social control. Those with impressive
intellectual capabilities have been trained and induced to keep their
thinking within permissible boundaries, thereby negating their potential
for revolutionary guidance. Leaders are those exceptional individuals
who have shattered these thought restrictions and are committed to
applying their conceptual independence to revolutionary action. They are
necessary not to compensate for an intellectual defect in the populace, but
to fill a political gap that invariably accompanies political subjugation.
This is why contractionism cannot be a leaderless mass movement, but
must instead be a leader-oriented revolutionary movement that seeks
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mass support. As will be emphasized in chapter five, reformists project
their anti-revolutionary stance in part by denying the need for such
leadership, thereby abandoning the populace to capitalist power.
With these preliminaries out of the way, the challenge with respect to
the populace is clear: we must apply the power model in order to
understand how people experience capitalist power, and then formulate a
strategic approach to counter this experience in order to win their hearts
and minds. The broad outlines of this challenge are depicted in figure 4-4.

EXPERIENCE:
Populace

RESPONSE:
Contractionary Leaders

Functional
Success

Redefine
Popular
Interests

Manipulation

Expose/Resist

Coercion

Expose/Resist

Figure 4-4: Swaying the populace. Most people experience capitalist power as a
combination of functional success, manipulation, and coercion. The strategic approach
for contractionary leaders is to undermine functional success by redefining popular
interests, and to both expose and militantly resist manipulation and coercion.

The left side of the diagram is a modification of the power model (see
figure 3-1). Legitimacy is not shown because this is an abstraction that is
not directly experienced by the populace. What it does experience are the
two components of legitimacy - functional success and manipulation.
Functional success significantly impacts the entire populace and is
therefore depicted by a large box in the diagram. Manipulation is
massively applied, but it is intentionally subtle and therefore much less
prominent in the popular mind. Coercion is applied selectively under
normal conditions, and for this reason it is also a relatively minor issue for
most people. These two components are therefore depicted by smaller
boxes.
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The extent of the populace's support for the capitalist class, and thus
the latter's legitimacy, is the summed effect of these three components. If
people feel that their desires are being met, and if manipulation and
coercion are largely unnoticed, support will be strong. If people feel that
their desires are being thwarted, or if manipulation and coercion become
visibly oppressive, support will decline. Given that the capitalist class is
firmly entrenched in most countries, it is clear that the first set of
conditions generally holds: popular support is strong and a high level of
capitalist legitimacy has thus been attained.
We now come to the crux of the matter: how can this support be
weakened and legitimacy shifted to the contractionists? Let me begin by
addressing the primary factor: functional success. Because we are
examining success from the populace's perspective, this is equivalent to
the satisfaction of popular interests. It is immediately obvious that, if the
current perception of these interests is not fundamentally altered, capitalist
legitimacy will remain firm. A cardinal rule of revolutionary thought is
that the populace acts in accordance with its interests as it understands
them. People must therefore be persuaded that their perceived interests
include serious distortions, and that their genuine interests lie elsewhere.
Perceived interests refer to the populace's current understanding of their
well-being, and thus entails basic requirements such as food, clothing, and
shelter as well as the factitious desires implanted through advertising and
other means. Genuine interests refer to contractionism's conception of
sustainable well-being. The primary task before us is thus to redefine
popular interests - that is, to modify the populace's perceived interests so
that these align with its genuine interests. To the extent that this
realignment is achieved, it will be accompanied by a drop in support for
the capitalist class and a shift in legitimacy towards contractionists.
At first glance this may seem to be an insurmountable task.
Capitalism has survived for 500 years, and appears unassailable today
despite its ongoing destruction of the biosphere, in large part because it
has cunningly exploited human nature. In opening the floodgates of
production it has provided both necessary and superfluous outputs in
lavish quantities, thereby convincing people that it has solved the problem
of scarcity and opened the door to luxury and ease. If we are to loosen the
system's grip on the popular mind, we must fully acknowledge this
reality. We must also recognize that capitalism's appeal to human nature
will not be negated by rational arguments or moral exhortations. The
deepest motivations for most people arise not from their intellectual and
moral reasoning, but from their inherent tendencies. We serve the
populace not by ignoring this reality, but by accurately appraising and
responding to it.13
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What this means is that we are compelled to fight the battle for
popular support on capitalism's chosen terrain: human nature. Rather
than avoiding the latter as an impediment to social change, we must
embrace it as the key to the system's revolutionary transformation.
Fortunately, human nature is not monolithic, and the challenge is not as
imposing as it might appear. For example, psychologist Steven Pinker
tells us in The Blank Slate (2002)14 that, "… the mind is not a homogeneous
orb invested with unitary powers or across-the-board traits. The mind is
modular, with many parts cooperating to generate a train of thought or an
organized action. … [Behavior] comes from an internal struggle among
mental modules with differing agendas and goals." 15 Thus, if we can
identify mental modules that are consistent with sustainable well-being,
and if we can stimulate these sufficiently during the revolutionary process,
we will likely "defeat" the module of narrow self-interest that capitalism
has so assiduously cultivated. Two such modules immediately come to
mind: the populace's love for their offspring and their strong attachment to
the natural world. Both are potent sentiments with deep roots in our
biological heritage. There is nothing to suggest that the consumption of
superfluous outputs is an intrinsically stronger influence on people's
minds than devotion to their children and the environment that will
nurture them. Rephrasing this, there is no convincing evidence that the
populace inherently prefers the maximization of short-term consumption
to the maximization of long-term well-being.
The problem we face, of course, is how to overcome the psychological
conditioning that has inflamed narrow self-interest and allowed it to
dominate popular motivations.
I believe the solution has three
components: counter-propaganda, the effective utilization of ecological
events, and the proposal of a credible economic alternative.
By counter-propaganda I mean articles, documentaries, slogans, and
other forms of popular communication that clearly explain the existential
dangers posed by the ecological crisis. As a key example, people must be
led to understand that the planet is in the early stages of runaway climate
change, and that only an immediate and radical response can prevent a
horrific future for their descendants. We should avoid repeating the
standard litany of environmental disasters, but we should underscore that
the worst of these have the potential to destroy complex life on earth. This
message, as well as the breathtaking proximity of critical thresholds, are
typically omitted from standard accounts of environmental decline.
The second way to overcome the psychological conditioning is to
effectively utilize ecological disasters as they unfold.
Recall that
revolutions are based on ideas, leaders, and events, and that the latter are
opportunities to advance the revolutionary cause. When the upper layer
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of the Greenland ice sheet melted over a four-day period in July, 2012,
some media outlets printed the disturbing satellite photos, thereby
creating an important ecological event. Although we may lament such
developments on the personal level, politically we must use them without
shame or hesitation to sway the masses regarding the perils facing their
children, the oceans, and the forests. It is especially important to link such
events to the underlying economic cause: an accelerating global output
rate, driven by capitalist logic. We must convince the populace of the
truth regarding humankind's predicament: that the world economy is
careening towards the point of no return, and that only their heroic
engagement can ensure the biosphere's future.
The last part of the proposed solution is to aggressively present the
contractionary alternative, thereby giving the populace a clear image of a
post-expansionary and post-capitalist society. Aside from the economic
changes described in chapter two, this picture could include a draft
contractionary constitution. Such a document would list the principles
under which the new society will operate, with particular emphasis on the
non-expansionary nature of its economic activities. Offering a detailed
alternative is important for three reasons. First, socialism is the only noncapitalist system known to most people, and it therefore tends to be the
system that automatically comes to mind whenever capitalism's
supersession is broached. A clear vision of a contractionary society will
help erase this dated option from people's minds. Second, it is not
sufficient that the capitalist class loses support as overshoot deepens.
Unless a credible option is readily available to the popular imagination, a
society could easily succumb to the fascistic impulses of hardline
conservatives. Even if this does not occur, the lack of a prominent
alternative could result in social chaos and unnecessary suffering. We
should carefully note the principle involved: whatever legitimacy is lost by
capitalists must be gained by contractionists. Like trees and water, the
people's support is a precious resource that must never be squandered.
And third, the development of a detailed contractionary alternative will
entail the participation of legal, constitutional, and other experts. Not only
will this make them an integral part of the revolutionary initiative, they
will undoubtedly make critical contributions to the eventual structure of
contractionary societies. As well, they will likely seek the populace's input
in drafting the prospective constitution and laws, thereby deepening
popular involvement in the revolutionary process. The significance of
such involvement will be examined shortly.
Thus far I have discussed how we can counter the populace's
experience of capitalism's functional success. Let me now proceed to the
other factors depicted in figure 4-4: the exposure of, and resistance to,
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manipulation and coercion. The purpose of exposing these means of social
control is to enlighten the populace about the realities underlying the
prevailing myths. People must be constantly informed that, despite the
assurances of the capitalist media, democracy is not power, excessive
consumption is not well-being, 9/11 was likely the product of internal
rather than external terror, and the HIV/AIDS story was built on suspect
science and unrelenting propaganda. People must also be told that,
although coercion is often invisible to the majority, it is pervasive against
certain groups and races, domestically as well as abroad. What must be
remembered, however, is that such exposure occurs in the realm of ideas,
which are fully accessible only to the intellectually sophisticated. Most
people will be influenced far more deeply by our actions in resisting
manipulation and coercion than by our words in exposing them.
When a movement considers resistance it must make a critical choice:
will its actions be nonviolent or militant? That is, will it reject violence on
principle, or will it accept violence as a tactical possibility if this will
ethically further its cause? Activist Peter Gelderloos has carefully
examined this question in How Nonviolence Protects the State (2007)16, and I
would like to summarize his key arguments to justify my choice of
militant resistance for the contractionary movement.
Gelderloos begins by pointing out that the commitment to
nonviolence, or pacifism, is rooted in falsified histories of social struggles.
Gandhi did not kick the British out of India through peaceful resistance;
instead, Britain had been weakened by two world wars and armed
conflicts in Palestine, and replaced its direct colonial rule with the less
costly neocolonial version at the time of its choosing. Martin Luther King
was not the only influential leader during the civil rights struggle: "…
popular support within the movement, especially among poor black
people, increasingly gravitated toward militant revolutionary groups such
as the Black Panther Party."17 Gelderloos notes that nonviolent initiatives
such as King's Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC)
benefited greatly from the presence of militant groups like the Black
Panthers. The principle involved here is that the state will make strategic
concessions to pacifists in order to steer popular support away from those
who pose a revolutionary threat. Social advances will therefore appear to
emanate from those who support nonviolence, whereas the repressed
militants deserve substantial credit for the progressive changes.
Based on his extensive experience, Gelderloos believes that the racial
divide plays a central role in the commitment to nonviolence, which "…
ignores that violence is already here; that violence is an unavoidable,
structurally integral part of the current social hierarchy; and that it is
people of color who are most affected by that violence."18 The opposite
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side of this coin is white privilege, which refers to the benefits that many
whites gain from the systemic violence directed at non-whites. These
advantages cause them to support nonviolence precisely because it is
ineffective as a revolutionary method and therefore safeguards the status
quo. We have seen this pattern before: the prevailing order is protected in
subtle and evasive ways by those who have something to lose from the
social restructuring to which they are purportedly committed.
Besides refuting pacifist claims, Gelderloos points to the advantages of
militant resistance. One is that a militant action is almost impossible for
the capitalist propaganda machine to dismiss: "… corporate media cannot
ignore a bombing as easily as it can ignore a peaceful protest. And even
though the media will slander such actions, the more images of forceful
resistance people receive through the media, the more the narcotic illusion
of social peace is disrupted."19 The last point is especially important in the
contractionary context. Our revolutions must succeed quickly in order to
prevent ecological catastrophe, and this can happen only if we swiftly
capture the public imagination and destroy the vapid mystifications that
ensnare people in the expansionary web. Among the other benefits of a
militant stance are that it clearly distinguishes us from the reformists, it
repudiates the state's monopoly on the use of force, and it gives the
populace a glimpse of capitalism's vulnerability and the possibility of a
post-capitalist future.
However, militant resistance should not be construed as a blanket
endorsement of activist violence. Contractionary leaders must link any
violence to the manipulation and coercion of the ruling class. That is, it
must convincingly explain to the populace why the violence is politically
justified. As well, leaders must carefully judge that a violent act will have
a net positive effect on the shift of legitimacy from capitalists to
contractionists. If it will instead produce revulsion in the populace and
simplify the state's task of repressing revolutionaries, it should be
dismissed as adventurism that may well have been instigated by
provocateurs. Violence should also minimize harm to people for ethical
reasons, and to the populace's property for strategic reasons. Under
appropriate circumstances it may be effective to damage banks, factories
and dams. It can never be effective to damage family-owned coffee shops
and variety stores.
Briefly stated, the core of my suggested approach for shifting people's
support to contractionism is to redefine popular interests from the
maximization of short-term consumption to the maximization of long-term
well-being. This will require us to disseminate convincing counterpropaganda, effectively exploit ecological and other events, and
compellingly propose contractionism as the economic alternative. In
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addition, we must both expose and militantly resist manipulation and
coercion.
So far the discussion in this chapter has been largely theoretical.
Before examining how a contractionary revolution might be conducted, I
would like to achieve a more balanced perspective by introducing some
practical considerations. For this purpose I have chosen to present ten
lessons from the Russian Revolution.

TEN LESSONS FROM THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION
In August, 1917 radical American journalists John Reed and his wife
Louise Bryant traveled from New York to Petrograd20 so they could
provide a first-hand account of the political upheavals in Russia. In
February of that year Czar Nicholas II had been deposed, thereby ending
the Romanov dynasty. A Provisional Government was established,
headed first by Georgy Lvov and then by Alexander Kerensky. Reed's Ten
Days that Shook the World (1919)21 describes the clashes between the
Bolsheviks and the Kerensky government, the Bolshevik seizure of power
in October, and the immediate aftermath (the title's "ten days") of this
socialist revolution. Although the book is sympathetic to the Bolshevik
cause, it describes circumstances and events with admirable objectivity.
Ten Days is significant for contractionists because it addresses the struggle
against a nascent capitalist class and its close allies - roughly the same
enemy we face today. Although almost a century has passed and our
objectives differ sharply from theirs, we can learn much from the
challenges faced by the Bolsheviks and from their resourceful solutions.
Below are ten of the most important lessons for the contractionary
movement from Reed's extraordinary book.
#1: THE CONTRACTIONARY MOVEMENT MUST FULLY
REPRESENT THE INTERESTS OF THE POPULACE
The red thread running through Ten Days is the Bolsheviks' reliance
on the populace. The party saw itself not as a political faction seeking
power for its own sake or to achieve a narrow political objective, but
as the representative of the popular will, which required power to
satisfy. According to Reed, "... [the Bolsheviks] took the crude, simple
desires of the workers, soldiers, and peasants, and from them built
their immediate program. And so, while [other factions] involved
themselves in compromise with the bourgeoisie, the Bolsheviks
rapidly captured the Russian masses."22 Contractionists must achieve
a similar clarity of vision, although the ecological crisis means that we
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must consider the people's long-term future as well as their "simple
desires". The depth of the Bolsheviks' reliance on the popular will is
clear from one of Reed's anecdotes. He describes a meeting of the
Petrograd Soviet (popular council) just prior to the revolution, where
armed insurrection was being discussed. Lenin and Trotsky were in
favor, but the other key party members were opposed. Reed describes
what happened next: "Then arose a rough workman, his face
convulsed with rage. 'I speak for the Petrograd proletariat,' he said
harshly. 'We are now in favor of insurrection. Have it your own way,
but I tell you now that if you allow the Soviets to be destroyed, we're
through with you!'
… after that they voted again - insurrection
won…".23 From this and other stories in the book it appears that, in
the unfathomably complex turmoil of revolutionary events, it requires
uncomplicated minds to keep leaders from going astray. Such people
must therefore be present at any meetings where crucial decisions are
being made.
#2: POPULAR INTERESTS MUST BE EXPRESSED IN SIMPLE,
ELOQUENT SLOGANS
Lenin's writings are often subtle and ingenious, but when
communicating with the populace the Bolsheviks ignored Lenin's
sophistication and instead chose brief, powerful slogans: "All power to
the Soviets!"; "Peace! Bread! Land!" Reed explains that this was
necessary to cut through the prevailing chaos: "In this atmosphere of
corruption, of monstrous half-truths, one clear note sounded day after
day, the deepening chorus of the Bolsheviks."24 Contractionists will
assuredly face comparable turmoil as the ecological crisis deepens and
the revolutionary process unfolds. Under such circumstances, the
populace can be reached only if we develop and widely disseminate
slogans that deeply touch their hearts.
#3: THOSE WITH STRONG TIES TO THE PREVAILING ORDER
WILL RESIST FUNDAMENTAL CHANGE
Once it became obvious that the Bolsheviks sought outright power
and not just participation in the Provisional Government, the party
lost the support of virtually everyone except the populace itself.
Journalists, intellectuals, capitalists, and other socialists all wanted
change from the Czarist past, but only insofar as this improved their
own social positions. Fully meeting the needs of the populace was an
exclusively Bolshevik preoccupation. From this it appears that most
of those who have significant ties to capitalist society will oppose
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contractionism from the outset, or will abandon the movement once
its revolutionary intentions are fully appreciated.
#4: MANY EXPANSIONISTS WILL PREFER ECOLOGICAL
COLLAPSE TO CONTRACTIONARY REVOLUTION
Reed reports that many members of Russia's propertied classes
preferred a German military victory to a Bolshevik revolutionary
victory: "One evening I spent at the house of a Moscow merchant;
during tea we asked the eleven people at the table whether they
preferred [Kaiser] Wilhelm or the Bolsheviks. The vote was ten to one
for Wilhelm ...".25 This reflects a general human tendency to maintain
a superior social position, and to reject any developments that might
lead to its downgrading. In today's world, it means that many
expansionists, who typically hold superior positions in capitalist
society, will cling to the system and its ecocidal logic no matter how
extreme the planet's environmental condition becomes. The idea that
these people will eventually come to their senses - "they have children
too!" - is largely delusional.
#5: WHEN CONDITIONS ARE RIPE, POWER MUST BE DECISIVELY
SEIZED
By October, 1917 the Bolsheviks had gained widespread popular
support because of their accurate and sympathetic responses to the
suffering of the soldiers, the hunger and chaos throughout the
country, and the ineffectual dithering of the Provisional Government.
Nevertheless, most party members wanted to stay on the
parliamentary track. Lenin saw things differently, and said so in his
"Letter to the Comrades", which Reed described as "one of the most
audacious pieces of political propaganda the world has ever seen" 26.
In this document Lenin countered the various objections to an
immediate insurrection and thundered that, "We have no right to wait
until the bourgeoisie chokes the Revolution."27 By this he meant that a
revolutionary party has a profound historical obligation to the
populace it represents to seize power when the opportunity presents
itself. Philosopher Slavoj Zizek points out that such opportunities are
both precious and rare: "Lenin immediately perceived the
revolutionary chance which was the result of unique contingent
circumstances: if the moment was not seized, the chance for the
revolution would be forfeited, perhaps for decades." 28 In 1917 such a
delay would have meant the continued subjugation of workers and
peasants. Today it could mean passing a critical threshold for climate
change and the resultant destruction of the biosphere.
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#6: THE FIRST STEP AFTER SEIZING POWER IS TO CONSOLIDATE
POWER
A revolution consists of two equally important stages: the initial
seizure of power and the subsequent struggle to retain it. The day
after the Bolsheviks achieved political control of Russia their
newspaper warned that, "The first task now is to guard the
approaches to Petrograd. The second is to ... disarm the counterrevolutionary elements of Petrograd. The third is to ... organize the
revolutionary power and assure the realization of the popular
program ...".29 Reed comments that, "... the bourgeoisie lay low, biding
its hour - which could not be far off. That the Bolsheviks would
remain in power longer than three days never occurred to anybody expect perhaps to Lenin, Trotsky, the Petrograd workers, and the
simpler soldiers."30
A central aspect of the Bolsheviks’ effort to retain power was to
suppress the capitalist media. Lenin quickly issued a decree that
stated, "Everyone knows that the bourgeois press is one of the most
powerful weapons of the bourgeoisie. Especially in this critical
moment, when the new authority of the workers and peasants is in
process of consolidation, it is impossible to leave it in the hands of the
enemy, at a time when it is not less dangerous than bombs and
machine-guns."31 Nevertheless, he understood that this suppression
could be carried too far, possibly inciting a violent response from the
capitalists and eroding the trust of the populace. He therefore added
that, "... any restrictions of freedom of the press, even in critical
moments, are admissible only within the bounds of necessity. ... The
present decree is of a temporary nature, and will be revoked ... when
normal conditions of political life are re-established."32
#7: VIOLENCE CANNOT SUBSTANTIALLY SHIFT LEGITIMACY,
BUT IT MAY BE NECESSARY WHEN SEIZING AND
CONSOLIDATING POWER
Reed summarizes his chapter on "The Conquest of Power" as follows:
"Not by compromise with the propertied classes or with other political
leaders; not by conciliating the old Government mechanism, did the
Bolsheviks conquer power. Nor by the organized violence of a small
clique. If the masses all over Russia had not been ready for
insurrection it must have failed."33 What this reveals is that violence is
of limited usefulness for shifting popular support to the
revolutionaries: this must be done systematically through persuasion
and enlightened actions. However, the situation is completely
different during the seizure of power itself. Reed quotes Trotsky: "We
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offered [opposing forces] a chance to surrender. ... We wanted to
settle matters without bloodshed. But now that blood has been spilled
there is only one way - pitiless struggle. It would be childish to think
we can win by any other means ...".34
The lesson for contractionists is that although violence must be
minimized prior to the seizure of power because it is generally
ineffective in shifting legitimacy, it may be necessary during and after
the critical juncture to achieve the revolutionary end. A commitment
to non-violence under all circumstances is tantamount to betraying the
populace, which has placed its faith in the revolutionary forces to
achieve a new social reality.
#8: AN ARMED POPULACE MAY BE NECESSARY TO DEFEND THE
REVOLUTION
Soon after the Bolsheviks took power they issued a decree that
formalized the Red Guards - the armed factory workers. These
groups had initially been formed during the revolutionary activities of
1905, and were re-activated in March, 1917 to keep order in Petrograd.
Reed comments that, "This decree encouraged the formation of
companies of Red Guards all over Russia, which became the most
valuable arm of the Soviet Government in the ensuing civil war."35
This is a tricky issue for progressives because of their almost
universal support for gun control to enhance public safety, and
because most guns are today in the hands of right-wing individuals
and groups. A re-evaluation of this issue in a revolutionary context is
urgently required. If a contractionary revolution is impossible with a
largely defenseless populace, and if the armed populace can be
converted in sufficient numbers to the contractionary cause, it might
make sense to encourage rather than discourage the broad ownership
of guns and other weapons.
#9: STATE EMPLOYEES WILL RESIST CONTRACTIONARY RULE
One of the many obstacles facing the triumphant Bolsheviks was the
withdrawal of cooperation by state workers: "Deprived of arms, the
opposition, which still controlled the economic life of the country,
settled down to organize disorganization ... to obstruct, cripple, and
discredit the Soviets. The strike of Government employees was well
organized, financed by the banks and commercial establishments.
Every move of the Bolsheviks to take over the Government apparatus
was resisted."36 Contractionists should anticipate similar resistance
from today's capitalist states. Although lower-level employees may
well be sympathetic to our cause, they will in many cases be
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compelled by their superiors to sabotage contractionary actions that
require the state’s cooperation.
#10: COOPERATIVES AND OTHER REFORMIST INITIATIVES WILL
LIKELY PLAY A DUAL ROLE
Prior to the Revolution there were numerous Consumers' Cooperative
societies in Russia. These were dismissed by the Bolsheviks for sound
political reasons: "Founded by Liberals and 'moderate' Socialists, the
Cooperative movement was not supported by the revolutionary
Socialist groups because it was a substitute for the complete
transference of means of production and distribution into the hands of
the workers."37 Reed nevertheless points to a remarkable historical
irony: "... it was the Cooperatives which fed Russia when the old
structure of commerce and transportation collapsed." 38
This is an important lesson. It is easy to dismiss the Transition
movement's restricted attempts to build sustainable communities and
Gar Alperovitz's dreamy notions of a cooperative-oriented economy.
These initiatives operate at capitalism's periphery and draw attention
away from the revolutionary imperative; they are thus obstacles in a
pre-revolutionary situation. Despite this, they could prove to be
indispensable during the chaotic post-revolutionary period in
providing desperately needed economic services.

THE REVOLUTIONARY PROCESS
The term "revolutionary process" refers to the activities employed by
contractionists in their political struggle and to the social changes these
activities engender. It is the task of leaders to determine the nature of
these activities because only they understand their specific conditions and
are thus able to formulate effective strategies and tactics. The present
discussion is not intended to impinge on this role, but to ease the
leadership burden by describing how contractionism relates to the various
modes of political action they might consider. This is particularly
important for those who are imbued with Marxist thought and who might
therefore be tempted to mimic the activities that drove socialist
revolutions. We must learn from those revolutions, as I have emphasized,
but we must also distinguish between their expansionary assumptions and
our contractionary aims.
The most important attribute of the revolutionary process is its
extreme urgency. In chapter one I used David Wasdell's concept of the
critical threshold to establish the urgency of reversing impact overshoot.
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Here I would like to underscore this message by summarizing his story
about the aborted Apollo 13 mission. In the video cited, Wasdell briefly
recounts the events: the explosion that crippled the spacecraft, commander
Jim Lovell's famous words: "Houston, we have a problem", and the initial
confusion at the command center. Wasdell then comes to his main point:
although it took 15 precious minutes to realize that this was not a
computer glitch, the Houston ground crew quickly understood that the
mission had irrevocably changed: it was no longer about landing
astronauts on the moon but about saving the lives of three men. NASA
had achieved what one crisis management firm calls the shift from "slowtime thinking to "quick-time doing".39 The ecological crisis calls for a
similar shift in awareness and the same heroic exigency displayed by
NASA's engineers in their successful rescue. The revolutionary process must
therefore be stoked by a strong sense of foreboding, of a last-ditch effort to grasp
economic control from the expansionists in order to divert human economies onto
a safer track.
In deciding which activities will be most effective in dissolving
capitalist power, contractionary leaders should keep in mind that the
populace has for centuries been a dominated group, and that its capacity
to assert itself politically must be carefully fostered. As Trotsky noted,
"One must always remember that the masses of the people have never
been in possession of power, that they have always been under the heel of
other classes, and that therefore they lack political self-confidence."40 To
regain this self-confidence, the populace must be engaged in the
revolutionary process to the maximum extent possible. This can be
achieved by issuing well-crafted slogans and statements that reflect their
genuine interests, and by consistently seeking their support in the battle
against expansionism.
This point deserves elaboration because it implies that the pattern of
activities will change over time. In the initial phase the populace is under
full social control, which means that the only motive force for
revolutionary change are the contractionists. During this embryonic
period, therefore, contractionary leaders should emphasize activities that
stir the populace into political awakening. These could include basic
slogans that introduce contractionary ideas and highly visible actions that
announce the birth of our movement. As this awakening is progressively
achieved, activities can be modified to reflect the people's growing
confidence and awareness, thereby shifting the motive force from
contractionists to the populace. The aim is a revolutionary process that is
impelled by the popular will but that is strategically guided by
contractionary leaders. Such a process would mean that, when conditions
are ripe for the seizure of power, the populace is politically mature and
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ready to defend its revolutionary gains, and the contractionary leadership
is prepared to assume social leadership and economic control.
Besides gaining confidence in its political capabilities, the populace
must gain experience in revolutionary struggle. This will allow it to see
first-hand that the capitalist media are virulently antagonistic to
fundamental change, that most intellectuals are craven supporters of
capitalist power, and that the reformist spirit has infected virtually the
entire left. In brief, experience will provide the populace with answers to
the most penetrating revolutionary question: Which side are you on?
Experience will also teach them that only contractionists are attuned to
their genuine interests and that our movement has both the theoretical
understanding and the political will to lead humankind into the postexpansionary future.
I would now like to briefly discuss several specific modes of political
action: revolutionary activism, analysis and criticism, participation in the
electoral process, contractionary secession, the formation of alliances, and
the seizure of power itself.

Revolutionary Activism
Activism requires careful reflection because the distinction between
reform and revolution is easily lost in the heat of activist initiatives. Take
the pipeline that was mentioned earlier, which is intended to transport
bitumen (dirty, unprocessed oil) from the Alberta tar sands in Canada to a
port in British Columbia for shipment to Asian markets. Contractionists
should participate in protests against this unconscionable proposal, but
not primarily to stop the pipeline itself. Instead, our main intent should be
to advance the contractionary movement by pointing out that the
development violates the logic of sustainable well-being, and that a
contractionary society would thus refuse to even consider its construction.
Our goal is not to stop a specific pipeline, but to discredit the economic
logic that makes such pipelines seem like rational projects. This principled
participation is here called revolutionary activism, which must be carefully
distinguished from standard, reform-oriented activism.
The above is an example of defensive activism: protesting the damage
done to the environment by capitalist logic. Another possibility is offensive
activism: pushing for changes that are consistent with our logic. Thus, we
could agitate for the judicious use of solar power where this will lower the
natural cost of production and help achieve rational rates of resource
depletion.41 Similarly, we could seek to reduce the percentage of food
wasted in the rich capitalist countries (about 40% in the U.S.) because this
would increase the effectual value of food outputs. The primary objective
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in such cases would be to inform the populace that a more enlightened
mode of economic thought is available, and that revolutionary change is
required to implement it. The error to be avoided is to make the reduction
in natural cost or the increase in effectual value an end in itself. Such
changes are impossible under capitalism; pretending otherwise would just
delude the populace and entrench the reformist approach.
Revolutionary activism has several potential benefits. One is that it
permits us to redefine popular interests by demonstrating the superiority
of our logic over capitalist logic and by presenting our vision of a
contractionary economy. It also allows us to militantly resist the coercion
that natives, workers, and others frequently experience in their contacts
with an ecocidal system. In addition, revolutionary activism provides
contractionists with valuable experience in political struggle. It allows us
to refine our ideas and to become more adept in applying them to concrete
circumstances. Finally, it gives us the opportunity to discuss the limits of
standard activism with other participants and to demonstrate to the
populace that we represent their long-term interests, thereby allowing
them to shift their allegiance to the contractionary side.

Analysis and Criticism
Analysis and criticism are intellectual activities, previously discussed, that
expose the manipulation and coercion that maintain capitalist power.
Analysis refers primarily to the contractionary re-interpretation of
economic and political reality. One of the key tasks of contractionary
thinkers is to enhance the concepts I have presented here and then to use
them to liberate society from its dependence on ruling-class ideas. Thus,
the economic world must be recast in the light of concepts that are rooted
in ENL or constrained capitalist logic, just as the political world must be
recast in the light of concepts that are based on the power model.
By criticism I mean the systematic refutation of non-contractionary
responses to the overshoot crisis. This is a delicate task because many of
those involved in socialist, reformist, and other approaches are potential
converts to the contractionary cause. We must be careful to avoid
alienating these people while we attack the views they hold. Despite this
caveat, the attacks are unavoidable. A revolution cannot succeed unless its
proponents clearly state their positions and convincingly demonstrate to
the populace that alternative positions are erroneous in theory and
unworkable in practice. Criticism is not a luxury, but a necessary exercise
in self-definition. In the next chapter I begin, but by no means complete,
this crucial process.
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Electoral Participation
The wisdom of engaging in elections has long been a topic of intense
debate among socialists, and it will likely be a contentious issue among
contractionists as well.
Socialists have historically presented four
arguments in favor of such participation: it gives the workers independent
representation in parliament, it allows leaders to accurately gauge the level
of their support, it provides a platform for the dissemination of socialist
ideas, and under certain circumstances it permits a peaceful transition
from capitalism to socialism.42 Some of these arguments may be valid for
our movement today. For example, if French contractionists feel that
legitimacy has shifted decisively in their favor, but they are unable to elect
more than a handful of candidates in national or local elections, their
estimation is probably wrong. This might be discouraging, but it would
provide them with useful information that could not have been obtained
in any other way. In this manner elections, which are conducted by the
capitalist class for its own purposes, are diverted to contractionary ends.
Electoral politics also give us the opportunity to express our views
publicly, both during campaigns and in the legislature if elected.
Additionally, elected candidates could gain access to privileged
information, obtain insights into the capitalist power structure, and have
opportunities to defeat measures, such as increases in surveillance or
coercion, that would hurt the contractionary cause.
However, there are compelling reasons to avoid electoral politics.
Perhaps the most important is the risk of ensnarement in the democratic
illusion. Given the levels of energy and commitment required to run for
and hold office, even contractionists who are keenly aware of capitalist
realities may come to believe that successful candidates have their hands
on the levers of power. We could also confuse the populace, who may
wonder why we are so intimately involved with an instrument of social
control. A related reason is the risk of losing credibility as a revolutionary
force. This has happened to many of Europe's "socialist" parties, which are
accurately perceived as mild-mannered advocates for social justice rather
than threats to the capitalist order. 43 Revolutionary credibility is of
particular concern to contractionists because our mission is based on the
urgency of overshoot reversal. Unlike socialists, who can afford to wait
indefinitely for working-class conditions to ripen, contractionists must
succeed in their revolutionary tasks within decades. If contractionary
revolutions are delayed much longer, as could easily happen if electoral
engagement becomes a favored activity, the biosphere will be irreparably
damaged. Ours is the first revolutionary movement in history to face this
existential constraint; we must fully recognize it and decisively act on it.
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Finally, the capitalist class has extensive experience in manipulating the
electoral process for its own benefit. Attempting to counter this experience
in the time available is very likely a futile project.

Contractionary Secession
A critical factor for contractionary movements will likely be the regional
variation in ecological and political awareness.
As environmental
disasters continue to escalate, people in certain areas of a country may
become eager for a contractionary economy, whereas those in other areas
may cling tenaciously to an expansionary mode of life. In such
circumstances, it could take decades before a contractionary revolution can
succeed in the country as a whole. As noted, however, the biosphere
imposes a firm time limit. This means that, if a region is ready for
fundamental change, secession should be strongly considered in order to
quickly decrease humankind's ecological impact and resource hunger.
Secession typically refers to a region that splits off from an existing
country to create a new and politically independent country. This is what
happens in Ernest Callenbach's Ecotopia, where the seceding region is the
Pacific Northwest of the United States: Northern California, Oregon, and
Washington State. Such a complete split is extremely difficult to achieve,
however, and in this respect Callenbach was indulging in political fantasy.
It may therefore be worthwhile to experiment with a new form of
secession - one that is economic rather than political. In an economic
secession a region would maintain its existing political ties, but would
become an island of contractionary rationality in a sea of capitalist logic.
This is much like the economic reconstruction of communities by the
Transition movement, except that it would be based on a formalized
economic logic rather than a set of informal departures from capitalist
logic.
Secession offers two major benefits: its gets the process of
contractionary change started, and it provides a test bed for the social and
economic innovations that have been developed over the years. With
regard to the first, a region's secession could become part of a cascading
process. If one mature region asserts its independence and begins the
process of organic change, other regions could be inspired to do likewise.
Eventually, the expansionary regions could be overwhelmed by their
contractionary counterparts and submit to the latter's worldview.
Regarding the second benefit, numerous progressive thinkers have over
the past few decades developed imaginative currency schemes,
agricultural approaches, social decision-making processes, and much
more. These typically conflict with capitalism and cannot be fully
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implemented while the system is in place. In a seceded region, however,
they could be tried and thoroughly tested, thereby providing invaluable
knowledge for those who follow.
Two disadvantages of political secession should be mentioned. The
first is that the seceded region will likely be small and isolated. This will
permit the source country and its allies to establish an economic embargo,
much like the one that has hamstrung Cuba for the last five decades. It
will also leave the seceded region vulnerable to other forms of economic
sabotage and to political retaliation, including invasion. Another problem
is that secession could act as a safety valve, allowing the source country to
rid itself of a troublesome group, thereby postponing its day of ecological
and political reckoning.

Formation of Alliances
Revolutionaries have historically sought alliances when these strengthen
their political struggle without compromising their principles.
Contractionary leaders may find that alliances with other groups are
necessary for them as well. The question must therefore be asked: when
are these two criteria met for contractionists?
Our political struggle is against expansionists in order to achieve a
contractionary revolution. Any group that shares our opposition to this
group and that embraces our revolutionary goal can potentially bolster
our cause. Such groups are therefore candidates for political alliances.
Further, our economic concepts derive from either ENL or constrained
capitalist logic. Any alliance that does not force us to abandon or vitiate
these concepts is not a threat to our principles. Thus, contractionary
leaders should consider alliances with groups that embrace our political
aims and that allow us to retain our economic postures.
There is another reason for progressive contractionists to consider
alliances. In the ENL context, the goal of sustainable well-being includes
ecological sustainability, well-being, and economic justice, but it excludes
social justice: the elimination of sexism, racism, etc. This is not an
oversight, but rather a reflection of contractionism's economic orientation.
Progressives seek to remove the economic roots of social injustice by
applying the ENL framework, but they do not address social injustice
directly. Such contractionists therefore need the help of social justice
initiatives, under both pre- and post-revolutionary conditions, to fulfill
their ethical vision that all human beings are of equal worth.
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Seizure of Power
The culmination of a successful revolutionary process is the seizure of
political power. What this means is that, when conditions are ripe,
contractionists will declare themselves to be society's ruling force and will
begin to implement the contractionary alternative that was previously
developed. The main challenges are to correctly pick the moment of
ripeness and then to summon the political will to take the decisive step.
As noted previously, Lenin and Trotsky were lone voices among the
Bolsheviks when they insisted in 1917 that the revolutionary moment had
arrived and that the party must respond. Trotsky, in his Lessons of October
(1924) gives us a useful account of this critical juncture:
The most favorable conditions for an insurrection exist … when the
maximum shift in our favor has occurred in the relation of forces. We
are, of course, referring to the relation of forces in the domain of
consciousness, i.e., in the domain of the political superstructure, and
not in the domain of the economic foundation, which may be
assumed to remain more or less unchanged throughout the entire
revolutionary epoch. On one and the same economic foundation,
with one and the same class division of society, the relation of forces
undergoes change depending upon the mood of the proletarian
masses, depending upon the extent to which their illusions are
shattered and their political experience has grown; the extent to
which the confidence of intermediate classes and groups in the state
power is shattered; and finally, the extent to which the latter loses
confidence in itself.44

Trotsky here relates the revolutionary moment to the ruling group's
accelerating loss of legitimacy, and to the concomitant loss of selfassurance among its closest supporters. It is these rapid shifts that
contractionary leaders must thoroughly understand and decisively exploit.
If the shifts have gone far enough, and if expansionists do not attempt to
sabotage the process, the seizure of power can likely be accomplished
without the significant use of force. As already noted, the final success of
a contractionary revolution depends less on the weapons in our possession
than on the rising fervor of the populace and the ebbing confidence of the
expansionists.
Let me remind the reader that a revolution is at root the imposition of
political will. To underscore this central point, consider the question of the
populace's genuine interests. What are these, really? To answer this we
could poll the populace, investigate scientifically, or engage our political
opponents in debate. However, these approaches are irrelevant because
such interests are predominantly a matter of historical assertion.
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Capitalism arose in the 16th century based on the assertion that people
genuinely want a rapid increase in the economy’s output rate. It took
considerable bloodshed to establish this proposition, but eventually it was
socially accepted and the capitalist imperative was proclaimed: maximize
short-term consumption. Now, 500 years later, a different assertion is being
made: that people genuinely want adequate consumption, life-affirming
work, and a salvaged biosphere for their offspring. This may again take
bloodshed to establish, but our intention is to replace the capitalist with
the contractionary imperative: maximize long-term well-being. The point is
that there is no objective “truth” about popular interests. If it is argued
that ecological destruction is objectively harmful to people, the response
could be that their interests are to consume as much as possible for as long
as possible, and that the biosphere can go to hell. Such statements are
easily ridiculed, but they can’t be logically refuted. This is fundamental
for our revolutionary posture: we are not trying to win an argument, we are
attempting to realize our vision and impose our will. We must redefine
popular interests by aligning the populace with the goal we have chosen:
sustainable well-being. If the populace embraces this choice with
revolutionary commitment, we will be “right”. If they decline, we will be
“wrong”. This is the only criterion that history provides, and the only one
we should seek.

CONTRACTIONISTS IN POWER
As with the revolutionary process, the actions of contractionists after they
have seized power depend largely on concrete circumstances, but a broad
outline can be offered. Below I explore what expansionary leaders might
do as a society's ruling group, beginning with the urgent political tasks it
would immediately tackle and then moving to the necessary economic
changes. To make the discussion more realistic I use a specific country as
the revolutionary example. My choice here is Canada, a capitalist
democracy that is adjacent to the United States but that has its historical
roots in Britain and France. Canada was also chosen because it has a high
per-capita ecological impact that must be drastically reduced, and because
it is the one with which I am most familiar. For added realism I place
myself among the contractionary leaders, which means that the vexed
pronoun "we" now refers to this group. When I say that something "will"
happen, it means that I believe this would be the decision made by the
group or the populace.
To understand what follows, the reader should bring to mind the
political situation that will likely prevail shortly after the seizure of power.
Much of the populace viscerally supports the contractionary cause - the
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power seizure would have been impossible otherwise - but they remain
deeply rooted in the capitalist past and are either ignorant of, or deeply
skeptical about, contractionary plans. The expansionists have been
politically defeated, but they still have numerous allies in the state
agencies, including those that wield the instruments of coercion. The
capitalist media, which have profoundly internalized the expansionary
world view, are scurrilously attacking our efforts. The deep state, which
has failed in its task of steering the capitalist class through the recent crisis,
is seething with anger and scrambling for ways to reverse the takeover.
Capitalists themselves are confused by the sharp turn of events and
enraged by their sudden loss of dominance.45 They are desperately
seeking a quick return to the familiar world of heedless expansion. Given
this political context, the transition to a stable contractionary society must
occur in distinct stages. I believe there will be three: the periods of
consolidation, partial democracy, and full democracy.
In the period of consolidation the first order of business will be to
defend the revolution by entrenching contractionary power. This will
entail the dissolution of the current federal government and its
replacement by a "contractionary council" - contractionary leaders who
will provide continuity and guidance during this turbulent phase. It will
also mean disarming or otherwise neutralizing counter-revolutionary
groups, including any pockets of resistance that remain among the
military, police, and populace.46 Further, it will entail the suppression of
dissenting voices insofar as they threaten the stability of the new order.
Websites, television stations, radio stations, newspapers, and other media
that persistently advocate a return to capitalist power will be shut down or
placed under social control. A contractionary Canada will clearly face the
threat of US invasion, which must be averted by every means available to
a minor military power. Among these are requests for diplomatic
recognition by sympathetic countries and statements of support from
international organizations. It is also certain that Canada will face
subversion by both domestic and foreign expansionists. To counter this,
the instruments of surveillance - web monitoring, phone tapping, group
infiltration, etc. - will be turned against their creators. This will require us
to immediately place the country's spy agency, the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service (CSIS), under contractionary control and to
substantially restaff it. While these and similar actions are taking place, a
massive information campaign will be launched to explain our intentions
to the populace. People must understand that the measures being
implemented are not the arbitrary outbursts of a triumphant revolutionary
group, but necessary steps in the construction of a rational society and the
repudiation of an ecocidal past.
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Once contractionists are firmly in control, social reconstruction will
begin with a national debate on, and subsequent adoption of, a
contractionary constitution.
Besides specifying Canada's ethical
foundation and listing its economic principles, this core document will
describe in detail how the country's democracy will function. At present,
Canada is a constitutional monarchy, with Queen Elizabeth II as the
nominal head of state and an elected Prime Minister as the head of
government. Laws are enacted in two stages: they are first passed by the
elected House of Commons and then ratified by the governmentappointed Senate. Together, these two bodies constitute Canada's
parliament. The Senate is patterned after the British House of Lords,
which was established to provide a ruling-class check on popular
impulses. The new constitution will cut all remaining ties to the British
crown and transform the country into a fully autonomous federation. The
Senate, which has no useful post-revolutionary role, will be eliminated.
The House of Commons will remain, although the eligibility of parties and
individuals will be restricted, as discussed below. The new constitution
will also specify the structure of a revamped judiciary and a reconstituted
state, and will define the relationships between the federal and regional
governments (ten provinces in the south and three territories in the north).
With a contractionary constitution in place, we will move to the
election of Canada's first post-revolutionary government. Note carefully
that, although the country will remain a parliamentary democracy, this
will be a contractionary democracy. Just as capitalist democracy permits
popular expression within the limits of capitalist rule, contractionary
democracy will permit popular expression within the limits of
contractionary rule. For this reason, political parties that espouse
expansionary or counter-revolutionary positions will be declared illegal
and will thus be barred from elections. The same holds true for
individuals who want to run independently. Restricting political parties
may appear extreme, but this is common practice in the capitalist world
today. The South Korean constitution, for example, threatens with
dissolution any party that is "contrary to the fundamental democratic
order" - a masked but obvious reference to the capitalist order. Similarly,
the French constitution states that parties "must respect the principles of
national sovereignty and democracy", while the German constitution
forbids parties that "seek to impair or abolish the free democratic basic
order". If these countries, which are safely ensconced in the world of
global capitalism, feel the need to place limits on political participation,
this is surely true as well for a country that has recently abandoned this
world.
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A word must be said about the Canadian state before I proceed. This
is a complex and highly significant structure that the government's
website refers to as "departments and agencies" - a seemingly innocuous
label that is a key aspect of the democratic illusion. It implies that the state
is merely an arm of government, that it faithfully executes the
government's directives, and that it is therefore an instrument of the
popular will. But, as explained in chapter three, in a capitalist democracy
the state is a capitalist state; with minor exceptions it accedes to
government directives only to the extent that these are consistent with
capitalist interests. Among Canada's "departments and agencies" are CSIS
and various branches of the military and police. These have already been
mentioned because they are crucial during the initial stages of
contractionary rule. However, we must carefully scrutinize all of the
state's components and take the necessary steps to align them with our
reconstruction efforts. Particularly important are those that deal with
banks and finances, economic development, labor relations, environmental
protection, resource management, trade relations, and foreign affairs. As
with CSIS, departments in all these areas will be restaffed and redirected
as soon as this is feasible. Our aim is to rapidly transform a capitalist,
expansionary state into post-capitalist, contractionary state.
At this point in the transition, contractionary power has been
entrenched, a new constitution has been adopted with popular support, a
federal parliament has been elected on the basis of this constitution, and
the state has been restructured. It is now time to end the period of
consolidation and to introduce the country to partial democracy. This will
allow us to initiate the organic change that will transform the economy
and address ecological decline.
The key feature of partial democracy is that, although political power
remains in the hands of the contractionary leadership, parliament becomes
involved in social direction through its participation in the enactment of
laws and the implementation of policies. Power must remain in
contractionary hands because the revolution is still immature: the new
government and state, left to their own devices, could easily stray from
contractionary principles and shift the country back onto an expansionary
path. As well, counter-revolutionary initiatives will almost certainly
continue during this period. Only a seasoned revolutionary force can
effectively meet these grave threats. However, parliamentary involvement
is required to ensure that rapid contraction is implemented fairly and
wisely. Although contractionary leaders have demonstrated that they can
spearhead a revolution, it is unlikely that they can satisfactorily balance
the interests of Canada's regions and sectors in fundamentally
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restructuring the economy. Only popular representation can achieve this
end.
During this period the contractionary council alone proposes new
laws, as well as changes to existing laws and policies. Parliament's role is
to debate each measure under strict time constraints and to suggest
modifications. The council then considers the suggestions, finalizes the
measure, and puts it into effect. Time constraints on parliamentary
deliberations are necessary because of the extreme urgency of overshoot
reversal. Although a rapid turnaround puts considerable pressure on both
parliament and council, this is inevitable in an ecological emergency. If
mistakes are made, they can be quickly rectified with a streamlined
process such as this.
Let me now consider the organic change process itself. I will refer
exclusively to council actions, but the reader should understand that this
includes parliamentary participation.
The economic measures will
initially be based on ENL's overshoot model, which highlights the changes
required to quickly reach impact sustainability. The model identifies three
factors: population reduction, decreased per-capita consumption, and
increased ecological efficiencies. Of these three, decreased per-capita
consumption is most readily achievable in the context of Canadian
affluence. With this in mind, the council will first seek to temper inflamed
consumption desires by enacting the previously drafted law on
advertising restrictions. Any commercial message that spurs rather than
rationalizes consumption will be prohibited. In conjunction with this, the
laws governing firms will be modified to eliminate their political influence
and to end the dominant role of profits in determining economic
outcomes. The council will then identify outputs that generate low
effectual value but cause high ecological impact during their production
and consumption. In each case the permissible levels of their production
or importation will be sharply reduced, and their consumption will be
tightly constrained through taxes and other policy measures that are
familiar to standard and ecological economists.
Two important principles will guide the council during this period of
economic upheaval. The first is contractionary conservatism - the idea,
previously introduced, that existing social and economic arrangements
will be retained unless rapid contraction compels their alteration. In the
present context this means that the council's default position will be to
leave production control in the hands of the current owners. This is the
correct approach for four reasons. First, we must maximize historical
continuity at a time of exceptionally rapid change. People will be
stretched to the limit in adjusting to the revolutionary transition, and we
must be extremely careful not to push them beyond the breaking point.
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Second, a contractionary revolution must permit the expression of human
nature to the extent that this is ecologically feasible. Although capitalism
unjustifiably concentrates private ownership in a tiny group, private
ownership itself probably reflects innate human tendencies. The current
owners are clearly not the "rightful" owners of production facilities, but
they are a reasonable starting point for the historical process that will
determine who these owners should be. Third, capitalists are not just
avaricious and exploitive, they are also energetic, resourceful, and
innovative. If their negative traits can be restrained, their positive traits
could make significant contributions to a contractionary economy. As
always, we should not succumb to anger by throwing the baby out with
the bathwater. And fourth, the possibility of continued production control
was used to draw some conservatives to the contractionary cause during
the revolutionary process, and this promise must now be kept. This not
only maintains our revolutionary integrity, it prevents formerly powerful
people from erupting in fury and undermining the transition process.
There will of course be many instances where the council overrides
this default choice, particularly in the progressive context. Firms that
produce outputs which could be dangerous to the revolution - weapons,
surveillance equipment, etc. - will be immediately socialized. The same
holds true for firms that have sprung up due to the wave of privatizations
over recent decades. Companies that run prisons and provide medical
care will in most cases be shut down and their services returned to the
public domain. Similarly, firms that produce outputs which ENL logic
deems to be irrational will be forced to cease production, although this
may be done in stages to allow cigarette smokers and others to modify
their habits. The council will also react decisively if a firm fails to comply
with its directives. For example, if a producer of high-end furniture agrees
to substantially cut its output rate, the owners will retain control of a
smaller but possibly viable company. If they refuse, the firm will be
socialized and either operated as a state enterprise or - more likely - sold to
producers who are willing to operate under the council's restrictions.
Producers who lose their property because of socialization or closure will
be compensated based on contractionary rather than capitalist criteria.
The second principle that will guide the council's decisions is fairness.
This has two components: the treatment of workers when the need for
their labor is reduced, and the legal rights of all during the conflict-ridden
period of economic transition. The fair treatment of workers means that
production cannot be reduced or eliminated unless arrangements have
been made for their continued employment. This will typically involve a
shortened work-week and the redistribution of labor among private and
public producers. A core contractionary commitment is that workers will
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not be sacrificed for any reason, including the environment. If rapid contraction
cannot be fair in this sense, it will not occur. Although a contractionary
economy is to some degree competitive, it also strives for social solidarity:
a fellow worker should be seen not as a competitor for scarce jobs, but as a
social asset who can mitigate the burden of labor and enhance working
lives.
With respect to legal rights, the overarching principle is to guarantee
the security and dignity of the individual. This is legally codified in most
capitalist societies today, and includes such measures as habeas corpus
(protection against arbitrary detention), due process (adherence to proper
legal procedures), freedom of thought and association, and the right to
privacy. These admirable protections are among the capitalist institutions
that contractionists should not just retain, but extend and strengthen.
With respect to expansionists specifically, contractionists must be careful
to maintain their discipline. Expansionists should be opposed solely for
their expansionism, and not because we disapprove of their personal lives,
social attitudes, or membership in the former capitalist class. Blind hatred
can lead not only to human-rights violations, but also to irrational acts that
could sabotage the contractionary cause.
Organic change will continue under partial democracy until all
contractionary principles, as codified in the new constitution, have become
socially embedded. This means that parliament treats them as its frame of
reference, state agencies faithfully implement them, the judiciary routinely
enforces them, the media consistently espouse them, and the populace
fully embraces them. In brief, it means that society has abandoned the
expansionary habits of thought and behavior that were so assiduously
implanted by the previous rulers, and have shifted to a new mode of life
on our small planet. When this point is reached the country can
experiment will full democracy. This entails either the dissolution of the
contractionary council or the significant reduction of its role. If the council
is dissolved, political power will shift entirely to parliament, and Canada
will become the first country to experience democracy without the
democratic illusion - that is, without a group that holds true power beyond
public view. Although this would be an impressive achievement, it may
not be attainable. Despite conventional political theory, "a government of
laws and not of men" has proven to be elusive. In the capitalist countries
the "men" behind the laws are the capitalist classes and their deep states.
In the nominally socialist countries they are the communist parties. A
society ruled by laws alone does not appear to exist. If this is correct, then
the dissolution of Canada's contractionary council could result in political
instability and undermine our ecological progress. It might therefore be
prudent to leave the council in place to serve both as the human symbol of
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contractionary rule and as the final check on parliamentary laws and
policies.
In concluding this section, let me speculate more broadly about a
contractionary future. The most general statement that can be made
pertains to human nature. Succinctly stated: it will persist. Human beings
have always been both sociable and quarrelsome, and will remain so in a
contractionary world. What will change is that capitalism' distortions of
human nature will gradually disappear. According to biologist E.O.
Wilson, contemporary social behavior results from "… hypertrophic
outgrowths of the simpler features of human nature ... ."47 This implies, for
example, that capitalism has inflamed basic self-interest into
acquisitiveness and outright greed. The system has also suppressed our
altruistic impulses and greatly amplified our competitive inclinations.
Once capitalism has been superseded, distortions such as these will no
longer have functional roles, and will presumably fade over time.
The return to a relatively undistorted human nature means that
people in a contractionary society will be more cooperative than they are
currently, but will still seek to own, control, and exclude. They will be less
avaricious than now, but self-interest will nevertheless compel them to
protect their material possessions. Crimes will be committed, police will
be required, and the jails will not stand empty. Interestingly, Callenbach's
Ecotopians express their emotions - particularly their sexuality - much
more powerfully than they did before secession. This shrewd observation
may well be realized. The competition and stratification that characterize
capitalism reward a narrow rationality and punish expansive thoughts
and feelings. In addition, the system's absurdly long working hours and
intense work pressures act to severely dampen self-expression. In a
contractionary world the pendulum will likely swing decisively towards
enhanced emotional intensity.
What about class structure? As noted above, capitalists will by default
retain control of their productive assets. Although their activities will be
strictly regulated, their assets will not be seized by the contractionary state
unless this is essential for revolutionary progress. It can therefore be
anticipated that, although capitalists will lose their status as a ruling class,
they will persist as a class of proprietors. For similar reasons, workers will
for the most part remain workers. However, their hours of labor will be
significantly reduced due to decreased overall production and the
equitable sharing of labor time. Ambitious and able workers will thus
have more opportunity to establish their own enterprises and join the
ranks of proprietors. Also, when capitalists cease to be a ruling class,
workers will cease to be a subordinated class. This means that the relative
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status of workers will rise, thereby diminishing the psychological and
social damage arising from today's profound class divisions.
The picture that emerges is of a society that retains a class structure,
but one that is substantially moderated compared to capitalism.
Differences in consumption levels will remain, but these will be far less
invidious than the obscene gaps that exist today. Class conflicts will still
arise, but these will likely be far less acrimonious than is common under
capitalism today. Briefly stated, class membership will largely cease to
indicate an individual's power and status, and will instead reflect their
talents and chosen economic function.

REVOLUTION: OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES
I presume that most people, whether they are progressive or conservative,
will find it difficult to support a revolutionary solution to the ecological
crisis. Let me therefore end this chapter by noting the most common
objections to this approach and my brief responses to them. Some of the
objections have already been addressed, but the reader may find it useful
to have all the responses available in one place.
1. Revolution is unnecessary; reforms will suffice.
This ignores the fact that capitalism's economic logic is inherently
expansionary. The best possible result from an exclusively reform-based
strategy is that expansion will be slightly moderated. Because the global
economy is far into overshoot, such moderation will do little or nothing to
forestall ecological disaster.
2. Revolution is too slow; immediate reforms are needed to "buy time".
There is no need to choose between revolution and reforms. In fact,
historical experience has shown that a revolutionary threat is the most
effective way to achieve meaningful reforms. This was convincingly
demonstrated by Roosevelt's New Deal, which was forced on the US
ruling class by the USSR-inspired revolutionary left. "Buy-time" reforms
will in all likelihood be one of the ruling class's main responses to an
effective contractionary movement, and contractionism fully supports
such positive changes.
3. Revolution is too disruptive socially.
Humankind has reached a stage where profound social disruption is
inevitable. In the absence of contractionary revolutions, escalating
environmental degradation will cause social chaos as people - especially
the poor - face increasing hunger and flee from the rising seas and
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unbearable heat. The only available choice today is between revolutionary
disruption and a chance to solve the crisis, and non-revolutionary
disruption and the certainty of ecological collapse.
4. Revolution entails violence.
Revolution is primarily achieved not by violence, but by an overwhelming
shift in legitimacy from the ruling class to the revolutionary group. Such a
shift depends on the group's deep understanding and clear expression of
the populace's genuine interests. As well, the doctrine of nonviolence is
based largely on distorted historical accounts of Gandhi's anti-colonial
tactics and Martin Luther King's civil rights struggles. It also ignores the
facts that violence is pervasively used by global capitalism to maintain its
dominant position, and that renouncing violence on principle is an
implicit capitulation to this unjust and unsustainable order.
5. Revolution is impossible because the enemy is too powerful.
This misconstrues the revolutionary process. A ruling class is never
defeated at the peak of its legitimacy and power. The core task of a
revolutionary movement is to undermine this strength by achieving
widespread popular support, thereby weakening the resolve of the ruling
class and its defenders. If the enemy is too powerful, this simply means
that the time is not yet ripe for the seizure of power; it by no means
implies that revolution is impossible.
6. In the rich countries people aren't ready for revolution; this must
occur first in countries such as Bolivia and Venezuela.
This claim is frequently made, but it is wrong for a number of reasons.
First, as with the previous objection, it misconstrues the process involved.
People cannot be ready for a revolution until an effective movement
prepares them for it. Second, successful revolutions in the poor countries
will be quickly reversed or suffocated by the capitalist classes that remain
in power in the rich countries. Third, it removes revolutionary priority
from precisely the countries where fundamental change is most urgently
required: those that are vastly over-consuming and thus doing the most to
destroy the biosphere. Fourth, it allows the capitalist classes to upgrade
their counter-revolutionary strategies to include contractionary
revolutions. Last, it smacks of cowardice and racism: make the poor
brown people bleed and die while the rich white people watch and await
their opportunities.
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7. Revolution will result in human rights abuses.
Human-rights violations are always a danger when fundamental social
change occurs. Contractionism acknowledges this, and will do its utmost
to prevent them. Preventive measures include the repudiation of
unwarranted violence; full acceptance of human nature and the resultant
principle of contractionary conservatism; commitments to fairness, human
dignity, and legal process; and the refusal to demonize either capitalism or
capitalists.
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Chapter 5
Criticism
The overshoot crisis has spawned numerous initiatives that may seem
promising, but that cannot conceivably resolve this unprecedented
disaster. I have grouped these initiatives into three categories, based on
their strategic postures. The first is green reformism, which refers to
support for changes that reduce the economy’s ecological impact ("green")
while working within the confines of capitalist logic ("reformism"). This is
by far the broadest category because it does not challenge the prevailing
order and is therefore non-threatening to careers and ingrained ideas. The
second category is ecosocialism, which adds environmental responsibility to
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traditional Marxism. This is a small and possibly shrinking category, but
it must be examined because of the historical significance and enduring
appeal of socialist ideas. The third category is radical environmentalism,
which refers to direct action to protect the environment. It is represented
here by its latest and most sophisticated incarnation, "deep green
resistance". This initiative seeks to supersede capitalism and to establish
"just, sustainable, and autonomous human communities". 1
I confine myself to progressive initiatives in this chapter because
traditional conservatives, despite their roots in natural conservation, have
not yet mounted significant organized efforts to avert ecological collapse.

GREEN REFORMISM
Green reformism covers an extremely broad spectrum, from the activism
of standard environmentalism to the electoral participation of green
parties and the academic analysis of ecological economics. Its various
movements, plus their leading voices, include Peak Oil (Richard
Heinberg), Transition (Rob Hopkins), 350.org (Bill McKibben), and
Degrowth (Serge Latouche). Among its individual proponents are James
Gustave (Gus) Speth, Lester Brown, Naomi Klein, Robert Costanza, Paul
Hawken, George Monbiot, Tim Jackson, Peter Victor, David Suzuki,
William Rees, Clive Hamilton, Andrew Simms, David Korten, and Al
Gore.2 Because ecosocialism and deep green resistance have relatively few
adherents, I estimate that about 95% of those who are engaged with the
environmental crisis are green reformists.
The category thus has
considerable influence and deserves careful scrutiny.
Before starting my critique, let me distinguish between reforms and
reformism. Reforms are positive social changes that arise from various
types of political pressure, including revolutionary threats. Reformism is
the exclusive focus on reforms for social advancement, and thus the
repudiation of revolutionary change. Contractionism rejects reformism,
but not reforms. This is especially true for reforms that "buy time" with
respect to ecological decline and thus provide breathing space for
contractionary revolutions to salvage the biosphere. To the extent that
they do not detract from the revolutionary project, such initiatives are
strongly encouraged.
Green reformism plays two distinct roles and must be addressed
using two different approaches. In its first role it provides a strategic
choice for individuals who are concerned about ecological decline. For
example, a young woman who becomes aware of the biosphere's perilous
state may look around for organized efforts to attack the problem. She
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finds that her main options are ecosocialism, deep green resistance,
contractionism, and the various instances of green reformism. My
approach in this first case will be critical: to demonstrate that green
reformism, of whatever stripe, would be a poor choice for her. In its
second role green reformism is a method of social control - a technique to
manipulate this woman and the many like her who could one day threaten
capitalist rule. My approach in this case will be analytical: to show how
green reformism provides invaluable services to capitalist power and
therefore keeps the expansionary project afloat.
The core strategic error made by green reformism is its refusal to
objectively assess capitalism. Whether through inertia, comfort, status,
fear, or lack of imagination, its adherents cannot accept the now-obvious
truth: capitalism's growth-dependent logic will inevitably destroy the
biosphere, and the system must therefore be urgently superseded. In
effect, green reformists have acceded to the ruling-class distinction
between permissible and impermissible thought, and seek answers to the
ecological crisis entirely within the permissible realm. This profound
blunder is the source of all their further errors in addressing humankind's
ecological challenge. Let me examine the most significant of these.
On the political front, green reformism rejects the need for revolution
and contents itself with reforms. This is true by definition and requires no
elaboration. As part of its non-revolutionary stance, green reformism is
fully ensnared in the democratic illusion: its adherents believe that the
people are sovereign and that voting for a government is an exercise in
popular power. The democratic illusion, in turn, causes green reformists
to make frequent use of the "inclusive we". As you may recall, this is a
verbal trick that negates key social divisions. Most notably, it deceptively
transfers overshoot responsibility from expansionists to society as a whole,
and it falsely implies that expansionists will be part of the solution. An
example of such misuse is provided by Richard Heinberg, who states in
the previously criticized Post Carbon Reader that "we" must rapidly reduce
our dependence on fossil fuels.3 This exhortation ignores a basic social
reality: virtually all fossil fuels are used by the capitalist class, for capitalist
purposes, according to capitalist logic. Despite Heinberg, "we" are not
dependent on fossil fuels - "they" are. Further, "they" will not rapidly
reduce their dependence - "we" will do so after a contractionary
revolution.
Another political error is to misname the system. Rather than
candidly saying "capitalism", green reformists typically use alternatives
such as "industrial society", "the modern industrial world", "industrial
civilization", "market economies", "techno-industrial society", and the like.
This avoidance is an error because it focuses attention on the system's
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technology and resources ("industrial") or key institution ("market") rather
than on its most salient attribute: its guiding logic. Even Gus Speth, who
bravely used the word "capitalism" in the subtitle of The Bridge at the Edge
of the World (2008)4, frequently prevaricates in the text with formulations
such as "modern capitalism", "capitalism as we know it", "contemporary
capitalism", and "today's capitalist world". Greenpeace head Kumi Naidoo
also employed this technique in an interview with Bill Moyers. Moyers
pointed out that Naidoo had been criticized for, "… legitimating
capitalism, which some of your colleagues say is incompatible with
sustainability." Naidoo's reply was that, "The current nature of capitalism
… is completely incompatible", thereby distorting Moyers' statement. 5 The
error in these cases is to imply than another variety of capitalism, as yet
undiscovered, can achieve sustainable well-being even if today's varieties
cannot. Tim Jackson makes a similar claim in Prosperity without Growth
(2009)6.
A closely related stratagem is to use the word "corporations" where
"capitalism" should be used instead. Corporations are legal entities that
participate heavily in capitalism, but they do not constitute the system
itself. Corporations can be reformed - for example by revoking their status
as legal persons - but this would leave the system and its logic firmly in
place. Even if corporations are abolished, capitalism will persist and other
legal entities will spring up to perform comparable functions. The focus
on corporations - as in "corporate media" instead of "capitalist media" - is a
key diversionary tactic that must be staunchly resisted by the
contractionary movement.
The last political error to be mentioned is the conflation of government
and state. This was covered in chapter three, but it must be repeated here
because it is a central aspect of the reformist worldview. To refresh your
memory, government refers to the populace's elected representatives, who
influence policy but lack power. The state refers to the administrative
structures that regulate a society's operations. According to the reformist
viewpoint, government fully controls the state, effectively merging the two
into a single entity. Thus, the thinking goes, the populace indirectly
controls the state, and through this society as a whole. Based on the power
model, however, this is incorrect. In a capitalist society the state is a
capitalist state, and serves the system's interests. If a government demands
actions that contradict these interests, the state will resist. If the
government persists in its demands, and if this seriously impedes
capitalist freedom, the state (or that of a foreign ally) will remove the
troublemakers from power - typically through a military coup or a
campaign of propaganda and deception that alienates the government
from the populace. Briefly stated, government and state are related but
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distinct structures, and must be treated as such in political analysis. Let
me now turn to the practical mistakes that arise from these political errors.
Five of these strike me as particularly damaging.
The first is so prevalent that it deserves a name: the reformist fallacy.
This is the idea that a capitalist economy can be substantially transformed
by people who do not control it. For example, the online publication
Solutions, which is an outlet for many green reformists, informs us in its
vision and mission statement that it is "… devoted to whole-system
solutions and the design of an integrated human and natural world." 7 This
is not seen as an academic exercise, but, according to Editor-in-Chief
Robert Costanza, is intended to "… help change the world".
Unfortunately, those who publish in Solutions live in a pre-revolutionary
world and are constrained by capitalist realities. They therefore have no
chance of implementing any but the most superficial of their proposals.
This means that many talented and dedicated people are wasting their
energies on projects that are entirely quixotic. One can only hope that, as
the contractionary movement gains traction, these concerned thinkers will
abandon such delusions and redirect their efforts to the development of a
contractionary alternative. The road to ecocide is paved with reformist
zeal.
The second practical mistake is a subset of the first: focusing on the
technical feasibility of economic changes while ignoring their systemic
feasibility. It may well be technically possible for the United States to
reduce its greenhouse gas emissions by 80% over the next few decades, but
this does not mean that the profit-mad capitalists who dominate the
country will permit the necessary changes to be implemented. If cleaner
energy means reduced profits, which do you think will more consistently
win out? Technical feasibility defines the practically attainable scope of
solutions, but it has nothing to say about the systemically attainable scope.
The third mistake is to depend on the "political will" of governments
to solve major environmental problems. This is most evident in the annual
UN-sponsored conferences to combat climate change. Green reformists
repeatedly tell us that if the world's governments would just face the facts
and demonstrate "political will", they would quickly reach an effective
agreement and solve the climate crisis. Such statements, which clearly
arise from the democratic illusion, fail to acknowledge that governments
are not independent entities, but are instead the visible representations of
those who hold national power. It is true that governments must sign
effective global agreements, but these will largely be post-revolutionary,
contractionary governments. As we have seen in the environmentally
devastating years since the Kyoto Protocol was signed in 1997, it is
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politically irresponsible to talk about government action without
considering the power structure that undergirds it.
The fourth practical mistake is to seek major economic change through
capitalism's institutions - most commonly money and markets. The
assumption in both cases is that the chosen institution is the economy's
guiding force, and that modifying it appropriately will beneficially
transform the system as a whole. My contrary position is that the
economy's guiding force is its logic, which derives from an economic
conception that was historically imposed by a revolutionary group like the
early capitalists. The practical effect of picking an institution for this role
is the denial of class, power, and to a large degree human agency itself.
An example can be found in Charles Eisenstein's Sacred Economics (2011)8.
With reference to 9/11 and the Kennedy assassination, he first tells us
without supporting argument that, "… conspiracy theories give too much
credit to the ability of humans to successfully manage and control complex
systems."9 He then makes his central point: "The true culprit, the true
puppet-master that manipulates our elites from behind the scenes, is the
money system itself."10 This statement is ideal for ruling-class purposes: it
removes culpability for overshoot and injustice from "our elites", shifts it
to a passive means of exchange, and takes revolutionary action off the
historical agenda. Like others who choose the institutional approach,
Eisenstein succumbs to the strategically fatal notion that social
conventions and not ruling groups ultimately control the world's
economies.
The last mistake to be considered here is green reformism's rejection of
political leadership. As a typical example, Bill McKibben talks in Deep
Economy (2007) about change that is "bubbling up from underneath"11, and
that constitutes "a quiet revolution begun by ordinary people ... ".
Similarly, David Korten says in The Great Turning (2006) that, "... change, if
it comes, will emerge through the leadership of millions of people creating
a new ... reality from the bottom up."12 Of course, "leadership" by the
millions is a misuse of the term - it is not leadership at all. This aversion to
leaders could be a reaction to past abuses, but a key issue is that green
reformism's mystifications prevent the formulation of a workable strategy
for leaders to implement. Without such a strategy, all that remains are
spontaneous activities - "bubbling" from below. This mode of change is
appropriate when the overall direction of social change is clear and people
must make adjustments for their specific circumstances.
It is
inappropriate when humankind must shift its ecological trajectory, thus
necessitating entirely new patterns of economic behavior.
Green
reformists also deny the need for leadership for a more fundamental
reason: because it virtually guarantees that revolutionary change will not
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occur. As noted in the last chapter, the politically subjugated are firmly
under the influence of capitalist social control and cannot liberate
themselves without the intercession of effective leaders.
To summarize, green reformism would be a poor strategic choice for
our hypothetical young woman primarily because it refuses to objectively
assess capitalism. This causes its adherents to dismiss revolutionary
change, embrace the democratic illusion, misname the system, and
conceptually merge two discrete entities - government and state. The
practical mistakes resulting from these theoretical errors are projects to
redesign a system they don't control, the neglect of systemic feasibility in
favor of technical feasibility, dependence on governments for critical
environmental solutions, attempts to transform economies through
capitalism's institutions, and the rejection of political leadership. This
brings me to green reformism's second role as a method of social control.
In addressing this topic it is helpful to use the technique I suggested in
chapter three with respect to the "big lie" of 9/11: think like a ruling class. It
is only when we shift mentally from the dominated populace to the
dominant group that we can appreciate the problems faced by those in
power and how those problems might be addressed. When I put on my
ruling-class spectacles I see a profusion of intelligent and informed people
expressing mounting concern about the rapidly degrading biosphere,
which could result in a revolutionary movement that will sweep me and
my friends from power. What can we do about this? We can't erase the
concern, intelligence, information, and environmental degradation
themselves. But we can, at least to some degree, determine how that
concern is expressed, how the intelligence is applied, how the information
is utilized, and through these redirections how the ecological crisis is
tackled. We can, in other words, manipulate people's fears about the
environment so that our privileges will be indefinitely prolonged. One
way to accomplish this is to encourage the development of initiatives that
present a compelling environmental message, but that propose reformoriented solutions and that are implacably opposed to revolutionary
change. We'll be talking about these initiatives a lot, so let's give them a
collective name: "green reformism".
Okay - thinking in this manner is tiring and not a little disturbing, so I
will desist. Fostering green reformism is clearly a good idea for the ruling
class, but it is not an unambiguous gain. To see this, it is necessary to get
away from the vague word "privileges", as used above, and utilize more
precise terms: power and profits. The capitalist class has two essential
tasks. First, it must first retain power as the condition of its existence.
Second, it must maximize its profits in order to preserve its social status
and exorbitant lifestyle. Sometimes these two requirements conflict.
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Supporting green reformism helps greatly in keeping the revolutionaries
at bay, but the pressure exerted by its adherents for carbon taxes,
environmental reviews, pipeline restrictions, etc. can painfully reduce
profits. Green reformism is therefore not an unalloyed good for the ruling
class, but rather a necessary evil - something that must be carefully
managed in order to divert revolutionary impulses into reformist channels
while also protecting the delicate conditions for profit maximization.
The fact that green reformism is a double-edged sword for the ruling
class is best exemplified by ecological economics. (I am referring here to
its pre-revolutionary role, not its potential post-revolutionary role as the
basis for constrained capitalist logic, as described in chapter two.) By the
late 1980s it had become evident to many progressive economists that the
standard discipline was fully committed to growth, and that major
conceptual changes would be required to bring sustainability within reach.
This realization could well have led to the development of a guiding
framework such as ENL by the early 1990s. If this had occurred, some
advanced thinkers might have realized that such guidance is contrary to
capitalist logic and therefore has revolutionary implications. It is thus
conceivable that the contractionary movement could have come into
existence sometime in the mid-1990s, possibly in time to prevent runaway
climate change and other ecological horrors. Of course, none of this
happened. Ecological economics appeared instead, and after swearing
allegiance to the core aspects of capitalist logic by rejecting Herman Daly's
more radical ideas,13 the field was permitted into academia as a secondary
but accepted mode of economic thought. Having achieved this status, it
quickly absorbed the mental energies of progressive economists and
became the theoretical lodestar for many environmental organizations.
Essentially, ecological economics provided academic cover for green
reformism. On the assumption that contractionary movements do arise
within the next decade, this means the field may have postponed a
revolutionary response to the overshoot crisis by two to three decades.
This delay is a tragedy for humankind and the biosphere, but it is precisely
what the ruling class had in mind when it allowed Daly's followers into
the fold. On the negative side for this class, they now have opponents of
growth and proponents of progressive environmental policies instructing
the young at universities. The effects of this instruction will have to be
carefully monitored to ensure that future graduates do not pose serious
obstacles to power and profits. So far, it appears, these defensive efforts
have been successful.
One other issue must be addressed before I leave green reformism
behind. This is the high probability that its initiatives have been infiltrated
by intelligence agencies over the years. The precedent for this is the CIA
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infiltration of the US media, particularly the New York Times, CBS, and
Time Inc. Carl Bernstein reported in a Rolling Stone’s article in 1977 that
syndicated columnist Joseph Alsop had cooperated with the CIA on
several occasions. Bernstein went on to say: "Alsop is one of more than
400 American journalists who in the past twenty-five years have secretly
carried out assignments for the Central Intelligence Agency, according to
documents on file at CIA headquarters. Some of these journalists’
relationships with the Agency were tacit; some were explicit. There was
cooperation, accommodation and overlap."14 Given this history, plus the
massive expansion of internal surveillance in the US since the 9/11 falseflag operation, it hardly seems credible that green reformism, which is
increasingly important to the ruling class as the biosphere degrades, has
been left untouched. Note also that green reformism is an ideal breeding
ground for the propaganda methods of Edward Bernays. Remember that
Bernays did not concentrate on the populace itself, but instead relied on
"trusted leaders" to spread his messages. Given the complexity of the
environmental crisis, many concerned people will not analyze the problem
independently, but will seek reliable authorities to follow. The leaders
they choose could well be employed, funded, or otherwise influenced by
intelligence agencies or other organizations of social control. I have no
evidence that any of the people mentioned in this section are so involved,
but keen skepticism is surely required when leading green reformists
routinely employ the inclusive we and insistently offer their nonrevolutionary solutions.

ECOSOCIALISM
Unlike green reformism, which is treated above as both a strategic error
and a method of social control, ecosocialism is seen entirely as a strategic
error. This is because the movement is not sufficiently influential to serve
the capitalist class as an effective tool for popular manipulation.
Ecosocialism is defined by its adherents as a modern combination of
"red" and "green" elements: the social insights of Marxism merged with
today's environmental knowledge. This definition immediately points to a
major problem, which is that ecosocialism uses a 19th-century mode of
thought as the basis for its economic and political framework. Implicit in
this reliance is the assumption that there is sufficient continuity between
past and present to allow these concepts to provide sound guidance
regarding humankind's future. This assumption is categorically false.
Our species has reached a unique juncture and is now facing a historical
discontinuity: the inflection point between its expansionary past and - if the
biosphere is to survive - its post-expansionary future. Under these starkly
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novel conditions, it necessary to rethink all social concepts from the
ground up, especially those pertaining to human economies. Adapting
Marxism to current conditions in no way satisfies this requirement.
Marxism can and should be tapped for useful ideas, but the framework
itself cannot play a guiding role. Briefly stated, ecosocialism is based on
dated assumptions and concepts, making it unsuited to today's
unprecedented challenge of overshoot reversal.
To explore ecosocialism in more detail I will examine how well it has
learned the lessons of the past - that is, the degree to which it has reacted
appropriately to socialism's historical errors. I begin with two lessons that
most ecosocialists have taken to heart. First, the movement has repudiated
one of Marx's most grievous mistakes: his rapturous embrace of
capitalism's economic conception, which identifies a rapidly increasing
output rate with human progress. This productivist posture is now
correctly seen as ecologically disastrous and a major shortcoming of the
former Soviet Union. Michael Lowy thus describes his movement as, "… a
current of ecological thought and action that appropriates the fundamental
gains of Marxism while shaking off its productivist dross." 15 Other
ecosocialists have expressed similar views.
The second lesson that at least some ecosocialists have learned is the
significance of biological human nature.16 Marx made another egregious
blunder by equating human nature with social relations, thereby
disregarding a critical influence on our behavior: the innate
predispositions encoded in our genes.
Ever since he made his
pronouncements, socialists have tried to understand the world and to
structure societies based on a highly misleading model of the human
species. In The Enemy of Nature (2007) Joel Kovel renounces this sad
history with the following cogent observation: "... the notion of human
nature is necessary for any in-depth appreciation of the ecological crisis,
and its lack is a sign of the crisis itself. In the absence of such a view,
humanity is severed from the remainder of nature, and a genuinely
ecological view is replaced by mere environmentalism."17 Let me now turn
to four major lessons that ecosocialists have thus far failed to assimilate.
Unlearned lesson #1: The enemy is not capitalism, but capitalist logic.
One of the central points made in the book Ecosocialism or Barbarism (2006)
is that capitalism is inherently unsustainable. This is true. The conclusion
is then drawn that capitalism is the strategic enemy. This is false - a non
sequitur. The fact that a complex whole has a certain effect does not imply
that of all its components are responsible for the effect. It is possible that
this is so, but it is also possible that one or several components are
responsible, and that the rest have no significant influence. Despite the
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elementary nature of this fallacy, it has been accepted by socialists since
the movement's inception, and it is accepted by ecosocialists today. As I
have tried to show in this book, analytical clarity demands that capitalism
be divided into two major components: its economic logic and its
institutions. It is the logic, and not the institutions or the system as a
whole, that is responsible for capitalism's ecocidal expansion.
A
movement that does not recognize this central fact cannot lead humankind
to a sustainable future.
The likely reason for this persistent error is that socialism was born in
opposition to capitalism: the equitable system of the workers that would
sweep away the inequitable system of the exploiters. Ecosocialists thus
carry with them a historical rancor that blinds them to the distinct roles
played by capitalism's components. This points to a potential error that
any of us can make: to allow past struggles to vitiate present thoughts,
thereby destroying our objectivity about the current situation.
Unlearned lesson #2: A new economic logic must replace capitalist
logic.
Leading ecosocialist John Bellamy Foster, in his book Marx's Ecology
(2000), repeatedly quotes Marx regarding "a rational way" to regulate the
interaction between humankind and nature. 18 The problem is that Marx
never developed a conceptual basis for this rationality - something that
Foster consistently fails to note. This gap is of great significance because it
exposes the extraordinary weakness at the heart of the entire socialist
project: economically, socialism is an empty box. Capitalism is the product of
social evolution over the centuries, resulting in a well-defined economic
logic that generates the system's remorseless expansion. When workers
replace capitalists as the ruling class of such a system, they will replace
capitalist logic with ... what? The embarrassing but indisputable fact is
that nothing exists for this purpose. A socialist regime will presumably
restructure the economy based on working-class interests, but it must do
so in the absence of either a historically evolved or a conceptually
developed mode of economic thought.
Many people are under the impression that Marx developed a
socialist economic logic, but this is false. He applied his efforts almost
exclusively to a critical analysis of capitalism and had little to say about a
socialist future. He shrugged off the criticisms he received for this
reticence by remarking that, "... I ... confine myself to the mere critical
analysis of actual facts, instead of writing recipes ... for the cook-shops of
the future."19 Engels was similarly dismissive: "… it is not our task to
create utopian systems for the organization of the future society …" 20 The
problem with this stance is that it conflates two very different things: the
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structure of a future economy and the economic logic that leads to various
structures. Marxists are right to avoid speculation about the concrete
features of future economies. As noted in chapter two, contractionism
rejects this as the structure fallacy. However, they are wrong to avoid the
development of a new logic such as ENL for the purpose of economic
guidance. For progressives this is necessary not only to convert capitalism
to a humane and sustainable society once power has been attained, it is
essential to the struggle for power itself. The contractionary alternative
discussed in the chapter four, for example, could not have been developed
without such a logic at its foundation. If it is argued that an alternative
economic logic cannot be created until power has been achieved, this must
be rejected as completely unfounded. The basis for a new economic
rationality consists of the core facts about humankind and nature, which
are fully available to us while capitalism still reigns. There is nothing
about a post-revolutionary situation that provides us with any additional
insights about humankind's biological nature or the planet's ecological
limits.
As a result of this conceptual void, ecosocialists today repeatedly
succumb to the control fallacy - the idea that sustainable well-being can be
achieved through democratic control of the economy. Michael Lowy thus
tells us that, "An economy in transition to socialism … would be founded
on the democratic choices of priorities and investments by the population
itself, and not by 'the law of the market' or an omniscient politburo." 21 The
underlying assumption of this approach is that human beings have an
innate capacity for rational economic behavior and organization; therefore,
once economic democracy has been achieved, this capacity will assert itself
and sustainable well-being will result. My contrary position is that
economic democracy is a necessary but not sufficient condition for a rational
economy, and that a guiding logic such as ENL is required as well.
One reason for my stance relates to the unprecedented nature of our
situation. In all of human history to date, economic rationality could be
defined in terms of material gains. This is no longer so. Because
humankind has overshot the planet’s ecological limits, economic
rationality will frequently mean going counter to the material gains of all
groups and classes. Without an economic logic it will be impossible to
achieve this historically novel form of rational economic behavior.
Another reason for my disagreement relates to the role played by
capitalism, and holds with particular force in the rich countries. It may
well be true that some pre-capitalist societies had powerful rituals and
extensive cultural knowledge that allowed sustainable well-being to
blossom in the absence of an explicit economic logic. Capitalism, however,
has for the most part obliterated this past, destroyed these rituals, and
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eradicated this knowledge. Under these concrete circumstances, a formal
guiding logic is an iron-clad necessity.
Unlearned lesson #3: Production control must be a social choice.
Contractionism has a loose, non-doctrinaire position on production
control. As explained in chapter two, contractionists can choose between
ENL logic, constrained capitalist logic, or a combination of the two. For
those who choose ENL, society must choose between private and
socialized production for each major output, and these choices will vary
from country to country (or region to region) depending on its history and
politics. In the last chapter I gave four reasons why a contractionary
economy might avoid socialized production: historical continuity with
capitalism, human nature, the positive traits of capitalists, and the promise
of continued production control to draw conservatives to our cause. In
sharp contrast, ecosocialism insists on socialized production across the
board.22 In this it uncritically follows the socialist tradition and fails to
grasp the full significance of Marxism's productivism.
To understand my last comment it is necessary to consider the
historical patterns of ownership for the means of production. Although
workers were severely restrained by the feudal system during Europe's
pre-capitalist period, many were in possession of their own tools, plots of
land, and workshops, and they frequently had access to common
resources such as pastures. In other words, the means of production were
widely dispersed. This ended with the advent of capitalism, when various
pressures were exerted by the early manufacturers to concentrate the
means of production in their hands. Classical economists referred to this
as the original or primitive accumulation, although Marx preferred to call
it the "original expropriation".23 Note, however, that a socialist revolution
does not return the means of production to their original possessors, but
instead transfers them to society as a whole. The evident reason for this
switch is that traditional Marxism considers individual ownership to be a
hindrance to the large-scale industry and high levels of production that it
perceives to be essential for human advancement. Socialized production is
thus a requirement for the productivism that ecosocialism has repudiated. It
appears, in brief, that ecosocialism has rejected productivism for sound
ecological reasons, but that it has not considered the implications of this
rejection for its broader socialist beliefs. If it did so, it might find itself in
substantial agreement with contractionism's more flexible posture on this
central issue.
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Unlearned lesson #4: Overshoot reversal requires a political revolution.
When I began examining ecosocialism for this book I was stunned by the
movement's lack of revolutionary commitment. Although its proponents
repeatedly cite the need to move beyond capitalism, they do not offer a
strategic approach to guide it, they demonstrate no urgency to accomplish
it, and they reject the need for leaders to coordinate it. The latter is
particularly puzzling because Marxists have always emphasized the need
for a vanguard group that comprehends the overall struggle and that can
therefore identify the "line of march". 24 Ecosocialists instead echo green
reformists in seeking change that is "… organized democratically from
below".25 The mystery was finally solved when I read this unambiguous
statement by Canadian ecosocialist Ian Angus: "When we say revolution,
we are talking about a profound change in the way humans relate to the
earth, in how we produce and reproduce, in almost everything humans
do and how we do it."26 What Angus has defined is not a political
revolution, where one ruling group replaces another, but a social
"revolution", where the populace shifts its views and behavior within the
prevailing order. What this means is that ecosocialists are not revolutionaries
at all, in either the conventional Marxist sense or the closely-related
contractionary sense. Instead they are green reformists strutting in
revolutionary garb. This conclusion was confirmed for me by a further
revelation from Angus: "Ecosocialism is not a separate organization, it is a
movement to win existing red and green groups and individuals to an
ecosocialist perspective." Such an eclectic, mass movement approach has
absolutely nothing in common with a revolutionary initiative.
Ecosocialism's fourth unlearned lesson is therefore that overshoot reversal
necessitates a political revolution - a transfer of political power. Ecological
collapse will not be forestalled by a rainbow coalition of reform-minded
organizations, or by arm-waving effusions about "the way humans relate
to the earth".
My last comment about ecosocialism pertains to its claim that it is the
only realistic alternative to capitalism - the intended meaning of the phrase
"Ecosocialism or Barbarism". This claim is rooted in the bizarre notion that
socialism is, by definition, the system that historically supersedes
capitalism. Lowy and Kovel make this explicit in their Ecosocialist
Manifesto: "If capital is to be overcome, … the outcome will perforce be
'socialist', for that is the term which signifies the breakthrough into a postcapitalist society."27 From this it appears that I've been foolishly wasting
my time in reading ecosocialist literature and pondering ecosocialist ideas.
I could simply have stated that a contractionary economy is by definition
the system that historically supersedes capitalism and left it at that. Why
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bother rebutting alternative viewpoints when these can be defined out of
existence? You may recall that Margaret Thatcher used a similar ploy in
the 1980s when she insisted that "there is no alternative" (TINA) to global
capitalism. This arrogant posture enraged progressives at the time, but
ecosocialists are now mimicking the Iron Lady: "there is no other
alternative" (TINOA) to global capitalism than ecosocialism.

RADICAL ENVIRONMENTALISM
Thus far I have discussed two non-contractionary responses to the
overshoot crisis: green reformism and ecosocialism. Green reformism was
chosen because it represents the views of numerous concerned thinkers
who cling to capitalism despite its expansionary logic. Ecosocialism was
chosen because it represents those who apply Marxism's insights to
humankind's ecological predicament. Although these two categories
cover a lot of ground, they leave a third group out of consideration: those
who agree that capitalism is ecocidal, but who are not part of the Marxist
tradition and who therefore reject ecosocialism. Such people could well
see radical environmentalism as a promising option, thereby diverting
them away from contractionism and towards an approach that I believe is
doomed to failure.
In general, radical environmentalism refers to the adoption of direct
action to protect the environment, and thus to the avoidance of negotiated
compromises with corporations and government agencies. It began in
1979 with the formation of Earth First! by Dave Foreman and friends in
reaction to the perceived ineffectiveness of standard environmental groups
in protecting the US land base. Earth First! owed many of its ideas about
industrial sabotage to Edward Abbey's insightful novel, The Monkey
Wrench Gang (1975)28. Another important organization with this approach
is the Earth Liberation Front (ELF), which was founded in the UK in 1992
as an offshoot of Earth First!, and was declared a terrorist organization by
the FBI after engaging in some imaginative property destruction in the
United States.29
The radical environmentalist approach I have chosen to highlight is
described in the book Deep Green Resistance: Strategy to Save the Planet
(2011). Its two main authors are Lierre Keith, a feminist activist who wrote
The Vegetarian Myth (2009), and Aric McBay, whose orientation is towards
community sufficiency and the peak oil thesis. The third author is Derek
Jensen, who is perhaps best known for his two-volume book Endgame
(2006), which elaborates his position that humankind's core problem is
civilization itself. The significance of Deep Green Resistance - henceforth
"DGR" - is indicated by the book's subtitle and confirmed in the text: it
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purports to offer a comprehensive plan to reverse overshoot, including a
strategy to supersede capitalism. This is a sharp departure from both
Earth First! and ELF, which restrict themselves to militant defense of the
natural world. As Foreman said in Confessions of an Eco-warrior (1991),
"Monkeywrenching is not revolutionary. It does not aim to overthrow any
social, political, or economic system. It is merely nonviolent self-defense
of the wild."30 It therefore appears that DGR is the first serious
revolutionary tract to arise from the stream of radical environmentalism.
Before proceeding, I must point out an important asymmetry between
the two previous approaches and DGR. Green reformism is conceptually
buttressed by the theory and practice of capitalism since the 16th century.
Its theoretical roots are therefore deep. Ecosocialism is conceptually
supported by the theory and practice of socialism since the 19th century.
Its theoretical roots are therefore moderately deep. However, DGR is a
form of radical environmentalism, which is a historical latecomer with
almost no conceptual support. Because its theoretical roots are so shallow,
the authors have implicitly assumed responsibility for creating the
conceptual underpinnings for DGR virtually from scratch and for
developing a workable strategy on this foundation. The following
assessment is based on this unavoidable conclusion.
Let me also admit that I had some difficulties in extracting a consistent
message from the book. In part this is because the three authors differ
slightly in their views and terminologies, and in part because of the
strategic fuzziness of the individual authors themselves. As an example of
the former, in the book's preface Derek Jensen blames both industrial
civilization (the last 250 years) and civilization (the last 10,000 years) for
killing the planet, whereas Lierre Keith in her opening essay blames
industrialization, capitalism, and patriarchy.
Even if one equates
industrial civilization with industrialization, this leaves four key enemies a muddle that is never resolved. Another example is the need for a
movement to underpin DGR initiatives. Keith repeatedly says that this a
requirement, but McBay takes the opposite view.31 The use of both
"movement" and "mass movement" by the authors adds to the confusion to
this topic.
The core of the DGR strategy is expressed as two broad goals. The
first of these is destructive: "To disrupt and dismantle industrial
civilization; to thereby remove the ability of the powerful to exploit the
marginalized and destroy the planet."32 The second is constructive: "To
defend and rebuild just, sustainable, and autonomous human
communities, and ... to assist in the recovery of the land." 33 In order to
achieve these twin goals, the primary method is to build a "culture of
resistance" and to, "Engage in direct militant actions against industrial
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infrastructure, especially energy infrastructure."34 Other methods include
participation in ongoing justice struggles, actively preventing industrial
expansion, and building resistance organizations to support these
activities. The overall aim is to spur the collapse of industrial civilization
and to replace it with democratic communities living at the subsistence
level. The following statement is a good synopsis of the DGR approach:
"... each negative aspect of the collapse of civilization has a reciprocal
trend that the resistance movement encourages. The collapse of large
authoritarian political structures has a countertrend of emerging
small-scale participatory political structures. The collapse of global
industrial capitalism has a countertrend of local systems of exchange,
cooperation, and mutual aid. ... Generally speaking, in this alternate
future, a small number of underground people bring down the big
bad structures, and a large number of aboveground people cultivate
the little good structures."35

A more succinct summary is the following: "The DGR approach is … a
recognition of the scope of what is at stake (the planet); an honest
assessment of the potential for a mass movement (none); and the
recognition that industrial civilization has an infrastructure that is, in fact,
quite vulnerable."36
Let me preface my critique by praising the DGR authors for their clear
recognition of, and deeply committed reaction to, the overshoot crisis.
Whatever the final verdict on their proposals may be, these are people
who have viscerally grasped the perils facing both humankind and the
biosphere, and who have found the courage to offer a transformative
response. The authors must also be commended for their correct postures
on several important issues. Aside from their rejection of standard
environmentalism and their insistence that capitalism must be historically
superseded, they decry the passivity of so many thinkers and
organizations. Their battle-cry is, or could be: "Resist! Make it happen!
Get it done!" They are also among the few to acknowledge that both
resource and impact overshoot threaten humankind's future, that militant
political struggle is required, and that effective leadership is indispensable.
Finally, the two tracks suggested by the authors - build the new while
tearing down the old - is reasonably seen as the only way to achieve
fundamental change.
That said, DGR's profound weaknesses must be fully exposed. I will
address these by examining its positions on human nature, the economic
solution to overshoot, the political obstacles to this solution, and the
revolutionary process towards the world they envisage. I have already
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indicated that the authors accurately perceive the ecological problem, so
this will not be discussed further.
DGR's position on human nature, in the sense of innate behavioral
tendencies, is the same as that of traditional Marxism: it doesn't exist. At
one point the authors state that, "The crises facing the planet do not stem
from human nature, but from ... the mode of social and political
organization we call civilization."37 This is a typical but illogical assertion.
On the assumption that our societies were not imposed by non-human
beings, there must be something in the human species that allowed both
civilization and capitalism to develop. The relevant attributes may not be
prominent in everyone, but they are indisputably a powerful presence in a
critical mass of individuals, allowing them to direct history onto these
dangerous paths. The fact that civilization has persisted for millenia, and
capitalism for centuries, clearly indicates that the same tendencies exist,
albeit at more modest levels, in the population at large.
The issue of human nature should be seen not as a theoretical debate
about the origins of the contemporary world, but as a practical
revolutionary matter. If deep-seated propensities such as self-interest and
resistance to change are ignored, a workable strategy will be impossible to
formulate. Even if a defective strategy succeeds in its revolutionary
purpose, the societies that result cannot long remain viable. It must never
be forgotten that only a few years after Mao Tse-tung's death in 1976,
Deng Xiaoping sent the Chinese revolution - which had scorned the
existence of human nature - onto its present course of rampant growth and
ecological destruction. Ignoring humankind's biological reality is not a
radical virtue, as the authors seem to believe, but an environmental death
wish and an invitation to authoritarian abuses.
DGR's economic solution to overshoot is to "dismantle" capitalism and
industrialism, and to replace these with democratically controlled
economies that are just and sustainable. What dismantling actually
means, and how this replacement is to occur, are left almost entirely out of
the discussion.38 One of the few hints offered by the authors is their
lukewarm support for the Transition movement: "The Transitioners are
trying to create at least some of the local infrastructure with which cultures
of resistance are tasked: food, education, methods of economic
exchange."39 The threadbare nature of this economic program is explained
by the fact that, although the DGR approach has both destructive and
constructive elements, the destructive component is overwhelmingly
dominant. In their summary statement the authors make this crystal clear:
"[Our preferred scenario] has only one goal at the heart of its strategy: to
disrupt and dismantle industrial civilization and to thereby remove the
ability of the powerful to exploit the powerless and to destroy the
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planet."40 The authors simply assume that this dismantling process, in
conjunction with largely spontaneous rebuilding efforts, will create a
humane and ecologically viable world.
This is however not a plausible economic approach, but rather a pious
statement of activist faith and a severe case of the control fallacy - the idea
that transferring economic control from the powerful to the powerless is
sufficient for the transition to sustainable well-being. As has been
emphasized, democratic economic control is necessary, but it is insufficient
without the replacement of capitalism's economic logic with an alternative
such as ENL. Lacking this replacement, control by the formerly powerless
could easily result in economic chaos and environmental destruction.
Again, economic rationality is not intrinsic to human nature, and it will
not automatically express itself once the people gain power. It is instead
the result of laborious intellectual development and a concerted social
effort - something the authors never acknowledge.
As might be expected from an initiative that recognizes the
importance of political struggle and the need to move beyond capitalism,
DGR is relatively strong in considering the political obstacles to its
proposed solution. The authors understand that the use of force is
probably unavoidable and that most of us are mentally ensnared by the
democratic illusion. The following passage is particularly illuminating:
"We can talk all we want about how we supposedly live in a democracy.
And we can talk all we want about the consent of the governed. But what
it really comes down to is [this:] if you effectively oppose the will of those
in power, they will try to kill you."41 This is brutally stated, and absolutely
correct.
However, DGR goes no further. A formal power model, such as the
one proposed in the present book, is absent. Instead there is much
imprecise talk about "those in power", "the powerful", and "systems of
power". For some reason the concept of class is avoided. The book
mentions "class consciousness" once42, but there is no discussion about the
working or capitalist class, and the latter is never identified as the ruling
group in a capitalist democracy. Further, the authors refer to "the
institutions that control society"43, which reflects an elementary confusion
between social instruments and the groups that utilize these instruments
for their purposes. The authors also fail to make the important distinction
between government and state, and the role of government in fostering the
democratic illusion is never revealed. Particularly puzzling is the lack of
awareness regarding the deep state. This is not just a matter of accurately
naming and describing a crucial social force, but what appears to be
complete ignorance that such a force exists. The authors refer to "the
September 11 attacks" as if they were writing for the New York Times - that
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is, as if the standard story were self-evidently true. There is no analysis of
this central event, no speculation about its relationship to "those in power",
and no assessment about its potential significance for a revolutionary
movement.
What about DGR's revolutionary process? In contractionism this
consists of several modes of activity that are coordinated by leaders, but
that involve the populace as much as possible in order to shift legitimacy
away from the expansionists. For DGR the process consists of activities by
aboveground and underground people, leaving the populace almost
entirely out of the picture. This is fatal to any revolutionary movement
because it isolates the active revolutionary forces from the majority, thus
permitting the ruling class and its state to portray these forces as
extremists and terrorists.
This not only fails to achieve the key
revolutionary objective of weakening the authority of the ruling class, it
does exactly the opposite - it deepens and strengthens it. In this context,
acts of industrial sabotage must be seen not as heroic blows against the
powerful and its corrupt system, but as self-defeating forays into
adventurism.
Briefly stated, DGR is militant activism masquerading as
revolutionary strategy. It is not a politically sophisticated response to
overshoot, but an elaborate cri de coeur for the dying biosphere. Despite
their courageous attempt, the authors have not met their conceptual and
strategic responsibilities.
Early in the book they ask, "Are we
sentimentalists or are we warriors?"44 They omit the most relevant
question: Are we serious revolutionary leaders?
The answer,
unfortunately, is "No".
The three initiatives discussed in this chapter can be summarized as
follows:
Green reformism seeks to retain capitalism and its logic. Because this
logic is growth-dependent and ecocidal, green reformism cannot reverse
overshoot: it salves the conscience; it doesn't solve the problem.
Politically, green reformism is a method of social control because it diverts
the growing number of people who are deeply concerned about ecological
decline into non-revolutionary channels.
Ecosocialism asserts that capitalism must be superseded, but it clings
to its dated Marxist heritage and falsely asserts that the required changes
can occur without a political revolution. The movement also neglects the
distinction between capitalism and capitalist logic, follows socialist
tradition in refusing to develop an alternative logic, and dogmatically
insists that all production must be socialized.
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Radical environmentalism, here represented by deep green resistance,
joins ecosocialism in stating that capitalism must be superseded, but it fails
to acknowledge human nature, offers an adventurist revolutionary process
and a weak economic approach, succumbs to the control fallacy, and
demonstrates an understanding of power that is far too limited to guide
the political struggle. Like the other two options, it must be rejected as a
workable strategy for overshoot reversal.
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Chapter 6
Summary
This chapter has two aims. For readers of the preceding text it offers a
recapitulation of my arguments and is intended as a refresher. For others it
offers a detailed synopsis of my position and thus constitutes a solid
overview of contractionism.

Contractionism's core assertion is that humankind's economic activities
have driven the biosphere into overshoot, that this violation of ecological
limits threatens life on earth, and that reversing overshoot is a
revolutionary task. A brief historical sketch will help clarify this
statement.
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Five hundred years ago a potent economic conception took hold in
Europe: to place much of the land, buildings, and tools in the hands of an
ambitious few in order to rapidly increase the rate of production. In the
ensuing centuries the resulting economic system, now known as
capitalism, displaced its feudal predecessor and spurred an orgy of
colonization, rising consumption, and population growth. Today this
system dominates the globe and, through its heedless expansion, threatens
to destroy the natural world. Contractionism arose in reaction to this
potential catastrophe. Its countervailing economic conception is to rapidly
shrink the world's bloated economies and to achieve sustainable wellbeing for the world's people. It seeks to historically supersede capitalism
much as capitalism superseded feudalism. Its approach is revolutionary
because the capitalist class, like all ruling classes before it, will not
voluntarily step aside and allow the new economic vision to be realized.
Let me now examine the key details, starting with the ecological crisis
itself.
Humankind is a successful biological species that had expanded its
planetary presence for hundreds of thousands of years. The small band of
our ancestors that left Africa a million years ago grew to about 500 million
widely-dispersed people by the year 1500. Although the rate of expansion
prior to the advent of capitalism was extremely slow, it exploded once the
system became dominant, resulting in a world population of seven billion
by 2011. What this pattern reveals is that humankind has experienced two
discrete expansionary phases. The first occurred prior to 1500 and has its
roots in human nature. This is called biological expansion. The second
occurred after 1500 and has its roots in the dynamics of capitalism. This is
called hyper-expansion.
To gain an appreciation of the profound
significance of hyper-expansion, imagine that it had never happened. That
is, imagine that the rate of population increase in the centuries before 1500
had continued, and that population accurately reflects ecological impact.
Under these assumptions, the ecological crisis would have been postponed
for thousands of years, to roughly the year 4700.1 In addition, the
continuation of biological expansion would have meant a gradual
approach to ecological limits, leaving time for the introduction of
appropriate policies and modest behavioral changes. Instead, hyperexpansion has caused an abrupt violation of these constraints, rendering
incremental measures all but useless.
Contractionism uses William Catton's word "overshoot" to refer to the
violation of ecological limits due to economic activities. 2 In the broadest
terms, humankind has caused overshoot because its production level, or
output rate, is too high and its ecological efficiencies are too low.
Reversing overshoot will require a sharp decrease in the global output rate
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through reduced population and per-capita consumption, as well as
substantial increases in ecological efficiencies. To clarify the nature of this
challenge, a distinction is made between an economy's resource limit and
its impact limit. The resource limit is the maximum output rate that an
economy can indefinitely maintain in the absence of nonrenewable
resources. Violation of this limit is called resource overshoot. The impact
limit is the maximum output rate that allows the biosphere to harmlessly
absorb an economy's environmental effects. Violation of this limit is called
impact overshoot. The world economy probably entered resource overshoot
shortly after 1900, when cheap energy from fossil fuels allowed the global
population to shoot past the sustainable level of about one to two billion
people.3 It likely entered impact overshoot in the 1950s, when the
atmospheric CO2 concentration first exceeded its long-term maximum of
300 ppm. Of the two, impact overshoot is far more serious. If resource
overshoot is not addressed it will eventually cause a drastic decline in
human population. This will be a tragedy for those who perish, but it will
not result in humankind's extinction, and it will create a more habitable
planet for non-human species. Impact overshoot, on the other hand, has
the potential to severely degrade the biosphere, thereby negating our
planet's capacity to support complex life. For this reason, all references to
overshoot below refer to impact overshoot.
It is important to understand that overshoot refers to the entire range
of impact-limit violations, and thus includes climate change, ocean
acidification, habitat destruction, chemical toxification, and other forms of
environmental damage. Climate change may well be the most menacing
of these, but if we focus on it too intensely we could easily be blindsided
by the other components of overshoot, like a pedestrian dodging the first
car in traffic only to be struck by the one just behind it. As well, fixating
on climate change leads to narrow, energy-based solutions to this specific
problem, whereas considering overshoot leads to a critical examination of
the economic system as a whole. This comprehensive approach is the only
way to move humankind from its expansionary past to its postexpansionary future.
Before the summer of 2012 I would have considered the above to be an
adequate synopsis of humankind's ecological situation. Sadly, things have
changed - radically and for the worse. During the past summer of nasty
surprises, the extent of Arctic sea ice shrank 18% below the previous
record of 2007. In addition, the ice thickness decreased appreciably, and is
now approximately 40% below the 1979 figure.4 These extraordinary
losses were not anticipated by scientists, which strongly suggests that our
planet is far more sensitive to human influence than anyone had thought,
and that climate change may well have passed a dangerous tipping point.
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As if to confirm these judgments, the international consulting firm
PricewaterhouseCoopers warned its business clients in November, 2012
that a global temperature rise of 4°C or 6°C is now more likely than the
previous estimate of 2°C, and that they should prepare for "more invasive
regulation".5 Later in the same month a study published in the journal
Science concluded that the Greenland ice sheet is losing ice five times faster
than it did in the 1990s.6
Given these troubling developments, a simple model that addresses
the reality of ecological collapse was added to this book late in the writing
process. The model is based on three concepts: the impact limit, threshold,
and critical threshold. The first two of these are familiar. An impact limit
is the output rate where environmental degradation begins, and a
threshold is the point where this degradation triggers positive feedbacks
that accelerate the decline. The new concept, introduced by climate
analyst David Wasdell, is the critical threshold. This is the point where
positive feedbacks have become so strong that effective human
intervention is no longer feasible.7 For a major threat like climate change
or ocean acidification, reaching the critical threshold means that the
biosphere's partial or complete collapse has become inevitable. Relating
this to economic activities, the point of no return is defined as the global
output rate that corresponds to such a critical threshold. This means that
the initial task before humankind - the planetary emergency it must
immediately confront - is to stabilize the global economy in time to avoid
the first point of no return we will potentially encounter. Only if we are
successful in this task will we have the opportunity to aggressively curtail
our economic activities, thereby addressing the thresholds and limits for
the full range of environmental impacts.
The overshoot crisis is at root an economic problem, and therefore
requires an economic solution. Before outlining my economic proposal,
however, I must tackle an issue that may appear minor but is in fact highly
significant: the use of the pronoun "we" and its related forms. To this
point I have used "we" in the inclusive sense - as a reference to humankind
as a whole. This is correct in two cases. The first is when responsibility for
the crisis is assigned to humankind as a species. Thus, it is we, Homo
sapiens, who threaten the biosphere, and not gorillas, trees, or amoebas.
The second is in reference to the most extreme consequences of impact
overshoot. For example, if the biosphere is destroyed by runaway global
warming, we will all die. In any other context, identifying "we" with
humankind is problematic and could be strategically fatal. Why is this so?
Because not all members of humankind are equally responsible for
overshoot, and not all members are equally likely to reverse it. Overshoot
was caused primarily by the subset of humankind that is firmly committed
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to economic growth.
These people are here called expansionists.
Overshoot will be reversed primarily by the subset that values sustainable
well-being over rampant expansion. They are here called contractionists.
To avoid the common mistake of burying these crucial distinctions, I will
henceforth use the word "we" exclusively in reference to potential
contractionists - those who will conduct the ecologically motivated
revolutions that have now become mandatory.

My proposed economic solution to the overshoot crisis is the result of a
determined effort to objectively learn the lessons of recent history, thereby
avoiding a dogmatic stance on either capitalism or socialism. To use the
vernacular, I have tried hard not to throw the baby out with the bathwater
- in particular, not to reject capitalism in its entirety because the system
contains an ecocidal component. As well, the proposal adopts a neutral
posture with respect to the capitalist class. Capitalists are judged solely on
the long-term rationality of their economic conception. Whether their
initial motivation was greed or benevolence is not only irrelevant, making
this judgment would distort the economic reasoning required for a
workable plan.
That said, what is wrong with rapidly increasing the economy's
output rate? The answer, perhaps surprisingly, is that there is nothing
necessarily wrong with it. If people are ill-fed, ill-clothed, and ill-housed,
and if ecological limits have not been violated, then it would be deeply
immoral not to expand production for these outputs as quickly as possible.
The problem with capitalism's economic conception is not that it
encouraged rapid economic growth, but that it did so without rational
oversight. In effect, the system's foundational idea equates a higher output
rate with economic progress. Consider the errors contained in this
conception. First, it ignores the economy's output mix. If the critical
shortages are food, clothes, and houses, and if the economy ramps up the
production of necklaces and airplanes, then no significant increase in wellbeing will result. Second, it ignores distribution. If the economy correctly
produces more food, clothes, and houses, but if these are purchased by
those with full bellies, well-stocked closets, and spacious mansions, again
no major benefits will ensue. Third, it ignores satiation. Even if the correct
outputs are produced and these are equitably distributed, people will
eventually have enough - unless they are spurred to excessive
consumption by advertising and other forms of consumer stimulation.
Last, and most importantly, it ignores ecological limits. If it is assumed, as
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in standard economics, that satiation applies only to individual outputs
and that people have an infinite desire for outputs overall, this in no way
implies that the earth can satisfy these wants. In brief, capitalism's
economic conception takes a kernel of truth - that increased production
can benefit humankind - and inflates this into a universal imperative that
dissolves into utter irrationality.
There is nothing new in these remarks. Numerous critics have raged
against capitalism's Ahab-like pursuit of economic growth and its crude
disregard of human and natural limitations. The sticking point has always
been the system's fate. If capitalism must be superseded, and if socialism
is rejected as the alternative, then what is its replacement? This quandary
is intensified by the facts that capitalism does certain things very well and
that it is woven into the fabric of many societies. To cut this Gordian knot
we must stop treating capitalism as a monolithic entity and instead see it
as a complex economic structure with two major components: an economic
logic and a set of institutions. The first term refers to the factors that guide
an economy’s activities and thus determine its main attributes and
outcomes. Capitalism’s economic logic arises from the market interactions
of two incentives: profit-maximization by firms and the consumption
desires of manipulated consumers. For example, a capitalist economy
determines how much luxury furniture to produce in a year by drumming
up demand among the wealthy and then seeing how many leatherupholstered sofas and custom-designed chairs can be profitably sold
during this period. The same method, albeit with less rarified advertising
pitches, is used to establish the number of pickup trucks and the amount
of windshield-wiper fluid the system produces. The term institutions
refers to an economy's structural and organizational features, which help
implement its economic logic. Under capitalism these include markets,
monetary systems, property relations, and the system’s legal
infrastructure.
The distinction between capitalism's logic and its institutions is
crucial. The logic derives from the system's economic conception and is
therefore historically specific. Prior to capitalism, no economy in history
was governed by the interplay of profits and inflamed desires. As well,
capitalism's logic is responsible for its growth dependence, its restricted
capacity to increase ecological efficiencies, and thus for its ecocidal
behavior. Conversely, the system's institutions are for the most part
historically continuous. Markets and money, for example, have been
around for thousands of years, modifying their forms to serve the logic of
the system in which they were embedded. From this distinction it is clear
that the correct question is not whether the system goes or stays, but what
happens to its two major components. And the answer is readily
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apparent: capitalism's economic logic, insofar as it is used for economic
guidance, is ecologically fatal and must be immediately replaced. Its
institutions, on the other hand, are potentially useful and can be permitted
to evolve as required. The contractionary view of capitalism's future is
therefore marked by an inescapable ambiguity. Because the system will
lose its central component it will be historically superseded. Whatever we
call an economy without capitalist logic, it is not capitalism. On the other
hand, its institutional features will be selectively retained, and even its
logic could be employed for the limited purpose of economic coordination.
For these reasons, contractionism's posture with respect to the current
economic system is properly characterized as post-capitalism, but not as
anti-capitalism.
What will replace capitalist logic? In generic terms, this will be the
logic of sustainable well-being - a mode of economic thought that allows
analysts to establish ecological limits for the economy while maximizing
human well-being.
Because contractionism is intended for both
conservatives and progressives, there are two versions of this logic. For
conservatives, who resist state participation in the economy, it is called
constrained capitalist logic. This is similar to ecological economics, which
uses taxes and other standard techniques to achieve an economy's
"optimal scale". For progressives, who have few objections to state
participation, I have proposed the Economics of Needs and Limits, or
ENL. This conceptual framework allows analysts to establish rational
economic objectives based on the core attributes of humankind and nature.
Among these objectives are production rates for key outputs, resource
flow rates into the economy, waste flow rates into the environment, and
the population level. ENL is the subject of my first book 8, and is outlined
in chapter two of the present book. Conceptually, ENL is rooted in the
value concepts of John Ruskin,9 the marginal techniques of standard
economics, and ecological constraints. Ethically, it is founded on the
principle that all human beings, present and future, are of high and equal worth.
My intention with ENL is to provide progressive contractionists with a
solid starting point for further development. For brevity, and because
ENL is the only framework of its kind currently available, I will use the
term "ENL logic" instead of "progressive logic of sustainable well-being"
below.
With these preliminaries in place, it is possible to address the
transition from a capitalist to a contractionary economy. This must satisfy
two requirements: it must occur quickly to avert ecological disaster, and it
must minimize social disruption at a time of deeply disorienting change.
The latter requirement can be met through the adoption of contractionary
conservatism - the principle that existing social and economic arrangements
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should be altered only to the extent that this is necessary for reversing
overshoot and achieving sustainable well-being.
This principle is
incorporated into my proposed transition process, which is called organic
change.
The central aim of organic change is rapid contraction - a swift decrease
in the output rate for the major capitalist economies. Organic change is
different for conservative and progressive contexts, but it has three
essential components. First is the replacement of capitalist logic with the
logic of sustainability for guiding purposes. This is the one immediate,
top-down element, necessitated by capitalism's ecologically destructive
core. The second component of organic change is the social evolution of
capitalist institutions into contractionary institutions. Money, for instance,
will likely have to be adapted to a non-growing and more localized
economic landscape, and markets will probably have to be modified for
lower production levels and - in the progressive case - for increased
equity. The third component is the introduction of new institutions. For
example, under capitalism there are no institutions that establish economic
objectives based on ENL logic, and there are none that monitor private
production for adherence to these goals. Such institutions are historically
novel and will have to be constructed from the ground up.
A critical principle underlying organic change is technological
neutrality. This is the idea that technological complexity is a social choice,
and is therefore irrelevant for judging economic performance or progress.
One of history's great tragedies is that socialism embraced capitalism's
economic conception, thereby establishing expanded production through
technological innovation as the accepted mode of development across the
political spectrum.
Today's ecosocialists commendably reject this
productivist mania, but it remains the default development pattern for
many social thinkers. In the contractionary future, each society will
pursue an autonomous development path to the extent that this is
politically feasible. These paths will range from the technologically simple
to the highly complex, based on the populace's desired relationships to
their fellow human beings, to their productive activities, and to the natural
world.

Thus far I have discussed the ecological crisis and my proposed economic
solution. The next task is to tackle the political obstacles to this solution.
The key question is this: How is the trick done? That is, how does the
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capitalist class maintain its power even though it is transparently
destroying the conditions for life on Earth?
If you saw the movie Fight Club you may remember Brad Pitt's
warning to an initiate: "The first rule of Fight Club is: you do not talk
about Fight Club. The second rule of Fight Club is: you DO NOT talk
about Fight Club!" What this indicates is that certain aspects of social life
are kept hidden from the casual observer - something that is emphatically
true of political power, which is rarely exposed to the light of critical
scrutiny. Fortunately, two slim volumes that were published 400 years
apart offer penetrating insights into the methods used by the powerful to
maintain control. The first is Niccolo Machiavelli's The Prince (1532).
Machiavelli was a diplomat in Renaissance Italy who wrote the book in his
retirement. His outstanding attribute was that he examined power with
the utmost objectivity. As one scholar put it, "… he proceeds in a calm,
unmoral way, like a lecturer on frogs, to show how a valiant and sagacious
ruler can best turn events to his own advantage …". 10 The second book of
interest is Edward Bernays' Propaganda (1928). Bernays was a Vienna-born
American who participated in the highly successful campaign to persuade
Americans to support the US war effort during World War I. He parlayed
this experience into a brilliant career in public relations, during which he
helped corporations sell their wares and assisted Uncle Sam in
overthrowing the democratically elected president of Guatemala. A
careful reading of these and other books has led me to propose eight
principles of political power. The first four of these are highly significant
for what follows, so let me briefly describe them.
First, power is about the reality of social control. It is not about a
moral vision or the common good, but about dominance over the
populace, agreements with allies, and the neutralization of opponents.
The powerful are rarely sentimental and often ruthless.
Second, maintaining power requires legitimacy - the support of the
ruled. Although force is generally required to attain power, it is too
expensive a method for long-term application and usually results in
economically disruptive instability.
Third, legitimacy is manufactured. Those in power are intelligent and
know their history. They do not leave popular support to the vagaries of
individual choice, but consciously generate consent by satisfying
prominent desires and manipulating the masses through propaganda,
deception, and fear.
Fourth, coercion is used when legitimacy fails. Those who withhold
or withdraw their support from the ruling group will be physically
punished through jail, torture, execution, etc., or psychologically subdued
through harassment and the loss of income, privileges, and status.
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Succinctly stated, the capitalist class maintains the power it
historically seized by employing the velvet glove of legitimacy when
possible, and by resorting to the iron fist of coercion when necessary. To
implement these two means of social control it employs four political
instruments: government, the state, the capitalist class itself, and the deep
state. Government refers to the populace's elected political representatives.
Although it is widely portrayed as the locus of popular sovereignty, this is
an elaborate deception. As discussed further below, government is
restricted to policy influence and lacks true political power. The state
refers to the various administrative structures that regulate a society's
operations. The conventional story here is that government fully controls
the state, and that the latter works for the benefit of society as a whole. A
more realistic assessment is that government - especially if it has a
leftward tilt - has only a feeble grasp on the state's functioning, and that
the latter ultimately serves capitalist interests. The capitalist class is an
instrument of social control through its ownership of production facilities.
This allows it to influence people's behavior by withholding employment
at will and by co-opting the talented and dangerous through generous
rewards. The deep state refers to unidentified representatives of the
capitalist class who intercede in social affairs as required to maintain
capitalist power. Unlike the other instruments, which are more or less
visible to the populace, the deep state is entirely invisible. Its existence is
therefore readily dismissed by the capitalist media as the product of
"conspiracy theories". However, its presence is strongly indicated by its
political effects, much as physicists deduce the presence of "dark energy"
from the accelerating expansion of the universe.
The nature of government must be clearly understood. It can
unquestionably play a constructive role in politically representing the
populace, and for this reason it will be part of a contractionary society.
However, in a capitalist society its primary role is to underpin the
democratic illusion - the false perception that the populace, through its
elected government, holds the reins of power. The concept of popular
sovereignty is the system's most important social control mechanism
because it effectively undercuts the need for revolution: there's no point in
revolting against yourself, right? It thus diverts attention away from
capitalists as the system's ruling class, and it masks the fact that this rule
was in many cases established through the violence that is now scorned as
unjustified and unnecessary. Slavoj Zizek, in Living in the End Times
(2011), is thus on solid ground when he says that the democratic illusion is
the "ultimate enemy" because it implies, "… the acceptance of democratic
mechanisms as providing the only framework for all possible change,
which prevents any radical transformation of capitalist relations." 11
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The brutal realities of capitalist power are best exemplified by the
events of 9/11. The official story of that day is too familiar to bear
repeating: the Muslim hijackers, the crashing planes, the collapsing World
Trade Center towers. What is fascinating about this story is that it is
completely unbelievable, yet almost universally believed. It is not credible
for numerous reasons, but most notably because the towers could not have
come down as they did without violating the laws of physics. Given the
structural characteristics of the buildings, the strength of gravity is far too
weak for the upper, dislodged sections to crush the intact sections all the
way to the ground. The available evidence overwhelmingly indicates that
high-tech explosives were used to demolish the twin towers as well as
their companion building across the street, WTC7.
The who and why of 9/11 are virtually impossible to pin down, but
the most likely scenario is that it was a false-flag operation orchestrated by
the US deep state and its close allies. Such operations deceptively attribute
responsibility for an internal act to an external enemy - in this case
radicalized Muslims from Saudi Arabia and elsewhere. The likely purpose
of 9/11 was to compel the US populace to uncritically support the
neoconservative plan to invade the Middle East in order to secure US
access to raw materials. If this interpretation is correct, 9/11 followed the
centuries-old pattern of a ruling class cynically manipulating the populace
by instilling intense fear, thereby short-circuiting rational thought and
inducing its compliance. Machiavelli cites an early precedent: the
powerful Borgia family disposed of a rival by cutting his body in two and
dumping the pieces in a public square. As if anticipating the 9/11 trauma,
he comments that, "The brutality of this spectacle kept the people of
Romagna for a long time appeased and stupefied."
The most important aspect of 9/11 is that it highlights the distinction
between permissible and impermissible thought. The idea comes from
investigative journalist Russ Baker. In his informative book about the
Bush dynasty, Family of Secrets (2009), he rejects the official story about the
assassination of John F. Kennedy and then reveals his dread at being called
a conspiracy theorist: "I'll admit it. Fear of being so labeled has haunted
me throughout this work. It's been an internal censor that I've had to resist
again and again." His conclusion is concise and insightful: "The boundaries
of permissible thought are staked out and enforced." 12 What this means is that
some ideas, such as gravity-based WTC collapse, can be openly discussed
in academia, the capitalist media, and polite company. Others, such as
explosive demolition, cannot be broached without incurring severe
personal and professional penalties.
The distinction is of central importance today because the ecological
crisis straddles the boundary between the two.
The problem of
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environmental decline is largely within the permissible realm. For
example, my business-friendly hometown newspaper, the Vancouver Sun,
regularly prints alarming stories about climate change and even the
possible collapse of the biosphere.13 Similarly, policy-oriented responses to
the crisis, such as carbon taxes and green technologies, can be candidly
debated. However, the solution - the real solution - remains entirely
within the impermissible realm. It would be professional suicide for a Sun
columnist to even suggest that capitalism is inherently unsustainable and
must be superseded by a credible alternative. More broadly, no-one with
a social position to protect will openly discuss political power, social
control, the capitalist class, or revolution - all concepts that are essential for
a sustainable future. We are therefore faced with a taboo - a sociallyimposed constraint on thought - regarding the most critical issue
humankind has ever faced. Unless this restriction is quickly shattered and
a workable solution to overshoot is brought within the permissible
domain, much of the living world is doomed.

A contractionary revolution is the replacement of capitalists with
contractionists as a society’s ruling group in order to reverse overshoot
and achieve sustainable well-being. It differs from the socialist revolutions
of the past primarily in its rejection of capitalism's expansionary economic
conception. It differs from the approach of today's ecosocialists because it
insists on the transfer of political power, and not merely on the populace's
enhanced environmental awareness. It differs from both in its rejection of
socialization as the sole mode of production control - that is, it accepts
private production as a valid social choice during the transition process.
A contractionary revolution does not reject violence, either during
the political struggle or at the decisive moment when power is seized.
However, the essence of such a revolution is not force, but rather a
massive shift in legitimacy from capitalists to contractionists. The
contractionary movement in a country or region must convince people,
through its statements and actions, that it understand their genuine
interests and that, unlike the present rulers, it will meet these interests
once it achieves social and economic control.
Although the two
movements differ substantially, contractionists apply the revolutionary
model that was developed by the Bolsheviks. This entails an accurate
understanding of the populace's needs ("Peace! Bread! Land!") and a
profound reliance on its political support during the revolutionary
struggle.
The two models also overlap with respect to the key
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requirements for a political revolution: ideas, leaders, and events. Ideas are
the revolution's conceptual foundation. They provide the historical
context, the economic and political analysis, and the strategic “line of
march”14. Based on the ideas, talented leaders must step forward to
formulate specific strategies and to educate and stir the populace. With
ideas and leaders in place, events must be fully exploited to shift popular
consciousness towards the contractionary perspective.
Given the
overshoot crisis, events refer mainly to ecological disasters, but they could
also include political crises, such as the austerity upheavals currently
plaguing Europe, that cause people to reconsider their society’s basic
direction.
Who might be the agents of a contractionary revolution - that is, who
are the potential contractionists? The answer is not immediately obvious
because the ecological crisis is unprecedented and thus incompatible with
traditional political alignments. Over the past several centuries the
politically active members of the capitalist world have been roughly split
into conservatives, who express themselves through right-wing politics,
and progressives, who express themselves through left-wing politics.
However, this division is based on a shared commitment to economic
expansion, which has now become untenable. The question thus becomes:
how are progressives and conservatives likely to respond politically once
the gravity of overshoot has permeated society and the contractionary
alternative has become widely known?
The progressive-conservative split is to some degree rooted in human
nature, which means that it will persist into the foreseeable future.
Progressives have a worldview based on values such as fairness,
compassion, and social solidarity. They will switch their allegiance from
left-wing politics to contractionism once they are convinced that the latter
more accurately reflects these values in an era of ecological decline. This is
surely not a hard sell. The pro-growth posture of left-liberals such as Dean
Baker and Paul Krugman is transparently ecocidal and is already causing
immense suffering and widespread injustice; it cannot long retain its
credibility once a compelling alternative is in place. Conservatives have a
worldview based on individual responsibility. Some will switch once they
understand that their business ventures are imperiled by the ecological
destruction of rampant expansion, and that contractionism leaves the door
open for private production. Conservatives also have a sound historical
reason to turn away from capitalist growth. Although it is rarely
acknowledged today, many conservatives were originally landowners
who were both threatened and appalled by the manufacturing upsurge.
Of the books on my shelves, the most vitriolic denunciations of capitalism
are found not in the works of Marx or Lenin, but in The Portable
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Conservative Reader (1982). One example: "The world of industrial progress
is a world of disinherited beings, cut off from the deepest sources of
human satisfaction, restless and jangled, driven by unstilled cravings
through a course of life without meaning or direction."15 How long will it
take before these traditional conservatives realize just how thoroughly
capitalism has perverted their ancient commitments? How long before
they seek a return to the soil and organic communities they once
cherished?
To answer the initial question, the agents of a contractionary
revolution are likely to be progressives who have abandoned left-wing
politics to more rationally serve the common good, and conservatives who
have abandoned right-wing politics to salvage their business interests or to
assert the principles of traditional conservatism. It is very difficult to
predict who will respond more quickly or more effectively.
My
progressive stance leads me to favor this group, but if conservatives can
adjust rationally to a degrading world and avoid the lure of fascism, they
could well end up leading the contractionary charge.
The tasks of contractionists are to first dissolve capitalist power and
then to establish a contractionary economy. Leaders in each country and
region are responsible for the strategy to achieve these ends in their
particular circumstances, but a strategic approach can be offered based on
the above discussion. Recall that power derives from legitimacy and
coercion, and that legitimacy is manufactured in two ways: meeting
popular interests and manipulating people though propaganda, deception,
and fear. Although the manipulations are undoubtedly important,
revolutionary change will in most cases hinge on the populace's
perception of its interests. Under capitalism, these are defined as
increased consumption - a higher "standard of living" - for the individual
and his or her family. A broader interpretation of human welfare, plus the
fate of future generations and the environment, are largely ignored. So
long as this definition remains fixed in the popular mind, no
transformative change is possible. The key to a contractionary revolution
is therefore to redefine popular interests - to convince people that their
genuine interests are adequate consumption, life-affirming work, and a
relatively intact biosphere for their descendants.
More succinctly,
contractionary leaders must convince people that the economic aim should
be to maximize long-term well-being instead of short-term consumption.
If we are to make this strategic approach work, we must be prepared
to answer the inevitable challenge from our expansionary opponents:
"Your definition of popular interests is clearly wrong, and ours is clearly
right - just watch how people actually behave." The answer is two-fold.
First, people's actions are the result of both human nature and social
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conditioning. After 500 years of capitalism, it is impossible to know the
degree to which each is responsible for current consumption behavior, or
what the potential for post-capitalist behavior might be. Second, and more
fundamentally, a contractionary revolution is not about winning an
argument with our opponents, but about realizing our vision and
imposing our will. It took time and bloodshed to establish the capitalist
proposition that the populace supports rapidly increased production. It
may take time and bloodshed to establish the contractionary proposition
that the populace supports sustainable well-being. The central question is
this: given the appropriate theory, leadership, and events, will a sufficient
number of people support our revolution? If the answer is yes, we will be
“right” about their genuine interests. If the answer is no, we will be
“wrong”. From the political perspective there is no other criterion. As
Mikhail Gorbachev once noted: "… history will put everything in its
place."16
My next topic is the revolutionary process, which refers to the various
activities that contractionists might employ in their political struggles.
Given the proximity of critical thresholds, this process must be marked by
extraordinary urgency. Unlike past revolutions, which could mature over
decades, a contractionary revolution is a desperate attempt to wrest
economic control from disaster-bound capitalists in order to divert the
economy onto a safe track. This transfer of control requires extensive
engagement by the populace, not only to lend credibility to contractionary
efforts but also to mold it into a revolutionary force. As Leon Trotsky
pointed out after the Russian Revolution, the people have for centuries
been under the heel of other classes, resulting in a lack of political selfconfidence that only revolutionary involvement can overcome. 17
Contractionary leaders will no doubt utilize a wide range of activities
to achieve their ends. Here I would like to briefly examine just two of
these: revolutionary activism and contractionary secession. Revolutionary
activism refers to activism that is primarily intended to advance the
contractionary cause. For example, when progressive contractionists
demonstrate against the Alberta tar sands they should loudly assert that
the project is irrational based on ENL concepts and would not even be
considered by a contractionary society. Besides such defensive initiatives,
revolutionary activism could go on the offensive. Contractionists could,
for instance, mobilize for the broader use of alternative energy because this
would lower the environmental cost of production and decrease the rates
of resource depletion. In both the defensive and the offensive cases, the
main aims would be to publicize the ecological rationality of ENL logic
and to highlight the promise of a contractionary economy.
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Contractionary secession is intended to address the likely fact that some
parts of a country will adopt contractionism more quickly than others.
Rather than waiting for an entire country to reach a uniform level of
maturity, it will sometimes make sense for an advanced region to
transform itself into an independent entity. This has several advantages: it
quickly reduces humankind's ecological impact, it provides a test bed for
social innovations such as local currency schemes, and it could initiate a
cascade of seceding regions that may force the entire nation to move in the
contractionary direction. Among the disadvantages of secession are that it
isolates the advanced region, leaving it vulnerable to economic sabotage
and political retaliation, and it could act as a safety valve that reduces the
pressure on the country as a whole to make the contractionary shift.
Ernest Callenbach's novels Ecotopia (1975)18 and Ecotopia Emerging (1981)19
provide an excellent introduction to the idea of ecological secession.
When the revolutionary process has decisively shifted legitimacy from
capitalists to contractionists, leaders must choose the appropriate time to
seize power. This should be seen not as a rash or even a courageous act,
but as the political formalization of profound changes that have already
occurred in people's hearts and minds. For contractionary leaders, the
greatest sin would be to balk at the decisive moment, to forgo a perhaps
irreplaceable opportunity to obey the popular will and to shift the
economy onto a sustainable path. In practical terms, seizing power means
that leaders will publicly declare that they now constitute a society's ruling
group. If their judgment about the legitimacy shift is correct, a critical
mass of the populace and state will honor this declaration, and the transfer
of power will have occurred.
What will happen after contractionists gain power? The sequence of
events will vary according to circumstances, but a likely pattern can be
surmised. The initial period will be one of intense political conflict. The
capitalist class will attempt a counter-revolution.
Other capitalist
countries, fearing a parallel fate, will invade or threaten to invade. If the
revolution is to survive, contractionary power must be consolidated
through suppression of the capitalist media and widespread mobilization
of the populace. Aside from resisting external forces, the most critical task
will be to subdue active resistance within the police and the military, and
then to convert the capitalist state into a contractionary state. Once power
has been consolidated, social reconstruction can begin. The first step will
be to adopt a contractionary constitution, which will specify the core
principles of the emerging society. Representative democracy will be
revived as soon as the political situation stabilizes, and restrictions on the
media will be loosened once they abandon their counter-revolutionary
propaganda. On the economic front, the production of outputs that
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provide few benefits but that cause high ecological impact will be curtailed
or prohibited. Strict advertising restrictions will be implemented. The
legal status of firms will be modified to eliminate their political influence
and to end the dominant role of profits in determining economic
outcomes. To protect workers during rapid contraction, laws will be
passed and institutions will be developed that permit the available work
to be equitably shared. By degrees, through pain and struggle, a
contractionary society will be born and sustainable well-being will become
an achievable goal.

One of the main impediments to revolutionary change is the fear that
emotions will erupt during the struggle for power, resulting in abuses that
destroy human dignity and cause unnecessary suffering. The longer-term
worry is that the principles driving the revolution will be abandoned,
thereby ushering in a period of tyrannical rule. These concerns are
historically justified and must be addressed. Given that most recent
revolutions have been socialist in nature, it is especially important to
distinguish between socialism and contractionism on these matters.
The most important factor is contractionism's full acknowledgment of
biological human nature. Karl Marx made a horrific blunder by equating
human nature with social relations, thereby repudiating the deeply
ingrained tendencies arising from several million years of hominid and
human evolution.
This error, which socialists have blindly and
disastrously applied, is here categorically rejected. Contractionism sides
with moral philosopher Peter Singer: "It is time for the left to take seriously
the fact that we are evolved animals, and that we bear the evidence of our
inheritance, not only in our anatomy and our DNA, but in our behavior
too. In other words it is time to develop a Darwinian left."20 This
acceptance of human nature is what leads contractionism to adopt the
principle of contractionary conservatism. As mentioned, this states that
existing social and economic arrangements should be altered only to the
extent that this is necessary to achieve contractionary aims. Our
movement recognizes that people are naturally resistant to change, and
that many characteristics of capitalist societies arise not from the system's
dynamics, but from the inherent traits of human beings. As such they
must be respected and preserved.
Almost as significant is the fact that contractionism is based on an
explicit economic logic. Whether this is ENL or constrained capitalist
logic, it will likely be included in the constitutions of contractionary
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societies, thereby committing future leaders to its implementation. This is
a crucial difference from socialism, which has never developed an
independent framework, but has instead trusted its leaders to modify
capitalist logic in accordance with working-class interests. Even with the
best of intentions, this approach can lead to a divergence from its original
purpose; with evil intentions, it will fatten the elite while starving the
laboring majority.
Another crucial factor is that contractionism, while rejecting capitalist
logic for economic guidance, does not demonize the system itself. As
noted, this means that its institutions can be reshaped for contractionary
purposes, and even its logic can be optionally used for economic
coordination. In addition, it means that capitalism's accomplishments in
non-economic areas can be objectively evaluated and selectively retained.
Among the most admirable of these are its legal guarantees: due process,
habeas corpus, freedom of thought and assembly, etc. Although these
rights regularly come under attack when profits or privileges are
threatened, they serve as a model to be emulated in the contractionary
future.
The absence of demonization also shields the capitalists
themselves from the excesses of popular rancor. To the extent that they
repudiate their expansionism, they will likely ensure their personal safety
during the revolutionary struggle and be accepted into contractionary
society after their political defeat.

The main enemies of the contractionary movement are clearly the
expansionists: capitalists and their allies. Besides these obvious political
opponents, the movement faces two major impediments among its
potential supporters - the initiatives collectively known as green
reformism and the attitude of fatalism. Before wrapping up this summary
I would like to address these additional obstacles.
Green reformism refers to support for changes that reduce capitalism’s
ecological impact ("green") while retaining the system and its
expansionary logic ("reformism"). There are numerous initiatives that
match this description, including standard environmentalism, green
parties, ecological economics, and the efforts of individuals like Bill
McKibben, Richard Heinberg, Gus Speth, Naomi Klein, and Al Gore.
Green reformism's main attraction is that it allows people to express their
environmental concerns while avoiding a revolutionary challenge to the
prevailing order.
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Taken at face value - as a sincere attempt to reverse overshoot - green
reformism is guilty of serious strategic errors. The first and most basic of
these is its refusal to objectively assess capitalism, allowing practitioners to
sidestep the now-obvious conclusion that the system is ecocidal and must
be historically superseded. Starting from this core blunder, they proceed
to numerous smaller errors. One of these is the inclusive we - the
widespread verbal fallacy of lumping everyone together, thereby
extinguishing the critical distinction between expansionists and
contractionists. Another is the reformist fallacy - the almost comical idea
that the system can be substantially transformed by people who lack
political power and economic control. Based on this fallacy, countless
well-meaning and accomplished people are concocting progressive
schemes for energy, transportation, agriculture, and more - virtually all of
which are destined to expire on the Procrustean bed of capitalist logic.
The last error to be mentioned here is the notion that, given sufficient
political will, governments have the capacity to solve climate change and
put the world on the path to sustainability. This position can be
maintained only by those who are ensnared in the democratic illusion and
who therefore fail to see that today's governments are not autonomous
decision-makers, but rather the visible outcroppings of capitalist power.
It is doubtful, however, that green reformism should be taken at face
value. As the ecological crisis has deepened, expansionists have become
increasingly concerned about a revolutionary response. As a result they
have put growing emphasis on diverting such tendencies into nonthreatening channels. This points to green reformism's hidden political
role: it stamps out revolutionary sparks through such methods as
funneling university students into technically-oriented environmental
programs and enticing activist leaders with the bangle of government
agreements. As well, much of green reformism has probably been
infiltrated by intelligence agencies. Carl Bernstein pointed out decades
ago that the US media has been deeply infiltrated by the CIA. Given this
history and the massive expansion of internal surveillance since the falseflag 9/11 operation, it would be miraculous if green reformism were not
profoundly compromised as well. I have no evidence linking any of the
above-mentioned initiatives or individuals with the world of intelligence,
but keen skepticism is surely warranted when they balefully warn about
impending environmental doom and then offer policy-oriented solutions
that keep the expansionists firmly in power. Let me now address the
second obstacle - fatalism.
Ecological events are a two-edged sword. On one hand they are
necessary to galvanize the populace and to facilitate the legitimacy shift
from capitalists to contractionists. On the other hand they can drive
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concerned individuals towards fatalistic despair about the future, thereby
undermining their revolutionary potential. Three points must be made to
minimize the latter possibility. The first pertains to the nature of
ecological decline itself. The scientific world cannot at present tell us
precisely where the biosphere stands with respect to critical thresholds.
Perhaps it has passed such a point and is now in terminal collapse towards
a Venus-like Earth. Perhaps, even though such a point has been passed, a
new environmental equilibrium awaits, and the biosphere has begun a
non-terminal collapse. In that case the next stop will be not Venus, but a
degraded version of the pre-industrial Earth. And perhaps it has not
passed such a point at all, and much of the living world can still be
salvaged through decisive human action. Given this uncertainty, fatalism
is not a reasonable posture. The second point relates to the probability of
success in reversing overshoot. For example, the next scientific study to
appear could convincingly demonstrate that the chance of averting
catastrophic climate change is less than one percent even if greenhouse gas
emissions immediately plummet. This is undoubtedly daunting, but most
people would readily confront far greater odds to preserve their own life
or the lives of their family members. It strikes me as irrational to
courageously accept this limited challenge but to despair when the living
world itself is at stake. The last point concerns the relationship between
contractionary revolution and collapse. Even if the biosphere has passed a
critical threshold, the logic of sustainable well-being will be useful for
managing the collapse process, possibly preventing anarchy and
substantially reducing human suffering. Briefly stated, contractionary
revolution is the rational choice for concerned humankind under all
circumstances. In the absence of collapse it can help avert disaster, and
fatalism is a poor excuse for avoiding it. If collapse is inevitable or under
way, it can mitigate the decline, and fatalism is irrelevant.

The following summarizes contractionism as succinctly as possible:
Humankind is a successful biological species that has for thousands of
years gradually expanded its planetary presence. With the advent of
capitalism in the 16th century this expansion accelerated sharply, pushing
the biosphere into overshoot and threatening both our own survival and
that of non-human species. The root cause of this acceleration is
capitalism's economic logic, which generates growth without providing
rational oversight. The system's institutions, such as money and markets,
play supportive roles and are not responsible for the crisis. To salvage the
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biosphere, overshoot must be quickly reversed through rapid contraction a dramatic reduction in the global economy's output rate. The transitional
process to accomplish this is called organic change, which entails the
replacement of capitalism's logic for guiding purposes and the evolution
of its various institutions. This process, however, runs counter to the
interests of the capitalist class, which holds political power in the rich
countries where rapid contraction is most urgently required. This class
must therefore be removed from power, which means that reversing
overshoot is a revolutionary task. Contractionary revolutions can be
achieved by progressives and conservatives who understand that
humankind's unique predicament has invalidated traditional political
alignments. The key prerequisite will be to break the taboo that currently
keeps the topics of power and revolution beyond the boundary of
permissible thought. The core strategy will be to redefine popular
interests: from the maximization of short-term consumption to the
maximization of long-term well-being.
I have one last thought. What confuses many intelligent people about
the way forward is the recent ideological struggle between capitalism and
socialism. This intense conflict has led them to defend capitalism with
undue fervor and to see socialism as the only possible alternative. To gain
a wider perspective I have found it helpful to think of socialism as a
historical detour - a brave, understandable, but misconceived attempt to
shift control of hyper-expansion from capitalists to workers. This detour
has now ended, and history thus returns to its main road: the feudal past,
the capitalist present, and the contractionary future. Or, in economic
terms: capitalism's reaction to feudalism's inadequate production, and
contractionism's reaction to capitalism's irrational production. The fate of
the biosphere may well depend on the capacity of potential contractionary
leaders to swiftly achieve this historical reorientation.
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Glossary
NOTE: Only those ENL terms defined in the overview of chapter two
are included here. For a complete listing, see The Economics of Needs
and Limits, Appendix A. Terms pertaining to the power model are
identified as such because their definitions are in some cases specific
to this model.

Advertising: Mass persuasion for commercial purposes. Advertising
helps shape the consumption desires that are satisfied by capitalism's
outputs, and is therefore central to both profitability and functional
success. Compare: "propaganda".
Biological expansion: The gradual increase in humankind's output rate,
and thus ecological impact and resource depletion, until about 1500, based
on the biological nature of our species. Compare: "hyper-expansion".
Biological flow (ENL): One of the three natural flow categories that
have direct biological effects: habitat destruction, utilization of renewables,
and the expulsion of wastes.
Budget share (ENL): The portion of an environmental budget that is
allotted to a final output. This allotment is based on the output's marginal
health gains, relative to the other final outputs that require the flow.
Capitalism: An economic system that arose in Europe around 1500 to
rapidly increase the output rate. Under capitalism a society is divided into
two main classes: the owners of productive assets (capitalists) and those
who sell their labor power to these owners (workers).
Capitalist class (power model): In a capitalist society, the class that
owns the key productive assets and exercises political power; hence, its
ruling class. The capitalist class also acts as an instrument of social control.
It is moderately visible to the populace.
Capitalist logic: An economic logic that rapidly increases the output
rate without rational oversight. It is expressed through the market
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interactions of two incentives: profit maximization by firms and the
desires of manipulated consumers. Compare: "logic of sustainable wellbeing".
Coercion (power model): A means of social control: the use of physical
and non-physical compulsion to shape the populace's thoughts and
behavior. See also "legitimacy".
Conservatism: A political perspective that emphasizes individual
responsibility over social solidarity. Compare: "progressivism".
Constrained capitalist logic:
The conservative logic of sustainable
well-being. This is equivalent to ENL and ecological economics regarding
natural limits, but adheres to capitalist logic with respect to well-being.
Compare: "capitalist logic" and "ENL logic".
Contraction: The decrease in an economy's output rate, and thus its
ecological impact and resource depletion. Compare: "expansion".
Contractionary conservatism: The principle that existing social,
political, and economic arrangements should be altered only to the extent
that this is required for rapid contraction and sustainable well-being.
Contractionary economics: The economic theory of a contractionary
society. It will combine a functional framework with the logic of
sustainable well-being as the guiding framework.
Contractionary movement:
contractionism.

A revolutionary initiative to implement

Contractionary neutrality: Contractionism's impartiality regarding
progressives and conservatives as potential movement members.
Contractionary revolution: The replacement of capitalists with
contractionists as a society’s ruling group in order to reverse overshoot
and achieve sustainable well-being. Compare: "socialist revolution".
Contractionism: 1. The drive to replace the capitalist economic
conception (increased output rate) with the contractionary conception
(sustainable well-being) through contractionary revolutions.
2. The society that results from this replacement. Thus, a contractionary
revolution achieves the shift from capitalism to contractionism.
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Contractionist: A progressive or conservative who supports the logic of
sustainable well-being and contractionism. Compare: "expansionist".
Control fallacy: The idea that gaining democratic control of an economy
is sufficient for its transformation towards sustainable well-being. This is
a fallacy because economic control, while necessary, is not sufficient: the
logic of sustainable well-being is required as well.
Critical threshold: A level of environmental damage where positive
feedbacks have become so strong that effective human intervention is no
longer feasible.
Deception (power model): A component of manipulation: the
falsification of social and political reality through means other than
propaganda.
Deep state (power model): An
instrument
of
social
control:
unidentified representatives of the capitalist class who intercede in
political affairs as required in order to maintain capitalist power and
resolve internal ruling-class disputes. It is invisible to the populace.
Democracy: The political freedom of the ruled within the ruler-ruled
relationship. Institutional democracy is the degree to which the populace
can autonomously choose a government and the government can
autonomously control the state. Individual democracy is the extent of
personal liberties: freedom of expression and association, due process, etc.
Democratic illusion: The false perception that, in a capitalist society,
power is held by the government and the populace it represents rather
than by the capitalist class. Thus, the mistaken belief in popular
sovereignty.
Ecological economics: A heterodox economic theory that combines
capitalist logic with ecological limits. It is therefore similar to constrained
capitalist logic.
Ecological efficiency (ENL): The measure of an economy's success in
minimizing a natural flow. This is a ratio: output quantity divided by flow
quantity.
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Ecological limit - output (ENL): An output's lowest share limit. That
is, the maximum quantity that can be produced without violating the
output’s most restrictive budget share.
Ecological limit - population (ENL): The maximum population, at a
specified rate of per-capita consumption, that can be supported by an
economy that has reached its ecological limit.
Economic justice (ENL):
labor, and wastes.

The absence of maldistribution for outputs,

Economic logic: The factors that guide an economy’s activities and thus
determine its main outcomes. These are the outputs produced and their
quantities, natural flow rates, and the population level.
Economic transformation:
to organic change.

An economy's structural modifications due

Ecosocialism: A movement that combines Marxist concepts with an
awareness of ecological limits.
Effectual value (ENL): The realization of potential value; thus, the
actual health achieved from an output's consumption. Effectual value can
be positive, negative, or zero.
Economics of Needs and Limits (ENL): The author's proposal for the
progressive logic of sustainable well-being. ENL is rooted in the ethical
principle that all human beings, present and future, are of high and equal
worth. Compare: "capitalist logic" and "constrained capitalist logic".
Environmental budget (ENL): The maximum rate of a biological flow
that does not cause ecological degradation. Thus, the maximum rates of
habitat destruction, utilization of renewables, and expulsion of wastes that
do not cause cumulative or destructive effects in the environment.
Expansion: The increase in an economy's output rate, and thus its
ecological impact and resource depletion. Compare: "contraction".
Expansionary era: The entire span of human history until the present
time, during which humankind's output rate, and thus its ecological
impact and resource depletion, have generally increased. Compare: "postexpansionary era".
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Expansionist:
Someone who supports capitalist logic and opposes
contractionism. Compare: "contractionist".
Fear (power model): A component of manipulation: exposing the
populace to terrifying events and circumstances, thereby short-circuiting
rational thought and facilitating social control.
Forgone health (ENL): The sacrifice made in allocation; thus, the health
that would have been gained by producing the best alternative output
from a specified set of inputs.
Functional framework: A conceptual structure that addresses an
economy's operational mechanisms. Compare: "guiding framework".
Functional success (power model): A method used to achieve
legitimacy: satisfaction of the populace’s perceived requirements.
Government (power model): The populace's elected representatives,
who influence policy but lack power. Government acts as an instrument
of social control, primarily through the democratic illusion. It is highly
visible to the populace.
Green reformism: Support for changes that reduce the economy’s
ecological impact ("green") while retaining the capitalist class and its logic
("reformism").
Guiding framework: A conceptual structure which establishes the
objectives that an economy must achieve in order to attain its stated goal.
Compare: "functional framework".
Hyper-expansion: The rapid increase in humankind’s output rate, and
thus its ecological impact and resource depletion, that began around 1500
with the advent of capitalism and continues today. Compare: "biological
expansion".
Impact limit: The maximum output rate, at specified ecological
efficiencies, that allows the biosphere to absorb the resulting
environmental effects without damage or degradation.
Compare:
"resource limit".
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Impact overshoot:
overshoot".

Violation of the impact limit. Compare: "resource

Impact sustainability: The absence, through avoidance or reversal, of
impact overshoot. Compare: "resource sustainability".
Input cost (ENL): The sacrifices made in production; thus, the direct
and indirect effects of production on health. The direct effects are called
labor cost; the indirect effects are called natural cost.
Institutions: An economy's structural and organizational features, which
help implement its economic logic. Under capitalism these include
markets, monetary systems, property relations, and the system’s legal
infrastructure.
Irrational output (ENL): An output whose input cost is greater than its
effectual value at all quantities. The target quantity for such an output is
zero.
Labor cost (ENL): The health effects of the labor process. Labor cost is
positive when labor decreases health; it is negative when labor increases
health.
Labor maldistribution (ENL): Any distribution of labor that fails to
minimize aggregate labor cost. See also: “output maldistribution” and
“waste maldistribution”.
Legitimacy (power model): A means of social control: popular support
for the ruling class, achieved through functional success and
manipulation. See also "coercion".
Logic of sustainable well-being: An economic logic designed to
achieve environmental sustainability and human well-being. The author's
proposal for the progressive version is ENL. The conservative version is
constrained capitalist logic. Compare: "capitalist logic".
Manipulation (power model): A method used to achieve legitimacy,
comprising propaganda, deception, and fear.
Modified market logic: Capitalist logic without consumer persuasion
such as advertising. This logic is used in an ENL-based economy for
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economic coordination to the extent that this is approved by social
decisions.
Natural cost (ENL): The global health effects of the environmental
changes associated with production. Natural cost is positive when these
effects decrease health; it is negative when they increase health.
Natural flow (ENL): An interaction between nature and the economy.
Four categories are recognized: habitat destruction, utilization of
renewables, expulsion of wastes, and utilization of nonrenewables. The
first three are called biological flows.
Need (ENL): A consumption desire that increases health when it is
satisfied. Compare: “want”.
Optimum population (ENL): The population level that maximizes a
society's average health based on scale effects.
Optimum quantity (ENL): The output quantity where marginal input
cost equals marginal effectual value. This is also called the output’s
economic limit.
Organic change: The rapid but evolutionary conversion of a capitalist
economy into a contractionary economy.
Output maldistribution (ENL): Any distribution of outputs that fails to
maximize aggregate effectual value. See also: “labor maldistribution” and
“waste maldistribution”.
Output rate: The quantity of outputs produced by an economy during a
specified period of time.
Overshoot:

Impact overshoot and resource overshoot, collectively.

Point of no return: The global output rate that corresponds, at
specified ecological efficiencies, to the critical threshold for a major
environmental impact such as climate change.
Populace: The social majority, specifically those who are not members of
the ruling group prior to a contractionary revolution, and not members of
the primary contending forces (expansionists and contractionists) during
such a revolution.
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Post-expansionary era: An intended future period of history when
humankind’s output rate, and thus its ecological impact and resource
depletion, will be under rational guidance. Compare: "expansionary era".
Potential value (ENL): The maximum capacity of an output to affect
health. Potential value can be positive, negative, or zero.
Power (power model): The capacity to exercise social control.
term is synonymous with "political power".

This

Progressivism: A political perspective that emphasizes social solidarity
over individual responsibility. In the U.S. the term "liberalism" is
frequently used instead. Compare: "conservatism".
Propaganda (power model): A component of manipulation: mass
persuasion for political purposes, primarily through the capitalist media.
Compare: "advertising".
Radical environmentalism: Direct action to protect the environment;
thus, the rejection of negotiated compromises with corporations and the
state.
Rapid contraction: The swift decrease in an economy's output rate,
intended to reverse overshoot.
Reformist fallacy: The false notion, prevalent among green reformists,
that a capitalist economy can be substantially transformed by those who
lack political power and economic control.
Resource limit: An economy's maximum sustainable output rate in the
absence of nonrenewable resources. Compare: "impact limit".
Resource overshoot:
overshoot".

Violation of the resource limit. Compare: "impact

Resource sustainability: The absence, through avoidance or reversal, of
resource overshoot. Compare: "impact sustainability".
Ruling class: The class that has historically seized power and currently
exercises social control. Under capitalism this is the capitalist class.
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Sacrifice (ENL): What is given up when inputs are allocated to, and then
used in, production. ENL recognizes two types of sacrifice: forgone
health, which relates to the allocation of resources to production, and
input cost, which relates to the production process itself.
Sanctioned want (ENL): A want that society has decided to satisfy.
Compare: "unsanctioned want".
Satiation (ENL): The exhaustion of an individual’s capacity to consume
outputs without a decrease in marginal effectual value, due to the physical
constitution of the human body.
Scale effects (ENL): The increasing opportunities for cooperation,
specialization, and exchange that initially accompany a rising population.
Share limit (ENL):

The output quantity that exhausts a budget share.

Social control (power model): The means used by the ruling class to
maintain power: shaping the thoughts and behavior of the populace
through legitimacy and coercion.
Socialist revolution: The replacement of capitalists with workers as a
society’s ruling class in order to take control of an expansionary economy.
Compare: "contractionary revolution".
State (power model): An
instrument
of
social
control:
the
administrative structures that regulate a society's operations in the
interests of its ruling class. It is moderately visible to the populace.
Structure fallacy: The idea that the historical move beyond capitalism
implies a move towards another specified economic structure. This is a
fallacy because capitalism's supersession must be an organic process,
driven by the logic of sustainable well-being, towards an unknowable
structural destination.
Surveillance: Scrutiny of the ruled by the ruling group in order to
facilitate social control.
Sustainability:
overshoot.

The

absence,

through

reversal

or

avoidance,

of
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Sustainable well-being: The goal of a contractionary economy. For
progressives this is environmental sustainability plus well-being as
defined by ENL. For conservatives it is environmental sustainability plus
well-being as defined by constrained capitalist logic.
Target flow rate (ENL): For the current population, the natural flow
rate required for the production of target output quantities, at the highest
achievable ecological efficiencies.
Target population (ENL):
and ecological limit.

The lower of a population’s optimum level

Target quantity (ENL): For the current population, the lower of an
output's optimum quantity and ecological limit.
Technological neutrality: The principle that technological complexity is
a social choice, and is therefore irrelevant for judging economic
performance or progress.
Unsanctioned want (ENL): A want that society has decided not to
satisfy. Compare: "sanctioned want".
Want (ENL): A consumption desire that does not increase health when it
is satisfied. Wants are divided into two categories: sanctioned (socially
approved) and unsanctioned (socially rejected). Compare: “need”.
Waste maldistribution (ENL): Any distribution of wastes that fails to
minimize aggregate natural cost. See also: “labor maldistribution” and
“output maldistribution”.
Well-being: Under ENL logic, the achievement of maximum attainable
health from production and consumption, plus the satisfaction of all
sanctioned wants. Under constrained capitalist logic, the maximization of
sustainable consumption.
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